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A finite difference based finite strip method of analysis is presented 
for the solution of curved plate structures subject to normal loading. 
By applying variational methods to the principle of minimum potential 
energy the governing differential equation for a curved finite strip 
element is formed. The set of simultaneous differential equations 
resulting from a system of such strips are then solved using finite 
difference and Gauss reduction techniques. Various boundary condi-
tions including continuity over interior supports may be considered. 
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Local coordinate system across strip 
Width of finite strip 
Unit base vectors in cartesian coordinate system-
Vector of generalised displacements for plate 
Angular nodal spacing along system of finite strips 
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Displacement function at the point (a,y2 ) 
Vertical displacement in x3 , y3 direction 
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Vector of rotational displacements 
Cartesian coordinate directions 
Local curvilinear coordinates 
Nodal coordinates for strip in y1 direction 
Vertical distance from middle plane of plate 
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Surface ar.ea of plate or strip 
Flexural ri giditfos for an rnrthotropk plate 
Torsfonal rigidities for an orthotropk plate 
1M d ·1 f 1 t• •t . 1 d 2 d.. t•• o u us o e·,,as lCl 1 y ln y an y ' lrec 1ons 
Modulus of ,elasticity in r and 1e directions 
Modulus of 1elasti.city iin shear 
Moment of inertia for beam ·element 
Length a·1on1g 'boundary of plate 
v.ector of :bending moment components [1eqns (.3. l), (3.2}] 
Bending moments acting on boundary of plate [,eqns (.3.7)] 
Bending moments per unit ],ength about the y 2 and y 1 
axes r.espectively [eqns (.3 .. 7)] 
Twisting moments per unit l1engt'h about the y
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axes respectively [eqns (3 .. 7)] 
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Twisting moment per unit length about the 18 axis 
Point load 
Vector of shearing force components 
Shearing force acting on boundary of plate [eqns (.3.7}] 
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-Total potential energy of a finite strip in bending 
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Cart·esian coordinate system 




Vectors and Matrices 
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[D],[F],[J] Strip stiffness matrices 
{A} Vector of unknown constants 
{M} Vector of bending and twisting moments 
{X} Curvature matrix 
{u} Nodal displacement vector 
[Ca] Nodal coordinate matrix 
[Cb] Displacement transformation matrix 
[E] Vector of nodal loads and moments 
[K] Finite difference stiffness matrix 
Greek characters 
a ... a 
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INTRO DU CTI ON 
1. 1 Genera 1 
During the past few decades a number of numerical and analytical techniques 
have been developed for the solution of structural and continuum mechanics 
problems. Many of these techniques have been based on the two well 
known and extremely powerful methods of analysis, namely the finite 
difference and finite element methods. 
In the finite difference method the governing differential equation and 
the set of prescribed boundary differential equations for the structure 
are replaced by their corresponding finite difference approximations. 
The method involves placing a mesh of equally or variably spaced grid 
lines on the structure and applying the governing differential equation 
at each node. The boundary differential equations are applied at points 
along the boundary in a similar manner. In this way the set of simul-
taneous differential equations obtained may be replaced by the correspond-
ing set of simultaneous linear equations. The solution to this set of 
equations yields the unknown displacements, from which the bending moment 
and shear force quantities may be subsequently derived. Although the 
method of finite differences has been used to solve a variety of 
structural problems, the application has been found to be limited when 
the boundary conditions and the geometry become more involved. 
In the finite element method, the continuum is replaced by an equivalent 
idealised structure composed of a number of discrete elements connected 
together along their side and at their common node points. By assuming 
specific piecewise displacement fields within each element which are con-
tinuous across the boundaries, the use of energy theorems make it possible 
to derive the equilibrium equations for a set of finite elements .. In 
this way the set of simultaneous equations can be formed for the complete 
structure. Boundary conditions are applied by initialising the appropriat~ 
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interior and boundary displacement values. From the solution to this 
·set of equations, the nodal displacements are found, which in turn are 
used to derive the internal stresses and stress resultants. The method 
has been extended to include a number of different types and shapes of 
element and a large variety of structural problems may now be solved. 
For this reason the finite element method has become a very powerful 
and widely used method of structural analysis. 
The finite element method does however, involve the solution to a relatively 
large set of simultaneous equations, with the corresponding demand on 
storage capacity and computation involved. In addition, the considerable 
amount of data preparation required and the excessive volume of results 
.obtained may also be considered a disadvantage to the method. Therefore 
for certain types of problems it has been found worthwhile to develop 
methodswhich result in a reduced amount of computation, stor·age and 
input data requirements. This has lead to the development of the finite 
strip method of analysis, which may be regarded as an.extension of the 
finite element method. 
In the finite strip method, the structure is idealised into a number of 
long strip elements connected along their sides or nodal lines. The 
displacement in the longitudinal direction is assumed to vary in accordance 
with harmonic series functions which satisfy the prescribed boundary 
conditions at the ends of each strip. By using a finite element sub-
division in the transverse direction only, it is therefore possible to 
reduce the dimension of the problem, with the corresponding saving in 
computation and storage requirements. 
The present work represents a further development of the finite strip 
method, which· is extended to the analysis of curved plate structures and 
where the advantages of both the finite element and finite difference 
methods are utilized. 
1.2 Review 
The harmonic finite strip method was first developed by Cheung [l,2,3] 
and used in the analysis of simply supported and clamped rectangular 
3 
plate structures. The method has since been extended to the analysis 
of skew [6,7 ,8] and curved [10,ll,12,13] plates and box girder bridges 
with similar boundary conditions. Restrictions on the method are mainly 
the requirement that the structure be prismatic in the longitudinal 
direction-and the limited types of boundary conditions that may be 
handled at the ends of the strips. In addition, the type and number 
of interior supports that may reasonably be considered, limits the 
analysis of continuous structures. 
Du Preez [15] developed a general finite strip method which may be applied 
to straight, skewed and curved slabs of variable cross-section and 
arbitrary boundary conditions. By applying variational methods to the 
principle of virtual work and the associated principle of minimum potential 
energy, the force-displacement relationships for a finite strip element 
are found in the form of a set of second order differential· equations. 
Different techniques are used to solve the sets of equations obtained 
by considering a system of finite strips. One of the methods of 
solution described was that of using the above equations to formulate 
the stiffness matrix for each strip element and solving the system of 
finite strips by the direct stiffness method. 
Lauw [35] adopted a similar approach for the analysis of flat plates, where 
the set of governing differential equations for the system of finite 
strips was formed. The method of solution chosen was that of replacing 
the partial derivatives of the displacement variables by their finite 
difference approximations and solving the resulting set of simultaneous 
linear equations. Barker [36] subsequently extended the method to include 
the analysis of folded plate and translational shell structures. 
In the present work, the· finite strip method is formulated in terms of 
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, enabling plate structLlres of an 
arbitrary curved nature to be analysed. The set of governing differential 
equations is solved using finite difference techniques, where a variable 
spacing of nodes has been incorporated 
4 
1.3 Scope 
The'scope of the present work on the finite strip method includes the 
following set of objectives: 
i) To develop the equilibrium equations and the strain-displacement 
relationships for a curved plate in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. 
ii) To derive the expres~ion for the total potential energy of a curved 
finite strip in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. 
iii) To formulate the governing differential equation for a curved 
finite strip in plane polar coordinates. 
iv) To investigate the use of variable spacing finite difference 
approximations and their application in the finite strip analysis 
of curved plates. 
v) To analyse a series of typical curved plate structures and to 
compare the results with those obtained using the finite element 
and other methods of analysis. 
5 
C H A P T E R 2 
THE CURVILINEAR COORDINATE SYSTEM 
Introduction 
In the following work it will be necessary to derive the equilibrium 
equations and the strain-displacement relations for an arbitrary 
curved plate structure and to develop the governing differential 
equations for a curved finite strip element. To describe a con-
tinuum of this shape it will therefore be necessary to formulate 
these equations in curvilinear coordinates. Due to the generalised 
form of the equations obtained it will be possible to specialise 
at a later stage to any prescribed coordinate system. 
The choice of the coordinate sy$tem will depend on the geometry of 
the structure to be analysed, although the present formulation will 
be restricted to orthogonal systems. 
This chapter serves to briefly describe the correspondence between 
the curvilinear and cartesian coordinate systems and to develop the 
relationships between the various scalar, vectors and tensor quanti-
ties and their derivatives. In the text the curvilinear coordinate 
system will be referred to as the vi system and the cartesian co-
ordinate system as the xi system. 
Useful references in this field include those of Borg [20], Leipholz (24], 
FlUgge [25] and Miller [26]. 
2.1 Relationship between the xi and yi Systems 
Let the cartesian coordinates at any point P be represented by 
(x 1 , x2 , x3 ) and the corresponding set of curvilinear coordinates by 
(y 1 , y2 , y3 ). Since there is to be a unique relationship between 
the two systems we may write the transformations as: 
FIGURE ·2. l 
6 
3 x 
Curvilinear coordinate system yi relative to the cartesian 
axes xi showing the position vector r(xi) referred to the 
xi system 
XI = I ( I x y ' 
2 
y ' y3) 
2 x = 2 ( I x y ' 
2 
y ' y3) 
3 3 I 2 y3) x = x (y ' y ' 
xi xi (yl' 2 y3) or = y ' 
Yi 
• I 2 x3) and = y1(x ' x ' 
Let the unit base vectors in the 
position vector assumed relative 
as shown in Figure 2.1. Then 
r = x1b + x2b + x3b -1 -2 -3 
= . x ib. -1 
(i = 1,2,3) 
(i = 1,2,3) 
7 
(2 .1) 
xi syste~ be denoted by Qi and the 
to the X1 system by r = r{x 1 , x2, x3 ), 
(2.2) 
The usual summation convention for repeated indices is made use of here. 
Due to the correspondence in Eqn. (2.1) it can be seen that the 
position vector r may therefore be described relative to the xi system 
in terms of the ~urvilinear coordinates yi. 
2.2 Base Vectors in vi System 
In changing from the xi system to the vi system, it is necessary to 
introduce the base vectors g.. Using the chain rule for differentia-
-1 
tion, we can write 
ar ar ar 
dr = _-_ dyl + _-_ dy2 + _-_ dy3 
a/ al a/ 
ar . 
- d 1 = -. y 
ay1 
(2.3) 







are the base vectors in the curvilinear coordinate system and are as 
shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. Eqn. (2.4) indicates that by 
using the g. vectors as base vectors, the vector dr has been expressed 
-1 . 
in terms of its contravariant components dy 1 , that is, the components 
with respect to the basis g .. 
-1 
2.3 The Differential of Arc Length 
The differential of a re 1 ength in the Xi sys tern may be obta.i ned from 
i j = O • • dx dx 
lJ 
where o .. , referred to as the Kronecker delta, is defined such that 
lJ 
0 .. = 1 for i = j' 0 .. = 0 for i /. j lJ lJ 
' 
Using Eqn. (2.3), the length of the line element in the yi system 
may be expressed as follows: 
1 x 
FIGURE 2. 2 
3 
y 





Local curvilinear axes showing base vectors 2i and unit 
base vectors e. _, 
10 
ds 2 -· dr.dr 
ar ar ar ar 2 2 ar 3r 2 3 
+ ---. _-_ dy2dy 1 + -. - dy dy + -. - dy dy 
ay2 ay1 ay2 ay2 ay2 ay3 
ar ar 3 1 ar ar 3 2 ar ar 3 3 
+ -3. -1 dy dy + -. - dy dy + -. - dy dy 
ay ay a/ al ay 3 ay 3 
I 
ar ar i 1 ar ar i 2 ar ar , i 3 
= - .• -1 dy dy + - .. -2· dy dy + - .. -3 dy dy 
ay 1 ay ay 1 ay ay 1 ay 
ar ar i dyj = - .. -. dy 
ay 1 ayJ 
where g .. = g .. g. -lJ _, -J 
2.4 Metric Coefficients and the Metric Tensor 
The elements 2ij in Eqn (2.8) above are referred to as the metric 
coefficients and form the components of the metric tensor, which 
may be expressed in matrix form as follows: 
211 212 213 
g .. = 221 222 223 -lJ 





ar ar ar ar ar ar 
ay 1 a/ ay 
1 a/ a/ ay3 
ar ar ar ar ar ar - -= 
al ay1 ay 
2 
al al al 
ar ar ar ar ar ar - - - - - -- - - - -
ay3 a/ ay3 
2 ay3 3 ay ay 
In the case of othogonal curvilinear coordinates, the base vectors 
g. are by definition mutually orthogonal and consequently g1.J. = g .. g. = 0 _, ~ _, -J 
for i r j. The resulting metric tensor is now a diagonal matrix 
and the components become 
211 0 0 
g .. = -lJ 0 ~22 0 













= g .. g. 
-1 -1 
ar ar 
2.5 Unit Base Vectors in yi System 
12 
(no sum on i) (2. 9) 
The base vectors ~i referred to the curvilinear coordinate axes may 
be related to the corresponding unit base vectors e. as follows: 
-1 
ar 
a i ~i _l g (no sum on i) (2. 10) e. = ~- = = -1 




where h. = I g. I = (no sum on i) 1 -1 ayi 
are the scale factors, relating the dimensions of the relative lengths 
of the line ele.ment between the xi and vi systems. 
It can be seen from Eqn (2.10) that the unit vectors ~i are obtained 
by dividing the base vectors g. by the scale factors h
1
.• The scale 
-1 
factors are related to the metric coefficients through Eqns (2.8) 
and (2.10) as follows: 
From Eqn (2.10) 
g. = e.h. = 
-1 -1 1 ayi (no sum on i) 
(2.11) 
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Fr<;>m Eqn (2.8) 
g.. = g .• ·g. = e .h .• e .h. = h .h. (no sum on i) 
-1J -1 -J -1 1 -J J 1 J 
~nd in the case where i = j, we obtain 
' . 
2 
g.. = h. 
-11 1 
(no sum on i) (2.12) 
The length of the line element in curvilinear coordinates may now 
be expressed in terms of the scale factors. Restating Eqn {2.7} 
and using Eqn (2.12) we have 
ds
2 i j = g .. dy dy 
-1J 
= hihjdyid; 
and in the case of orthogonal coordinates 
h .h. = g .. = 0 for i f j 
1 J -1J 
3 
·ds 2 l h: ( dy i) 2 = 1 
i=l 
(2.13) 
Referring to Figur~ 2.2 at point P(y 1 , y2, y3 } where y2 and y3 are 
held constant the element of arc length along.the y1 axis may be 
written .as: 
2 h2d Id 1 ds
1 
= l y y 
ds = h d l 
l 1 y 
2 
Similarly ds = h dy 2 2 
and ds = h dy 3 
3 3 
or = h.dyi 
1 
(no sum on i) (2.14) 
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2.6 Derivatives of Base Vectors 
For subsequent work in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates it is 
necessary to obtain the relationships between the derivatives of the 
unit base vectors ~i with respect to the curvilinear axes. 
Since the set of base vectors and unit base vectors are mutually 
orthogonal, we may write 
~i • ~j = l for i = j 
e .• e. = 0 for i ., j 
-1 -J 
or e .• e. = 0 .. 
-1 -J lJ 
Similarly g .• g. = 0 
-1 -J for i 
., j (2.15) 
Differentiating Eqns (2.15) in turn with respect to yk (k r i r j) 
we obtain the following set of eq~ations 
ag. ag. 
-1 + -J = 0 
ayk • ~j ~i ayk (i,j,k cyclic permutation) (2.16) 
and subtracting cyclic pairs of Eqn (2.16) 
a~k a~k 
+g.•-.--.. g. = 0 
-J ay1 ayJ - 1 
(2.17) 
and since 
[ :~j l (2.18) 
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~qn (2.17) may now be rewritten as 
ag. ag. 
-1 g g ~J = 0 
ayk • -j - - i • ayk 
(2.19) 
By referring to Eqn {2.16) we may concluqe that 
ag. 
~i·a~~ = 0 {i,j,kcyclicpermutation) (2.20) 
Differenti~ting Eqn (2.12) with respect to yk 
. ag. ah. 
-1 = h.--+ g .• -k 
-1 ay 1 ay 
(2.21) 
a~k ah. 
or g .• -. = h _1 
-1 ay1 i ayk 
(2.22) 
Differentiating Eqns {2.15) in turn with respect to yk {i,j =all pairs 
of 1~2,3 for each k) the following set of equations is obtained. 
ag. Clg. 
-1 -J = 0 ayk • ~j + ~; • ayk (i ,j = all pairs of 1,2,3) 
Clg. ag. 
-1 -J or g .• -k = - g .• -k 
-J ay -1 ay 
Substituting Eqn {2.22) into Eqn (2.23) with k = i we obtain 
ag. 
-1 g .• -. 
-J ay1 




Having established the above sets of relations in Eqns (2.20), (2.21), 
(2.22) anQ (2.24), the derivatives of the base vector g. may now be 
·- l 
obtained. The three components of the vector ag./ay1 with respect _, 
to the local curvilinear axes will be 
ag. _, 
,-.• e. 
1 -1 ay 
ag. _, 




Using Eqn (2.10) these components may be written in terms of the 
base vectors as follows 
ag .· g. _, _, 
ay i • hi ; 
ag. g. _, -J 
ay;·hj; 
a~i ~k ( ,· = - .• -h 1,2,3) 
ay 1 k 
By referring to Eqns (2.21) and (2.24), these components become 
ah. 
l . -. ' ay, 
thus we obtain 
h. h. 
1 1 
- l\" ayk 
(i,j,k cyclic permutation) 
(2.25) 
Similarly the vector a~j/ayk may be resolved into its three components 
along the local curvilinear axes as follows: 
ag. 
~ k. e. 
ay -1 
ag. 
~ k • e. 
ay -J 
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Referring to Eqns (2.20}, (2.21} and (2.22} these components become 
0 ; 
Thus we obtain: 
(j,k =all pairs of 1,2,3} '(2.26} 
Eqns. (2.25} and (2.26} give the required relationships between the 
derivatives of the base vectors in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. 
~.7 Derivatives of Unit Base Vectors 
The relation between the derivatives of the unit base vectors with 
respect to the curvilinear axes may be obtained by substituting 
Eqn (2.10} into Eqns (2.25} and (2.26} as follows: 
From Eqn (2.25} 
a -. (e.h.} 
ay 1 -1 1 
ae. ah. 
__.::..!._ h 1 . . + e. . 
ay1 1 _, ay1 
ah; h. ah. h. ah. 
= -. e. - _h, -~ e. - -h1 -k1 ek 
ay 1 _, j ayJ - J k ay .-
ah . e . ah 
1
. ek 
= 1 -J -
- ayj hj - ayk hk" (i,j,k cyclic permutation} ( 2. 27} 
Similarly from Eqn (2.26} 
a -k (e.h.) 
ay -J J 
ae. ah. 
-~ h. + e. -f 
ay J -J ay 
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{j,k =all pairs of 1,2,3) (2.28) 
Eqns (2.27) and {2.28) are the relationships between the derivatives 
of the unit base vectors in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates 
2.8 Gauss' Divergence Theorem 
The Divergence Theorem of Gauss in two dimensions, sometimes referred 
to as Green's Theorem in the plane, equates the line integral around 
a boundary to the area integral taken over the enclosed domain. In the 
subsequent work it wi 11 be necessary to make use of Gauss 1 Theorem as 
applied to vector quantities and formulated in terms of orthogonal 
curvilinear coordinates. 
Let M be a vector function defined on the surface A and around the 
boundary l and let M be continuously differentiable on A. Then the 
area integral of the divergence of ~ taken over the surface A is equal 
to the line integral of M taken over the closed boundary L surrounding 
the area A, or 
or 










= -} dA 
. A ax 
ff. V .f!f dA 
A 
ff ( 
aM 1 aM 2 aM 3 ) = -+-+-dA 




y = v.e. and v. are the components of the unit normal outward ,_, 1 
vector v 
M = M.e. and M. are the components of the vector M ,_, 1 
V.M = Divergence of M = Div M - -
The Divergence of the vector~ expressed in orthogonal curvilinear 
coordinates will be as follows: 
where hi are the scale factors as previously defined. 
dimensions, h3 = 1, M3 = 0 and thus 
In two 
JL(M1'" + M2v,)dl = JJA h), {.;) (h,Ml) +a;' (hlM2~d/d/ 
(2. 30) 
Consider specifically the case of a vector function of the form: 
Let the unit base vector e be decomposed into its components with 
-1 ' 
respect to the invariant cartesian unit base vectors e; such that 
e = t b + t b + t b = t.b. -1 1-1 2-2 3-3 1-1 
J (Ml2vl + M22v2)(t1E1 + t2e2 + t3~3)dL 
L 
= b J (M 12 t 1v1 + M t v )dL + b J (M t v + M t v )dL -1 22 1 2 -2 12 2 l 22 2 2 
L L 
+ E3 J (M12t3v1 + M22t3v2)dL 
L 
Applying Gauss' theorem as in Eqn (2.30) above 
. . . 
f 
(M v + M v )(t b + t b + t b )dl 12 l 22 2 1-1 2-2 3-3 
L 
= Q1 JJ .h\ {--\ (M12t 1h2 ) + 'ya2 (M22 t 1h1)}dA 
A '.1 2 ay a 
+ E2 ff h\' {~·(Ml2<~2) +~(M22t2hl)}' dA 
A l 2 ay . ay 
+ b -3 




) } ] dA. 2 22 l 1-1 . 2-2 -ay 
20 
(2.31) 
The form of Gauss' divergence theorem as expressed in Eqns (2.30) and 
(2.31) may be applied directly in the subsequent work in curvilinear 
coordinates. 
w 
FIGURE 3. l Element of orthtrophic plate showing positive stresses, 
stress resultants and displacements 
M = M e + M e 
-2 22-1 21-2 
and the resultant of the components acting along the boundary of 





An element on the boundary of the plate with componentsof the unit 
normal outward vector ~ is shown in Figure 3.3. The unit normal may 




= sin e, v
2 
= cos e 
Note that the relative lengths of the sides and boundary of the element 
may be defined 1n terms of the components of the unit normal vector ~-
Expressing Eqn. {3,3) in terms of the components of Eqn. {3.4) 
{3.5) 
Substituting Eqns. (3.1), (3.2) ,(3.3) into Eqn. {3.5) gives 
(3.6) 
and therefore 
M1 = M12v1 + M22v2 
M = M v + ~1 v 2 111 1 212 
(3. 7) 
By referring to Figure 3.2 and considering the equilibrium of the element, 
these equations may be obtained directly by summing the Gomponents 
of the stress resultants over the sides of the element. 
surface y3 = 






Element on boundary of plate showing positive stress resultants 
2 
y curve 
Element on boundary of plate showing components of unit 
normal vector v 
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3.3 Derivation of Eq~ilibrium Equations in Orthogonal Curvilinear 
Coordinates 
Consider an element on the boundary of the plate as shown in Figure 3.4. 
For equilibriu~ of the complete surface the sum of all the external 
forces must be zero, and therefore: 
J ~dL + f (rxg)dL + ff (rxe)dA = o 
L L A 
(3.8a,b,c) 
and for vertical equilibrium 
f Qdl +ff edA = 0 (3.8d) 
L A 
Expand each part of Eqn. (3.8) in turn. For Eqn. (3.Ba) substitute 
Eqn. (3.6) as follows. 
J ~dl = I (Ml~l + M2g2)dl 
L L ' 
Using Gauss' Divergence theorem to convert the above boundary integral 
to a surface integral, apply Eqn. (2.31) 
I Mdl 
L 




FIGURE 3.4 Element on boundary of plate showing external forces 
f ~dl = 
L 
Jf [ eM ae ah2 - 1- --1-2 eh + M _:!_h + M12 A h1h2 ay1 -1 2 i2 3Y1 2 gl a/ 
aM ae ah 
+_11_eh + M22 
-1 
+ M22 g1 1 2 -1 1 -2 hl -2 ay ay ay 
3M 
+ _1_1 e h 
ay1 -2 2 
aM 
+-2_1eh 
a/ -2 1 
l aM22 
+---e h 2 -1 2 ay 
l aM1 i 
+---e h 1 -2 
i ay 
. aM 
+ _l _2_1 ~2 
h 2 
2 ay 
+ M 1 l 
+ M21 
ae ah 2 ~h + M e 
a/ 2 1 l -2 l ay 
a~2 ~, ::: } ] dA -2 hl + M21 ay 
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Using Eqns. (2.27) and (2.28) the derivatives of the unit base vector 
may be replaced as follows 
a~1 ah 1 e a~1 ah2 ~2 -2 =---· = -1-1 2 ' 2 ay ay h ay ay h 2 l 
ae ah e ae ah e -2 1 -1 -2 2 -1 (3.9) -1 = --· = --1-2 ' 2 ay ay h2 ay ay h 1 
Using the relationships in Eqns. (3.9) above, Eqn. (3.8a) becomes 
and regrouping with common unit base vectors, 
1 aM11 1 ah2 1 aM2 i 1 ah i } ] 
+ h-1- + hh M11-1 + "fl-2- + hh M21-2 g2 dA 
1 ay i 2 ay 2 ay . i 2 ay 
For Eqn. (3.8b) substitute Eqn (3.7) as follow~ 
= J {~x(Q1v1 + Q2v2)}~3dl 
L 




and applying Gauss' Divergence theorem to the above cross products, 
Eqn. (3.8b) becomes 
= 
JI [~ {---;- (rxQ 1 ~ hJ +._;- (rxQ ~ h )}] dA i 2 ay 3 ay 2 3 i A . 
[ 
1 { ar aQ ae 
-h  ---;- X Q 1 ~ h + ! X -+ ~ h + [ X Q1 -: h A i 2 ay 3 2 ay 3 2 ay 2 
aQ2 
+rx-eh 
- 2 -3 l ay 
ae 
-3 +rxQ -h 
- 2 ay2 i + r x Q21,:) } ] dA 
Usin9 Eqn. (2.11) and since ae Jay;= 0, the above expression becomes 
-3 
ff [-h l  { e1h x Q e h + r x aQ11 e h + r x Q1~3_ah~ - 1 1 - 3 2 - - 3 2 - ·- "'ly A 1 2 ay· a 
aQ . 
+rx-1.2 eh - ~ 3 1 ay 
=ff j- Q e 1-2 
I I [ { 
l aQ 1 l · ah 2 l aQ2 l ah i } 
= h -1 + hh Ql-1 + h -2 + hh Q2-2 (~ x ~3) 
A 1 ay 1 2 ay 2 ay 1 2 ay 
- 0,1, + Q,1,J dA 
and rewriting Eqn. (3.8c) as 
30 
the like terms of Eqns. (3.8) may be regrouped as follows: 
(3.lOa) 
ff {
- l ah1 l ah2 l aM11 1 ah2 
+ hh M12-2 + h h M22-1 + 11-1- + hh M11-1 
A 1 2 ay · '1 2 ay 1 ay 1 2 ay 
l·aM21 l ah1 } 
+---+--M --Q edA+ h ~ 2 h h 21~ 2 1 -2 . 
2 . aY 1 2 aY 
(3. lOb) 
(3.lOc) 
For Eqn. (3.8d), rewrite as 
f QdL + ff edA 
L A 
= f Q~ 3 dl +ff p~ 3 dA = 0 
L A 
and substituting Eqn (3.7) as follows we obtain 
I (Q v + Q v )e dl + f I p~ 3 dA = 0 1 1 2 2 - 3 --
L A 
and applying Gauss' Divergence theorem, using Eqn. (2.31) 
31 
(3. lOd) 
The above Eqn.of (3.10) are the expanded form of Eqns. (3.8), which 
may be more simply represented as: 




where in each case Ei represents the expression contained in parenthesis. 
Since Eqn. (3.12) applies to an arbitrary area of the plate 
E e = 0 (3.12a) 
3- 3 
Since e is non-zero, it follows that E = 0. Eqn. (3.11) therefore 
-3 3 
becomes 
JJA (E 1 ~ 1 + E 2~ 2 )dA = 0 
and for an arbitrary area 









= 0 since the two orthogonal components of a zero 









and therefore M - - M 
1 2 2 1 
The above Eqns. (3.13} are the three equilibrium equations for the plate 
expressed in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. 




may be substituted 
into the third equation of (3.13} to obtain the governing differential 
equation of equilibrium. 
3.4 Equilibrium Equations in Plane Polar Coordinates 
The relationship between the cartesian and the polar coordinate systems 
may be expressed as follows 
1 e l l 2 x = r cos or x = y cos y 
2 sin e 2 l sin y 2 x = r x = y 
3 3 3 x = z x = y 
where y l 2 e, 3 = r, y = y = z. 
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The diagonal components of the metric tensor may be found using 
Eqn. (2.9) as follows 
l 2 2 2 2 
( :;i l + ( :;i l + [ :;: l 2 2 ( . 2) 2 gll = = (cos y ) + sin y = l 
[ ax: r + [ ax: r + ( ax: r l 2 2 ( l . 2)2 g22 = = (y cos y ) + -y sin y · 
ay ay ay 
= (/) 2 = 
( l r r 2 f 3 2 g 3 3 = ~ + ~ + [ :; 3 l = ( 1) 2 3 3 
















The scale factors may be obtained using Eqn. (2.12) 
i.e. h = 19 = l h2 = ~ = r l l l 
The derivatives of the scale factors with respect to 
axes will be 
ah 
.l._ ( 1) 
ah
1 .l._ ( 1) l = = 0 ' = = 
a/ 
2 
ar ay ae 
ah2 ar l 










Substituting Eqns. (3.14) and (3.15) into the Eqns. of (3.18) gives 
aM M aM M 
_n:_ + rr + __! ~ + ~ _ Q = 0 ar r r ae r r 
The Eqns. of (3.16) are the equilibrium equations for the plate 
expressed in plane polar coprdinates. 
The equilibrium equations in cartesian coordinates may be obtained 
in a similar manner. By setting dx 1 = dr, dx2 = rde and r large, the 
above equations of (3.16) will also simplify to those expressed in 
cartesian coordinates (35]. 
C H A P T E R 4 
DERIVATION OF STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONS 
4.1 Relationship Between Strains and Generalised Displacements 
in Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinates 
35 
The generalised displacements di for the plate as shown in Figures 3.1 
and 3.4 may be written in vector form as follows 
or 
g = d.e. 
- 1-1 
d = e 1 ~ 1 + e e + w e ·- 2-2 3-3 
The equilibrium equations of (3.12a) and (3.12b) may be expressed 
and restated as 
or E e + E e + E e = O 
1-1 2-2 3-3 
( 4.1) 
(4.2) 
For the purpose of obtaining the shear strains and the curvatures for 
the plate, the dot product of Eqns (4.1) and (4.2) is found as follows 
. , 
i.e. 
E.e .• d.e. = 0 
1 1 J-J 
E.d.<S .. = 0 
l J lJ 




II Eidi dA = 0 
A 




Eqn (4.3) can be interpreted as an expression of the principle of 
virtual work where each component represents the work done by the 
external forces in the respective curvilinear coordinate directions .. 
This will become more apparent once the terms are expanded and Gauss' 
divergence theorem has been applied. Using Eqn (3.lOa), the first 
term of Eqn (4.3) may be expressed as follows: 
+ 1 M ah l e + 1 M ah i e 1 M ah 2 e + Q e } dA hh 22 2 l hh 11-2 1-hh 21~ l 21. 
l 2 Cly i 2 Cly 1 2 oY 
The above equation may be expanded as follows: 
1 ah2 } . - -h h - (M e ) + Q. e dA 
~ l 21 l 2 1 
i 2 oY 
. . 
The terms of (4.4a) may be simplified as follows 
Using Gauss' divergence theorem to convert an area integral to a 
boundary integral, the above expression becomes 
= J (M12v1 + M22v2)e1 dL 
L 
Applying Eqn (3.7) to the above result, Eqn (4.4) reduces to 
ff E e ~A = f M e dL . l l 1 l 
A L 
ff { 
1 ae1 1 ae1 1 ah2 
- -M -+-M -+----Me h 12 1 h 22 2 h h 1 ( 21 1) 
A i ~ 2 ~ i2~ 
1 ah1 } 
- -h h -2 (M e ) - Q e dA 
1 2 ay 11 1 2 i 
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( 4. 4a) . 
(4.4b) 
(4.5a) 
Using Eqn {3.lOb) the second term of Eqn {4.3) may be expanded in 
a similar manner. The result is stated in Eqn {4.5b) as follows 





1 2 ay 22 2 . 
38 
(4.5b) 
Using Eqn {3.lOc), the third term of Eqn {4.3) may be expressed as follows 
l aQ2 l ah1 } 
+ h -2 w 3 + hh Q2 -2 w 3 + pW 3 dA 
2 ay 1 2 ay 
Expanding the above expression, we find that 
+ - -- ( Q w } - - Q - 3 + -- --1 ( Q W ) + pW dA l a 1 aw 1 ah } 
h2 ay2 2 3 h2 2 ay2 h1 h2 ay2 2 3 3 
f J { 
1 a l ah 2 . l a 
= hll -1 (Q w )h + ~h -1 {Q w ) + hll -2 (Q w )h 
1 2 ay i 3 2 1 2 ay 1 3 1 2 ay 2 3 i 
A 
1 ah 1 1 aw 1 aw } + -- -- (Q w ) - - Q - 3 - - Q - 3 + pW dA h h 2 2 3 h 1 1 h 2 2 3 
i 2 ay i ay 2 ay 
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i.e. II E w dA = IJ {-h l  --..;- ( Q w h ) + -h l  --;.- ( Q w h ) 
33 12" 132 " 231 A A oY 1 2 oY 
1 aw3 1 aw3 } 
- - Q -1 - - Q - 2 + pw dA h1 1 ay h2 2 ay 3 
Applying Gauss' divergence theorem the above equation becomes 
Jf
. { 1 aw 3 1 aw 3 } ·- -Q -+-Q -
2
-pw dA 
h1 1 ay1 h2 2 ay .3 . A 
Using Eqn (3.7), the above result reduces to the following: 
JJ E3w3dA = f Q w3dL + JJ pw 3dA - JJ { t- Q1 
A . L A A 1 
aw } + _l Q _3 dA 
h 2 2 
2 ay 
(4.5c) 
By ~ombining the terms of Eqn (4.5), Eqn (4.3) may now be expressed 
as follows 
JJ E3w3 dA = J {M 1e1 + M2 e2 + Qw 3 }dL + ff {pw3 }dA. 
A L A 
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l ah1 M e Q e + _l ae_2 M + _1 ae2 M 
- h1h2 a/ 11 1 - 2 1 h2 ay2 21 h1 a/ 11 
+ _l aw 3 Q + _l aw 3 Q } dA = o 
h 1 1 h 2 2 
1 ay 2 ay . 
Regrouping common terms the above expression may now be identified 









+ Q w 
3





1 ~ - _l ~el hl ~ 1 h h ~ 2 1 oY 1 2 oY + M 12 [ 
_1 ae1 + _1 _ ah1 e l 
h ~1 hh ~2 2 
1 oY 1 2 oY 
= 0 (4.6) 
From Eqns '(4.6) the strain quantities may be identified as follows 
(i) Shear Strains 
1 aw3 
(4.7a) yl = ---+ e h a i 2 l y 
1 aw 3 
e1 (4.7b) y2 :;: h-2 -
2 ay 
(ii) Bending and Twisting Curvatures 
l ae2 l ah1 
x1 = --------8 h1 ay1 h1h2 ay2 1 
x2 = 
l ae 1 l ah2 
--------8 
h2 ay2 hih2 ay1 2 
x12 
l ae1 l ah1 
= h-1 + hfl-2 82 
1 ay i 2 ay 
x21 
l ae2 l ah2 
= ---+----8 h2 ay2 h1h2 ay1 i 
If the shear strains as expressed in Eqn (4.7) are assumed to be 
negligible, then 
l aw 8 = 3 2 - ~a/ 
and 8 l 
aw
3 








By substituting the above Eqns of (4.9) into those of (4.8), the bending 
curvatures simplify to the following 








2 a 1 a 2 l 2 y y 
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(4.10) 
The ~bove.Eqns of (4.10) are the curvatures for the plate where shear 
strains have been neglected, expressed .in orthogonal curvilinear 
coorqinates. 
An alternative method of deriving the strain-displacement relations 
for the plate will be given in 4.1.2. 
Let the surface of the plate undergo a rigid body movement effected 
by translating and rotating the plane at point P 1 (y~, y~). Let these 
rigid body displacements at point P
1 
take place in a positive sense 
as shown in Figure 4.1 i.e. 
~* = 
The resulting surface displacements and rotations may be described 
as follows 
(4.lla) 





FIGURE 4. 1 
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Plate surface at point P showing applied disp1acements2* 
1 
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For these rigid body movements the strain quantities will be zero . 
. Differentiating Eqns {4.ll) with respect to the local curvilinear 
axes y 1 and y 2 , we obtain, 
1 1 
aw ar . 
-2. + -=- x e {y 1 ) = 0 
1 1 -ay i ay i 
aw 3 ar i 





and = 0 = 0 1 a 2 ay 
1 YI 
(4.13) 
Using ~qns (2.11) and {2.14), the Eqns of (4.12) and (4.13) may be 
rewritten as 
1 aw -3 
x ~l 0 ---+ e = h 1 "'l 
i ay 
aw 









= tt; = l 2 ay ay 
(4.15) 
From Eqns (4.14) the shear strain quantities may be identified as follows 
45 








}] e h l. -1 -3 l ay 
[ 1 aw, + _l w ae x e,g,] = 11-1 ~l ~+e x 8 1~1 + ~1 .g3 h 3 l -1 l ay l ay 
1 aw3 
( 4. l 6a) = ---+ e 
h1 a/ 2 
[ 1 at1, q]. y2 = ---+ e e h 2 -2 -3 2 ay 
'/' 
[ 1 aw J = 11 - 3 + e· x {e e + e e } e a 2 -2 . 1-1 2-2 -3 2 y 
[ 1 aw, 1 a~3 + e x e,~, J . = 11-2 ~3 + 11 w3 -2 + ~2 x 81g1 ~3 -2 
2 ay 2 ay 
1 aw 3 e (4.16b) = 11-2 -
2 ay l 
From Eqns (4.15) the bending strains may be identified as follows 
x1 = [ 
1 a~ J ~a/ . ~2 
[ - + e,~,J] 1 a = 11-1 {8 1g1 . ~2 
l ay 
[ 1 {ae1 a~, ae, + e ::: } ] . = - --e +e -+-e g2 h l -1 l l l -2 2 l ay ay ay 
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+ e ah1 ~i }] • e 
2 () 2 h -2 
y 2 
1 ae2 1 ah1 
= --------e h ~ 1 h h ~ 2 1 
1 oY 1 2 oY 
(4.17a) 
x, = [ ~ :~,] • g, 
( 4. l 7b) 
From Eqns (4.15) the twisting shear strains may be obtained as follows: 
x12 = [ 1 3~ ] ~a/ . ~1 
= [ ~ 2r {e,g, + e,g,l] . ~l 
i ay 
[-1 {~ + e a~1 ae2 + e, ::: } J . = h 1 ~l -l + -1 g2 ~l 1 
i ay 'dy 'dy 
= [ t { ae ~ ~1 
i ay 
= [ Tl- a; ] 
2 ay 
= [ _hl { ae21 e + e a~21 + ae22 e + e a~~}] . e 
2 ay -1 i ay ay -2 2 ay -2 
The Eqns of (4.16) are the shear strains and those of (4.17) the 
bendi~g and twisting curvatures, as previously derived in 4.1.l 
Eqns (4.7) and (4.8) respectively. 




Using the Eqns of (3.14) and (3.15) and defining the rotations such 
that er~ e
2
, e = e1 , w = w3 , the strains as given in Eqns (4.16) 
and (4.17) simpl~fy to those in plane polar coordinates as follows . 
i) Shear strains 
Y = aw + er r ar (4.18) 
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ii) Bending and twisting curvatures 
aer 1 ae er 
Xr = ar Ye = _ _a_ -r ae r 
ae 1 aer ee 
Xre = 
_e_ 
Xer = --+- (4.19} ar r ae r 
If the shear strains as expressed in eqn (4.16) are neglected, then 
e . r 
aw 
- - dr ' 
and the curvatures of eqn (4.17) simplify to the following form: 
2 




_l a w +law (4.20b) r2 ae2 r ar 
2 
= 1 a w 1 aw Xre r arae - "7" as 
2 
Xer = _l~+-1 aw r aear r2 ae 
qnd since Xre = - Xer 
(4.20c) 
The Eqns of (4.20) are the curvatures for the plate in plane polar 
coordinates where the shear strains have been neglected. 
4.3 Relationship Between Moment and Curvature in Orthogonal 
Curvilinear Coordinates 
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Consider an element of an orthotrophic plate as shown in Figure 3.1 
From Hooke's law and considering the effect of Poisson's ratio in the 
lateral direction, the total bending and shearing strains may be 










are the orthotrophic material constants [34] and 
the shear modulus G for an orthotrophic plate is given as [30] 
G -
2(1 + /ilil) 
1 2 
Rewriting the eqns of (4.21) in terms of stresses we obtain the following 
E1 
{£1 + µ2£J a 1 i = (1 - µ µ ) 
l 2 
E2 
{£2 + µle:l} a = (1 - µ111) 22 
(4.22) 
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Let the in-plane displacement vector v be ~efined as 
y = v e + v e 
1-1 2-2 {4.23) 
where v
1 
and v2 are the components of~ in the y
1 and y2 directions 
respectively. At any point P within the plate the in-plane displacements 
may be expressed in terms of the distance z from the middle plane and 
the rotations 8
1 
and 82, as follows? 
v = v + z(e x e) -o -3 - (4.24) 
where e = e e + e e 
1-1 2-2 
and ~o is the vector of in-plane displacements at the middle plane 
of the plate (assumed equal to zero in the case of loading normal 
to the surface of the plate), 
From eqn (4.23) the bending str~in and the twisting shear strain quantities 
may be identified as follows 
{ av } £1 = _-_ e as
1 
·-1 
{ ~v!_ e <1g1 av2 ae } + v -2 = as+ as ~2 + v 2 as
1 
• e as -1 1 -1 
l 1 1 
av
1 {4.25a) = as 
1 
By definition av /as
1 
is the bending strain in the y1 direction where, 
l l 1 












The relationship between the bending strain of eqn (4.25) and the 
corresponding curvature may be obtained by differentiating eqn (4.24) 
as follows 
E = { :;J ~I l 
= z .;, { ~' x ~}· e -1 
1 f e, ae } = z - --- x e + e x --- .e h l - -3 l -1 
l ay ay 
l {ae l 
= z h ~3 x -1 ~1 
1 ay 
= 
By referring to eqn (4.8) or (4.17a), the curvature in they direction 
is identified and the above expression can be rewritten as 
E = - Z X 
l l 
(4.26a) 
Similarly the bending strairi of eqn (4.25b) may be related to the 
curvature as follows 
£ 2 = { :;,}- e, 
= z a:, { ~. x ~}. 
lr -3 = z- --xe+e h 2 - -3 2 ay 
z -1 e C8' = x -2 ~l h -3 2 ay 
z -1 e fe, = x -2 ~l h -3 
2 ay 
ah2 ~1} 
- e i h · ~2 2 ay i 
= z _L{ae1 e 





a~ 1 ae2 a~,} -+-e + e2 g2 2 2 -2 2 . ay . ay ay . 
+ e 
i)h2 ~2 ae2 . 2.h2 ~3 
-1 "'fl+ -2 ~2 82 -3 "'fl l ay i ay ay 3 
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By referring to eqn (4.8b) or (4.17b), the above expression becomes 
£ = zx 
2 2 
(4.26b) 
The relationship between the twisting shear strain of eqn (4.25c) and 





= z [ {-1 .ae i + _1_ ah i e } - {-1 ae 2 + _1_ ah 2 e } ] . 
h l h h 2 2 h 2 h h l l 
i ay i 2 ay 2 ay i 2 ay 
Be referring to eqns (4.8c) and (4.8d) or eqns (4.l7c) and (4.17d), 
the above expre~sion becomes 
(4.26c) 
The relationship between the stresses and curvatures may therefore be 
obtained by substituting eqns (4.26) into those of (4.22) i.e. 
E z 
l 
{x1 - µ2µJ (4.27a) a = (1 - µlµ) 1 1 
- E z 
a = 2 {x2 - :µ1µ1} (4.27b) 22 (1 - µlµ) 
(4.27c) 


















M ds - - I T ds z ds (4.~8) 21 1 21 1 3 
h 
-2 
Substituting the eqns of (4.27) into those of (4.28) and integrating 
over the limits yield the relationships between the moments per unit 
length and the curvatures 
E h3 
M = l-µµ){X1 - J.12X2} 1 1 12 ( 1 1 2 
E h3 
M = 2 - µ µ ) { x2 - ]J x } 22 12 ( 1 1 1 1 2 
M Gh
3 
- x21} = 12 {x12 12 
M Gh
3 
- x21} (4.29) = - 12 {x12 21 
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or more simply 
M = D {x - µ x } 
l l I } } · 1 2 2 
M = D {x - µ x } 
22 22 2 l 1 
M = 0 {x - x } 
12 l 2 12 21 
M = -0 {x12 - x21} (4.30) 2 l 12 
The first three eqns of (4.30) may be represented in matrix form as follows. 
M 0 -D a ·x 
1 1 l l 1 1 
M = -0 0 a x2 22 l 22 
M12 0 0 012 (x12 - )( ) 21 
( 4. 31 ) 
or 
{M} = [O]{x} (4.32) 
x, x, x , x are the curvatures as given in eqn (4.8) and 011 , 022 l 2 12 21 
are the bending rigidities in the mutually orthogonal coordinate 





h = plate thickness 
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and from Betti's reciprocal theorem 
(4.33) 
Eqn (4.32) is the relationship between the moments and the curvatures 
for the plate in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. 
4.4 Moment Curvature Relationship in Polar Coordinates 
Using the expression for the curvatures as given in eqn (4.20), the 
Moment Curvature relationship in Polar Coordinates may be obtained by 
substituting these values into eqn (4.31) as follows 
2 
M Dr -D 0 
a w --2 r l ar 
2 
Me -D De 0 
_l a w +law 
= l r2 ae2 r ar 
2 
M' 0 0 Dre 
2 a w 2 aw (4.34) re r arae - ; as 
The above eqn (4.34) is the relationship between the moments and the 





h = plate thickness 
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CH APT E R, 5 
GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR A CURVED FINITE STRIP 
5.1 Derivation of Displacement Function 
Let the set of curvilinear axes in the middle plane of the plate be 
chosen such that the y1 axes describe the coordinate limits across 
the width of the strip and the y2 axes define those coordinate limits 
along the length of the strip. Figure 5.1 shows a curved finite 
strip bounded by two coordinate axes y~ and yj, referred to as the 
nodal lines. i and j for each strip. For the present formulation 
based on orthogonal curvilinear coordinates it will be sufficient to 
define the vertical deflection w between the sides of the strip in 
terms of the displacement and rotation at each nodal line as shown 
in Figure 5.2. The generalised displacements ~along the nodal lines 
of the strip will be defined as follows 
(5. l) 
The position of a point within the strip width may be conveniently 
defined in terms of a local axis a, such that 
1 l ( l l l ) (5.2) a = y - Y· Yj~Y~Yi 1 
From eqn 5.2 it therefore follows that 
At y1 1 
1 1 
( i) = y. a = Y· - y. = 0 1 1 1 
(ii) At y1 l l l b = yj a = y. - y. = J 1 
where b is the width of the strip 
For the nodal displacements y chosen a third order polynomial, defined 
in terms of 4 unknown constants will therefore be used 
i.e. 
x3 





nodal line i x2 
x1 

















0 l l 
Yi Y1 
FIGURE 5.2 Trans"Verse flexure of strtp showing positive displacements 
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2 w(a,y } = A
1 
+ A a + A a
2 
+ A a3 
2 3 4 (5.3} 
(5.4} 
Substitute eqn (5.2} into (5.3} above and differentiate partially with 
respect to the y1 axis 
. aw { 2} 
. . -1 a,y = 
ay 
= A + 2A a + 3A a2 
2 3 4 
= [O 1 2a 3a2]{A} (5.5} 
Referring to Figure 5.2 the boundary conditions at the two ends i and j 
of the strip are clearly 
i) At Node i 1 1 a = 0) (y = y. , 
2 2 w(a,y } = Wi {y ) 
a~(a,y2) 2 = - 8i(y ) 
ay 
(5.6a) 
ii) At Node j {y 
l l 
a = b) = Y· ' J 
2 2 w(a,y ) = wj (y ) 
a~(a ,/) = - 8. (y2) 
ay J 
(5.6b) 
Using the above eqns of (5.6) and applying eqns (5.4) and (5.5) to the 
nodes i and j, we obtain a set of equations relating the nodal displacements 
{u} to the unknown constant {A} through their nodal coordinates as follows 
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1 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 
{u} = {A} 
1 b b2 b3 
0 -1 -2b -3b2 
or (5. 7} 
where [Ca]. is the nodal coordinate matrix. 
The undetermined constants {A} may be expressed direc;tly in·terms of 
the nodal displacements {u} by inverting the [Ca] matrix. i.e. 
l 0 0 0 
' 
0 -1 0 0 
{A} = {u} 
-3 2 3 1 
b2 b b2 b 
2 -1 -2 -1 
b3 b2 b3 b2 
or (5.8) 
where [car1. is the displacement transformation matrix. 
Eqn (5.4) may now be expressed in terms of eqn (5.8) above as follows 






) ( 2 2 3) (3 2 2 3) ( 2 3 ) ] 
b
2 
b3 b b2 b2 b3 b b2 -
or (5.9) 
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Eqn (5.9) is the required displacement function for the strip, defined 
in terms of the nodal coordinates and the generalised displacements. 
The above displacement function will clearly lead to compatibility 
of displacement and rotation between adjacent strip elements, since 
the vertical deflection w(a) and the first derivative with respect to 
1 ' 
y are continuous. However by differentiating eqn (5.5) with respect 
1 
toy it can be seen that the second derivative varies linearly with 
a and will therefore be discontinuous at the boundaries between adjacent 
strips. By referring to eqns (4.8) it is evident that the curvatures 
are derived from combinations of the second derivative and therefore 
these will also be discontinuous. When applying eqn (4.32) to 
determine the stress resultants, it will therefore be necessary to 
mean the values obtained at common nodal boundaries. To ensure con-
tinuity of ,strain across the strip boundaries it would be necessary to 
include a second derivative term when defining the generalised displace-
ment~· This would in turn require the choice of a 5th order dis-
placement function which has been used for non-orthogonal systems such 
as skew .plate structures [6,7,8], but does not appear justified in general . 
. 5.2 Potential Energy of a Finite Strip 
Considering strains due to bending, the total potential energy Ub of 






















Substituting eqn (4.32) into the first term of eqn (5.ll) we obtain 
2 l 
yj yj 





- f 2 I 1 
y. y. 
l l 
T ]T 2 1 2 {u} [Cb p(a,y )h dy h dy 
l 2 
(5.12) 
Eqn (5.12) represents total potential energy for a curved finite 
strip element expressed in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. The 
first term is the strain energy due to bending stress resultants and 
the second terms represent the potential energy of the surface forces. 
In the case of plane polar coordinates the expression in eqn (5.12) 
abov~ reduced to the following 
{X}T[D]{X}drrde 
ej rj 
- J J {u}T[Cb]Tp(a,e)drrde 
ei r i 
(5.13) 
where the curvature matrix {X} and the elasticity matrix [DJ are as 
previously defined in 4.2 and 4.3 respectively for polar coordinates. 
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5.3 Derivation of Governing Differential Equation for Curved Finite Strip 
To evaluate the strain energy contributions in eqn {5.12) it will 
first be necessary to express the curvatures in terms of the derivatives 
of the displacement function w{a,y2) as defined in eqn (5.9). 
By referring to the eqns of (4.10) for the curvatures in orthogonal 
curvilinear coordinates, it can be seen that the following derivatives 




2 a w 




ay 1 a/ 
where 
= [ r-6a + 6a'Jw~ 




1 2 ' ay 
aw. 
I ~-w. = 









1 2 ay 
ae. 
e'. = _J 
J 2 ay 
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2 2 a w. a e. 
and w1.' = 1 91.1 1 = 1 ay2ay2 ' 1 2 2 ay ay 
2 
a2e. a w. 
w'.' = J el! = J 
J 2 2 ' J . 2 2 ay ay ay ay 
Using the above eqns of (5.14), the curvatures as given in eqn (4.10) 
may now be expressed in terms of the derivatives of the displacement 
function and are listed in Appendix A for the case of orthogonal 
curvilinear and plane polar coordinates. These expressions for 
the curvatures will be used to evaluate the strain energy term of 
eqn (5.12) which will require multiplying out and subsequent expanding. 
The many elements generated by this procedure can now be integrated 
. . 1 
with respect to y and evaluated. To perform these integrations 
however, it will be necessary at this stage to specialise to· a particular 
coordinate system. For the purpose of illustration the polar 
coordinate system will be chosen, where the integrations of eqn (5.13) 
will be of the following form 
r. 
J 




+ k a+ k a + ... }rdr 
2 3 
and n = 0,1,2,3,4 a= r-ri' 
(5.15) 
k = constant 
The above integrations will in general include terms involving inr and 
when evaluated will therefore result in terms of the form in rj/ri. 
Since it will be convenient to evaluate the integrals in terms of the 
nodal coordinate limits associated with each strip, the in term will 
be replaced by its series sum equivalent as follows: 





+l [_!?._JI++ ... r. 2 r. 3 r. 4 r. 
J J J J 
(5.16b) 
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Using eqns {5.16) above it will now be possible to evaluate the integrals 
of eqn {5.15) directly in terms of the bounding coordinate radii r. 
l 
and rj and the strip width b. The formulas for these integrations 
together with the derivation of typical cases are given in Appendix B. 
The use of numerical integration may however become necessary for more 
complex curvilinear coordinate systems and would depend on the values 
of the scale factor and their derivatives obtained. 
The integration of the second term of eqn {5.13) representing the 
potential energy of the surface forces may be expressed as follows 
[E] T [Cb] p{r,a)rdr (5.17) 
By referring to the [Cb] matrix in eqn {5.9) it can be seen that these 
integrations do not involve tn terms and may therefore be readily 
evaluated. It will be shown later that eqn (5.17) represents the 
vector of nodal loads per unit length of strip. 
The governing differential equation for a finite strip may be found by 
applying variational methods to the Principle of Minimum Potential 
Energy which states that "A system is in a configuration of stable 
equilibrium if, and only if, the value of the potential energy is 
a minimum". The terms in the total potential energy expression of 
eqn (5.13) may now be combined and written as follows 
u -b - I{u u' u11 ) de _t_ ,_ (5.18) 
where the quantity I is defined in terms of the unknown displacement 
variables !h y', and y", the generalised displacements and their 
partial derivatives with respect to a. From the Principle of Minimum 
Potential energy, Ub will be a minimum when the strip is in a state of 
stable equilibrium. The variational approach is to seek a stationary 
value for Ub defined by the appropriate integration of the unknowns 
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over the domain. The integral Ub will be stationary when its first 
variation with respect to ~' ~· and ~" vanishes. This will occur when 
(5.19) 
The first variation of Ub with respect to each component of y, y' and y" 
is found to be 
(5.20) 
where the matrices [A], [B], [C], [D] and [E] are given in Appendix C 
for the polar coordinate system chosen. 
Integrating eqn (5.20) with respect to e by parts we obtain 
ej e. J 












o~1[[s]1~ 11 + [D]~ - [E]] de 
( 5. 21 ) 
Eqn (5.21) may be regrouped with common displacement variations as 
follows 
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e. e . 
.sub = o~ · r[ [AJ~" + [BJ~] J - o~ r[[AJ~'" + [[BJ - [CJ}] I J 
e; ei 
From eqn (5.19), for oUb to be zero, each component of eqn (5.22) 
must be zero and therefore 





Eqn (5.24) is the governing differential equation for a curved finite 
strip and those of (5.23) are the differential equations applicable 
at the strip boundaries. 
5.4 Solution of a System of Finite Strips 
To obtain a solution of the curved plate structure the continuum is 
subdivided transversely into a series of finite strip elements connected 
along their sides or nodal lines, as shown in Figure 5.3. By applying 
eqn (5.24) to each strip the set of governing differential equations 


























































































Since the generalised displacements y and their partial derivatives 
will be common along the nodal line boundaries, the equations for 
adjacent strips may be combined to form the governing differential 
equation along the nodal lines. In this way the set of simultaneous 
differential equations for the plate, subdivided into a system of 
finite strip elements are formulated. By applying the appropriate 
boundary condition differential equations to the ends of each strip, 
the above set of simultaneous differential equations may now be uniquely 
solved to yield the generalised displacements throughout the plate. 
From the resulting set of displacements and rotations along the strip 
boundaries the curvatures and corresponding stress resultants may be 
subsequently determined. 
In the present analysis the system of finite strips is subdivided 
longitudinally into a series of nodal cross-sections, thereby enabling 
the partial derivative of y to be replaced by their finite difference 
equivalent. The finite difference form of the governing differential 
equation combined for a set of adjacent strips at one common interior 
nodal cross-section for unequal spacing of nodes is given in Appendix Dl. 
In this way the set of simultaneous differential equations may be 
conveniently replaced by the corresponding set of simultaneous linear 
equation formulated directly in terms of the unknown generalised 
di$placements ~ throughout the plate. The finite difference form of 
this set of simultaneous equations compiled for a system of adjoining 
finite strips and nodal cross-sections is shown in Appendix 02 and 
may be written as 
[K]{d} = [E] (5.25) 
where [K] is the finite difference stiffness matrix for the structure 
{d} is the vector of nodal displacements and rotations 
[E] is the vector of corresponding nodal loads and moments 
Eqn (5.25) is subsequently solved using normal Gauss reduction techniques 
to yield the set of unknown displacements {d}. Using the relationships 
as given in Appendix A and the corresponding equations of (4.31) or (4.34), 
the curvatures and stress resultant may be subsequently derived to 
obtain the complete solution to the curved plate structure. 
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5.5 Application of Boundary Condition Equations 
For a unique solution to a system of curved finite strips it is clear 
that the governing differential equation must be satisfied at any 
interior point along the length of each strip and the boundary 
differential equations must be satisfied at the two ends of each strip. 
Since the governing differential equation is of fourth order and given 
in terms of two basic variables w and a, a total of eight possible 
boundary conditions may be identified from eqns (5.23a} and (5.23b} 
as fol lows 
In the case of the simply supported edge the vertical displacement 
and the curvature in the longitudinal direction are zero. The 
first variation of u will therefore be zero and au' will be non-zero. - -From the boundary differential eqns of (5.23a} and (5.23b}, it follows 
that: 
(i) y = 0 
(ii1 [A]~" + [BJ~ = 0 (5.26) 
For the clamped edge boundary condition, the vertical displacement an 
the slope in the longitudinal direction are zero. For these boundary 
conditions to be satisfied the first variation of~ and~· must be 
zero. Eqns (5.23a) and (5.23b) therefore simplify to the following 
( i} u = 0 -
(ii} ~· = 0 ( 5. 27) 
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In the case where, due to symmetry of geometry and loading, the edge 
may be assumed to be guided, the slope in the longitudinal direction 
and the vertical shear strain will be zero. The first variation of 
~· will therefore be zero and o~ will be non-zero. From the boundary, 
differential eqn of (5.23a) and (5.23b) it follows that 
(i) u' = 0 
(ii) [A]~'"+ ([s] - [cJ}' = o (5.28) 
For the free edge boundary condition, the curvature in the longitudinal 
direction and the combined vertical shear strain and twisting curvature 
will be zero. For these boundary conditions to be satisfied the first 





[A]u 11 + [B]u = 0 - -
[A]~ 111 + [[BJ - [c]J~· = 0 (5.29) 
In the finite difference application the strips are subdivided into 
a series of element and the governing differential equation is applied 
at each node point. At the boundary and the penultimate node however 
this process generates a set of ficticious displacement and rotations. 
In each of the above cases, applying the two appropriate boundary 
condition equations on the boundary enables these ficticious displace-
ments to be uniquely eliminated. 
The formulation of the finite difference stiffness matrix for simply 
supported and clamped boundary conditions is given in Appendix El 
for unequal spacing of nodes. In the case of the free edge boundary 
condition the elimination process involved in the application of 
eqns (5.28) becomes more complex and in the present formulation,as 
given in Appendix E2, a constant nodal spacing has been used. 
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5.6 Load Vector for Types of Loading Considered 
The load vector [E] as defined in eqn (5.17) will be evaluated for the 
different types of loading to be considered and is restated as follows 
r. 
J 
[E] = J [Cb]Tp(r,e)rdr (5.17) 
ri 
By referring to the potential energy term of eqn (5.10) it is to be 
noted that the basic load intensity is expressed as a force/unit 
area. By integrating across the strip the nature of loading will 
therefore transform to that of an intensity/ unit length. 
In the polar coordinate system the integrations of eqn (5.17) will 
transform the loading to that of an intensity/unit rotation, since the 
scale factor h = r in the y2 = e direction is included in the inte-
2 
gration. For each type of loading the elements of the resulting load 
vector will therefore represent the nodal load and fixed end moment 
quantities/unit rotation along th~ sides i and j of the strip. 
Providing the loading across the strip is of a continuous nature, it 
will be necessary to express the load initially as a force/unit surface 
area prior to evaluating the load vector. The three basic types of 
loading to be considered are as follows 
The patch loading can be considered to represent the general case of 
a uniformily distributed load and will be defined as constant across 
the strip but may vary linearly along the length of the strip. The 
loading expression p(r,e) in eqn (5.17) will be of the form 
p(r,a) = q
0 
+ k a 
ql - qo 
where k = D.a · ·· 
and is as shown in Figure 5.S(i) 
(5.30) 
q = q + ktie 
0 
i) Patch loading 
(q + ke) 
0 
nodal line j 
nodal line i 
iii) Point loading 
pl = p + kb D . 
p -P 
k - 1 0 
- b 
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FIGURE 5.4 Different types of loading considered 
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The knife edge load along a radial line at e = e
1 
may vary linearly 
across the strip and will be discontinuous along the length of the 
strip. In the subsequent finite difference representation however 
the load may be assumed to be distributed in the e direction over a 
nodal spacing of physical length ds = rde. The loading expression 
p(r,e) in eqn (5.17) will therefore be as follows 
P0 + ka 
p(r,e) = rde 
pl - p 
where k = . b 0 
and is as shown in Figure 5.5(ii) 
(5. 31) 
The point load acts at a distance x across the strip and at a position 
e = e along the length of the strip. The load will be assumed to be 
l 
distributed over a nodal spacing ds = rde as in the case of the line 
load. However, since the point load is discontinuous in the radial 
direction as well, the loading expression p(r,e) in eqn (5.17) will 
be written as 
p 
p(r,e) = rde 
where r = ri + x x = constant in this case 
and is as shown in Figure 5.5(iii) 
(5.32) 
The load vector is obtained by substituting the appropriate expression 
for the loading function into eqn (5.17) and evaluating the integral. 
The load vector [E] is given in Appendix CS for the above loading types 
considered. It is to be noted that in each case multiplying by de 
transforms the elements from an intensity/unit rotation to those of 
nodal loads. In the case of variable spacing finite difference 
approximations the spacing de at nodal cross~section i is replaced by 
(da1_1 + de1)/2. 
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C H A P T E R 6 
DERIVATION OF VARIABLE SPACING FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS 
Introduction 
Since the present work on the finite strip method is based on that of 
replacing the partial derivatives of ~ by the corresponding finite 
difference approximations, the possibility of formulating the various 
operator patterns in terms of a variable spacing was considered. 
A separate investigation [39] was therefore carried out to determine 
whether the use of variable spacing finite difference approximation~ 
was Justified in the case of simple and continuous beam problems. 
The investigation was also initiated to resolve the contrad1ction noted 
between a description of the method used to derive the formulas for 
variable spacing finite difference approximations and the various 
operator patterns listed [35]. It became apparent that there were 
in fact two possible formulations for the operator patterns, one set 
based on a combination of 2nd order polynomial expressions and the 
other set based on a similar 4th order expression. It was therefore 
found necessary to examine each set of operator patterns and determine 
on which to base the present work on the finite strip method. Further-
more the apparent non-symmetry of the resulting finite difference . 
stiffness matrix formulated in terms of a variable spacing also 
required further investigation. The following sections cover briefly 
the derivations of the various central and boundary operator patterns 
and include a discussion and evaluation of the results. 
6.1 Central Operator Patterns Based on 2nd Order Expressions 
The variable spacing finite difference approximations based on 2nd 
order polynomial expressions are obtained in the following manner. 
Consider a smooth function y = f(x) with ordinate values given at a 
series of 3 unequally spaced points as shown in Figure 6.1 Taking 
a local axis x' = x, y = 0, the values of the derivatives of y are 
found for the point x = x' as follows. 
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Function y = f(x) for five unequally spaced nodes 
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The basic polynomial expression of 2nd order will have the form 
Y = A + A x + A x 0 1 . 2 
2 
(6 .1) 





2 dx2 (6.2) 
The constants A in the above equations are solved by using the following 
initial conditions. 
i) At x = 0, y = WO 
ii) At x = -b, y = w ·A 
iii) At x = c, Y = w1 
Substituting these initial conditions into eqn (6.1) in turn, the 
following set of equastions is obtained. 
1 0 0 A WO 0 
1 -b b2 Ai = WA 
1 2 A2 c c w l 
By solving for the values of {A}, the required expressions for the 
derivatives at x = 0 are obtained as follows 
YI - ~ = A - dx i 
2 
y" = U = 2A2 
dx 2 
-cw A ( c-b )w0 bw - +---+ l - b(b+c) be c(b+c) 
2wA 2w0 2w1 
= ........ b ( ...... b+-c ..... ) - bc + c ( b+c) (6.3) 
The eqns of (6.3) give the basic operator patterns for the 1st and 2nd 
derivatives of y, based on a 2nd order polynomial expression. 
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To obtain higher derivatives of y it is necessary to consider the 
same basic function with ordinate values given at additional unequally 
spaced points as shown in Figure 6.2 Applying eqns (6.3) to the 
interior nodes gives: 
[~]x=O 
dyo -CWA (c-b)w0 bw 1 = = + + dx b{b+c) be c{b+c) 
r~J 
d2yA 2w8 2wA 2w0 = = a(a+b) - ab + b(a+b) dx 2 x=-b dx 2 
2 
2wA 2w0 2w 1 [u] d Y0 = = . b(b+c) - bC + c{b+c) . dx2 ·x=O dx 2 
(Qi] d2y 2w0 2w1 2w2 1 (6.4) = = c{c+d) - Cd + d(c+d) dx 2 x=c dx2 
The 3rd and 4th derivatives of y in terms of the basic second order 
polynomial expression may be obtained from the eqns of (6.4} as follows 
d3 2 Yo 
j_ (~] = 
dx 3 dx dx2 
2 d2 d2 
= -c (d YA) + (c-b} 
( d:~J + b ( d:~J b(b+c) dx2 be c{b+c) (6.5) 
dlty 2 d2 [dJ 0 = 
dx 4 dx2 
2 2 2 
= 2 [d YAJ - J_ (~) + 2 (d y ~) b(b+cT dx2 be dx2 c(b+c) dx . (6.6) 
By substituting the appropriate eqns of (6.4) into eqns (6.5) and (6.6), 
the basic operator patterns for the 3rd and 4th derivatives of y are 
obtained. A summary of the above variable spacing finite difference 
approximations based on 2nd order polynomials is given in Appendix Fl. 
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6.2 Boundary Operator Patterns Using 2nd Order Expressions 
The variable spacing finite difference operator patterns for the 
derivatives on the edge and at the pen-ultimate node will be derived 
for the different boundary conditions to be considered. 
The procedure will involve initially setting up the appropriate basic 
operator pattern at the node under consideration. By applying the 
operator pattern for the known zero derivatives on the boundary, a 
relationship between the real and fictitious displacements is found. 
In this way the fictitious displacements are eliminated and the 
required boundary operator pattern is obtained. 
6.2.1.1 Free edge: end node 
The two boundary conditions on the free edge will be as follows 
(i) At x = 0 , y" = 0 (6.7a) 
(ii) At x = 0 , yrn = 0 (6.7b) 
Applying the basic operator pattern for the 4th derivative at the end 
node with a = d and b = c as shown in Figure 6.3, the following 
simplified form is obtained 
y"" = 
2 ( c+d) w A · { 4 4 } 2 ( c+d) w 1 
c" d + c" + c 3 ( c+d) w 0 - c" d 
+ (6.8) 
To eliminate the fictitious displacements wA and w8, the basic operator 
pattern for the 2nd and 3rd derivatives are applied at the end node, 
and from eqns (6.7) are equated to zero as follows: 
, 7 BO 
B A 0 1 2 
FIGURE 6.3 Free Edge: Operating at end node 
H 
==-;:.~-=--= r----
WB WA w w w 0 1 2 
b b r ci 
- x 
B A 0 1 2 
FIGURE 6.4 Free Edge: Operating at pen-ultimate node 
b b c d 
x 
B A 0 1 2 




WB WA WO w1 w 2 
b b c d 
- x 
B A 0 1 2 





y" = - - -+ - = 0 
2 2 2 2 2 c c c 
(6.9a) 
y"' 
-WB wA w1 w2 
0 = cd(c+d) +---+ cd(c+d) = c2d c2d 
WB = {c+d} {wA - w1J + w2 c 
from eqn (~.9a), the above equation becomes 
wB = 2(c+d) {w - w } + w 
c 0 l 2 (6.9b) 





-c-3 (_c_+_d_) - -c 3-d + -c 2-d-(-c+_d_) (6.10) 
Eqn (6.10) gives the required operator pattern for the 4th derivative 
on the free edge. In the case of the simply supported and clamped 
edge boundary conditions, the operator patterns are not required since 
the displacement at the ends will be zero. 
6.2.l.2 Free edge: pen-ultimate node 
The boundary conditions at the free edge are now expressed as follows 
{i) At x = -b , y" = 0 {6.lla) 
{ii) At x = -b , y"' = 0 (6. llb) 
To eliminate the fictitious displacement w8 resulting from the application 
of the basic equation, the operator pattern for the 2nd deriviative 
is applied at the end node with a = band from eqn {6.lla) is equated 
to zero giving the relationship 
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(6.12) 
Applying the basic operator pattern for the 4th derivative at the 
pen-ultimate node with a = b, as shown in Figure 6.4, and substituting 




bc 2d(b+c) cd(b+c)(c+d) 
Eqn (6.13) gives the required operator pattern for the 4th deriviative 
at the pen-ultimate node for the free edge boundary condition. 
6.2.1.3 Simply supported edge: pen-ultimate node 
In the case of the simply supported edge as shown in Figure 6.5, the 
following boundary conditions wili apply 
(i) At x = -b, y = 0 ( 6. 14a) 
(ii) At x = -b, yll = 0 ( 6. l 4b) 
The operator pattern at the pen-ultimate node will therefore be the 
same as that of the free edge, as given in eqn (6.13), but with wA 
equal to zero. 
6.2.l.4 Clamped edge: pen-ultimate node 
The boundary conditions at a clamped edge, as shown in Figure 6.6, 
will be as follows 
(i) At x = -b, y = 0 (6.15a) 
(ii) At x = -b, y' = 0 (6.15b) 
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To eliminate the fictitious displacement w8 resulting from the appli-
cation of the basic equation, the operator pattern for the 1st 
derivative is applied at the end node with a= band from eqn (6.14) 
is equated to zero giving 
-bw8 bw0 
y' = b(2b) + b(2b) = 0 
(6.16a) 
and from eqn (6.15b) 
(6. 16b) 
Using ·eqns (6.16) the basic operator pattern for the 4th derivative 
therefore simplifies to the following 
y"" = { 4 + 4 + . 4 . } w 
b2c2 b2 (b+c) 2 0 c (b+c)(c+d) 
4(b+d)w 1 4w 2 
(6.17) + 
bc 2d(b+c) cd(b+c)(c+d) 
Eqn (6.17) gives the required operator pattern for the 4th derivative 
at the pen-ultimate node for the clamped edge boundary condition. 
The above set of boundary operator patterns together with the basic 
operator pattern may now be set up to form the 4th derivative finite 
difference matrix for the different boundary conditions. For these 
operator patterns based on second order polynomials, symmetry may be 
obtained by multiplying each row by the average nodal spacing (b+c)/2. 
The 4th derivative matrices for the different boundary conditions are 
given in Appendix F2. 
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Since the basic operator patterns for the 2nd derivative is given in 
terms of 3 nodal points only, the boundary operator patterns are 
obtained directly. The 2nd derivative matrices for the different 
boundary conditions are as given in Appendix F3. 
6.3 Central Operator Patterns Based on a 4th Order Expression 
The variable spacing finite difference approximations based on 4th 
order polynomial expressions are obtained in the following manner. 
Referring t.o Figure 6.2, the general expression for a smooth function 
y = f(x) of 4th order will have the form. 
Y = A + A x + A x2 + A x3 + A x4 0 1 2 3 4 
Differentiating successively with respect to x: 
~ 2 3 = A + 2A x + 3A x + 4A x dx 1 2 3 4 
£1 2A
2 
+ 6A x + 12A
4
x 2 = 
dx 2 3 
Q.1 = 6A 3 + 24A 4x dx 3 
~ = 24A4 dx 4 
The constants {A} in eqns (6.18) are solved using the following 
initial displacement condition 
( i) At x = -(a+b), y = WB 
(ii) At x = -b, y = WA 
( i ii ) At x = 0, y = w 
0 
(iv) At x = c, y = w 
1 




(6. l 9a) 
(6.19b) 
(6. 19c) 
(6. l 9d) 
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Substituting these nodal coordinates into eqn (6.18), the following 
set of simultaneous equations is obtained: 
l -(a+b) (a+b) 2 -(a+b) 3 (a+b} 4 Ao WB 
l -b b2 -b3 b4 A WA 1 
l 0 0 0 0 A = w 2 0 
l c ·c2 c3 c4 A3 w1 
l (c+d) (c+d) 2 (c+d) 3 (c+d) 4 A4 w2 
By solving for the values of {A} the required expressions for the 
derivatives at x = 0 are found from the eqns of (6.19). A summary 
of the above variable spacing finite difference approximations based 
on a 4th.order polynomial is given in Appendix f4; 
6.4 Boundary Operator Patterns Using a 4th Order Expression 
The variable spacing finite difference operator patterns required 
for the 2nd and 4th derivatives on the edge and at the pen-ultimate 
node will be derived for the different boundary conditions to be 
considered. In this case the process involves setting up the basic 
4th order polynomial expression and its derivatives at the node point 
under consideration and initially applying the appropriate boundary 
differential equation. The remaining nodal displacements are then 
successively equated to the basic function now satisfying the prescribed 
boundary condition equations. The solution to this system of equations 
yields the required boundary operator patterns for the various derivatives. 
Using the relevant boundary condition as given in eqns {6.7), the 
values of A2 and A3 are found from eqns (6.19b) and (6.19c) as follows 
( i ) 
(ii) 
A = 0 
2 
A = 0 
3 
and eqn (6.17) therefore reduces to 
t+ y = A + A x + A x 
0 1 t+ 
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( 6. 20) . 
Eqn (6.20) is the basic displacement function now satisfying the 
specified boundary conditions on the free edge. To solve for the 
remaining constants, the known displacements as shown in Figure 6.3 
are used. i.e. 
( i) At x = 0 ' y = w 0 
(ii) At x = c, y = w 1 
(iii) At x = c+d, y = w 
2 
These nodal displacements are applied to eqn (6.20} as follows 
l 0 0 A WO 
0 




(c+d) A w 
'2 2 
0 (c+d) 
Solving the above set of equations yields the values of the unknown 
constants {A}. Substituting the value of A obtained, eqn (6.18d} 
t+ 
becomes 
cf(f2+fc+c 2 } 
y'lll = 
where f = c+d 




fd(f 2+fc+c 2 } 
(6.21) 
Eqn (6.21) gives the required boundary operator pattern for the 4th 
derivative on the free edge. 
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Applying the relevant bounqary condition eqn of (6.lla) the constant 
A
2 
in eqn (6.19b) may be expressed as 
( i) A
2 
= 3A b - 6A b2 
3 4 
and eqn (6.18) therefore becomes 
Eqn (6.22) is the basic expression now satisfying the prescribed boundary 
condi.tion on the free edge. The remaining constants are solved using 
the known displacements as shown in Figure 6.4. i.e. 
( i) At x = 0, y = w . 0 
(ii) At x = -b, y = WA 
(iii) At x = c, y = w 
l 
(iv) At x = f' y = w 
2 
where f = c+d 
Applying these nodal coordinates to eqn (6.22), the following set 
of equations is obtained. 
l 0 0 0 Ao Wo 
0 -b 2b 3 -Sb ii A1 WA 
= 
0 c (3bc 2+c 3) (-6b 2c2+c 4 ) A3 w l 
0 f (3bf2+f3) (-6b 2f 2+f'I) A4 w 2 
From the solution to the above set of equations the values· of the unknown 
constants {A} are found. By substituting the values of {A} into the 
eqns of (6.19), the required free edge boundary operator patterns for 
the derivatives at the pen-ultimate node may be identified and are given 
in Appendices F5 and F6 for the 2nd and 4th derivatives respectively. 
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From the appropriate boundary condition eqns of (6.14), the constants 
A in eqn (6.18) and A in eqns (6.19) may be expressed as follows. 
0 2 




b - 2A 
3
b 3 + 5A 
4
b 4 
(ii) A = 3A b - 6A b2 
2 3 4 
The operator patterns at the penultimate node will. therefore be the 
same as those of the Free edge, as given·in Appendices F5 and F6, but 
with wA equal to zero. 
Applying the relevant boundary condition eqns of (6.15), the constants 




A = A b2 
0 2 
A = 2A b 
1 2 
2A b3 + 3A b4 
3 4 
3A b2 + 4A b3 
3 4 
Substituting the above values into eqn (6.18) the following basic 
function is obtained. 
y = A (b2 +2bx + x2 ) +A (-2b3 - 3b2 x - x3 ) +A (3b4 + 4b 3 x + x4 ) 
2 3 4 
(6.22) 
The remaining constants are solved using the known displacements as 
shown in Figure 6.6. i.e. 
(i) At x = 0, 
(ii) At x = c, 
(iii) At x = f, 
where f = c+d 




y = w 
2 
The above nodal coordinates are applied to eqn (6.22) to yield the 
following set of equations. 
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b2 -2b 3 3b4 A2 WO 
(b2+2bc+c 2) (-2b 3-3b2c+c 3 ) (3b4+4b 3c+c 4 ) . A = w 3 1 
(b2+2bf+f2) (-2b 3-3b2f+f 3 ) (3b 4+4b 3f+f 4 ) Ar+ w2 
From the values of {A} obtained, the required clamped edge boundary 
operator patterns for the derivatives at the pen-ultimate node are 
found as previously described, and are given in Appendices FS and F6 
for the 2nd and 4th derivatives respectively. 
6.5 Discussion and Evaluation of Operator Patterns 
For the purpose of evaluating the two s~ts of operator patterns, the 
program STRIPS [39] was developed and used to analyse a series of simple 
and continuous beam problems. The method of analysis was based qn 
the well known governing differential equation for a beam element 
(6.23) 
The structure was subdivided into a number of elements and corresponding 
node points incorporating an arbitrary variable spacing. Eqn (6.23) 
was replaced by its finite difference equivalent and applied at each 
node point. This process generated a system of simultaneous linear 
equations, the solution to which yielded the unknown nodal displacements. 
By a similar approach the differential equation 
2 
EI U = M 
dx2 (6.24} 
was expressed in terms of finite differences and applied to each node 
in turn, obtaining the complete ~olution to the problem. From a 
comparison of the two sets of results of the series of examples analysed 
(39], the following relevant points were noted. 
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(i) In each case where the loading and support conditions were such 
that all the derivatives were continuous, the 4th order analyses 
gave exact results for displacements and bending moments, for both 
variable and constant spacing of rtodes. For these conditions, the 
finite difference representation of the set of governing differential 
equations was of sufficient accuracy as to yield the exact values 
of the unknown displacements. Subsequent back-substitution by 
applying the five point 2nd derivative central operator pattern 
within the span and the appropriate boundary operator pattern at 
the ends gave the exact bending moments. 
(ii) For a given set of displacements, the operator patterns based on 
4th order polynomial expressions gave more accurate results when 
compared with the more crude patterns based on 2nd order or a 
combination of 2nd order expressions. However, from· the examples 
analysed it was found that, although in all cases of uniform 
loading the 4th order analysis gave improved displacements, this 
was not the case when comparing bending moments, particularly in 
areas of high curvature, where the 4th order analyses tended to 
over estimate the correct values. In nearly all cases, and 
noticably the continuous beam problems, the 2nd order analyses were 
found to be more consistent and well behaved, particularly when 
comparing results of the point load cases. It is suspected that 
this is partially due to the fact that the 2nd degree polynomial 
can deal more effectively with discontinuities in the bending 
moment. 
(iii) The point load was handled extremely well in the 2nd order analysis 
and very poorly in the 4th order analysis. In the case of the 
2nd order analysis, exact results were obtained for simply supported 
and cantilever beam problems. In the general continuous case 
it was found that by concentrating the spacing at the boundaries 
and at interior supports, the results converged fai~ly rapidly. 
In the case of the 4th order analysis, any form of point loading 
lead to significant errors in the resulting bending moments. 
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(iv) From the convergence studies it was clear that no advantage was to be 
gained in concentrating the spacing at a load point or in any 
region of high but continuous curvature within a span. However, 
by concentrating the spacing at the boundaries and areas over 
interior supports, considerable advantage was to be gained. 
In the case of a continuous beam loaded uniformly, it was 
found that in the 2nd order analysis, it was possible to use five 
elements per span of variable spacing compared to eight constantly 
spaced elements for the same acceptable three per cent error in 
the support moments. 
(v) The finite difference matrices resulting from the operator patterns 
based on 2nd order expressions were readily made symmetrical. 
·This was achieved by successively multiplying each row of the matrix 
by the average nodal spacing at the corresponding node. In 
addition, multiplying the right-hand side of the equations by the 
above values conveniently transformed the load intensity vector 
to a vector of nodal loads. However, these facts did not appear 
to be possible in the case of the matrices based on a 4th order 
expression. 
6.6 Concluding Remarks 
(i) The use of variable spacing finite difference approximations would 
appear to be justified and should prove particularly useful in 
the analysis of continuous structures. 
(ii) In most cases the operator patterns based on a combination of 2nd 
order polynomial expressions were found to be more suitable and 
reliable than the corresponding 4th order expressions. 
(iii} The above operator patterns were adopted for the present work on 
the finite strip method, where the partial derivatives of u in the 
governing differential equation are replaced by their corresponding 
finite difference approximations. 
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(iv) The choice of the 2nd order expressions was based on the superior 
results obtained in most of the problems analysed, in particular 
the point load cases and the more general continuous beam 
problems. 
(v) The fact that the resulting derivative matrices became symmetric 
was a necessary pre-condition for the use of variable spacing 
finite difference approximations. 
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CHAPTER 7 
RESULTS OF NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
7.1 Structures Analysed 
In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the finite strip method, a number 
of typical curved plate structures have been analysed. For this purpose 
the general formulation of the method in curvilinear coordinates was 
specialised to the polar coordinate system. In each case the results 
obtai~ed ar.e compared with either ~lassical or finite element analyses. 
Examples 1 and 2 illvstrate the limiting case of a square and rectangular 
plate respectively, defined in terms of a large radius and a small angle. 
The rate of convergence of the method is shown using different numbers of 
finite strip elements and a varying number of angular finite difference 
subdivisions. Result$ are compa~ed with those of Cheung [l ,2] and 
Timoshenko [33]. 
Example 3 gives the results for a simply supported isotropic curved plate 
with an aspect ratio A = 2. The rate of convergence of the method is 
shown and the distributions of longitudinal and transverse bending moments 
and displacements are compared with those using an 8 noded iso-parametric 
finite element analysis. 
Example 4 gives the results for a simply supported isotropic curved plate 
with an aspect ratio A = 4. The results are compared with those of 
Scordelis [12] and with the closed form solution of the plate equation [13], 
and using the finite element analysis. 
In example 5 a three span isotropic curved plate structure is analysed, 
illustrating the advantage of the finite difference based solution where 
continuity over any number of interior supports may be included. Dis-
tributions of longitudinal bending moments and displacements are compared 
with those using a variable nodal spacing and with the iso-parametric 
finite element analysis. 
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In the case of problems 3 and 5 a comparison of CPU times and total cost 
between the finite strip and finite element analyses is given. Jn both 
cases a three dimensional plot of the displaced sh~pe of the structure 
has also been included. 
An isotropic square plate subject to a unit uniform loading throughout . 
was analysed for the ends of the strips simply supported. 
The material properties and dimensions were as follows 





µr = µ6 = 0,30 
h = 1,0 
Dr = 06 = l ,O 
Q, = 1,0 
The results showing the rate of convergence of the method are given in 
Table 7.1, and are compared with the harmonic finite strip solutiQn of 
Cheung [l] and the classical ~eries $9lution of the isotropic plate 
equation of Timoshenko [33]. 
An isotropic rectangular plpte subject to a unit uniform loading throughout 
was analysed for the ends of the strips simply supported. For comparison 
purposes, an aspect ratio of A = 2 was used. 
The material properties and dimensions were as follows 





µr = µ9 = 0,30 
h = 1,0 
Dr= 08 = 1,0 
5l = l ,0 
' 
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Midspan at centre Midspan on edge 
No of No of 
strips* X-sects w3 M1 M2 W3 M2 
l 7 0,01342 0,0326 0,1244 0,01534 0,1333 
9 0,01329 0,0327 0' 1244 Q,01520 0,1333 
11 0,01322 0,0328 0, 1244 0,01513 0,1333 
13 0,01319 0,0328 0, 1244 0,01509 0,1333 
15 0,01317 0,0328 0'1244 0,01507 0,1333 
2 7 0,01340 0,0280 0,1229 0,01534 0' 1317 
9 0,01326 0,0281 0, 1229 0,01519 0'1317 
11 0,01320 0,0281 0, 1229 0,01513 0 '1317 
13 0,01317 0,0281 0,1229 0,01509 0,1318 
15 0,01315 0,0281 0,1229 0,01507 0, 1318 
3 7 0,01339 0,0273 0,1227 0,01534 0, 1313 
9 0,01326 0,0274 0,1227 0,01519 0, 1314 
11 0,01320 0,0275 Q,1227 0,01513 0 '1314 
13 0,01317 0,0275 0, 1227 0,01509 0, 1314 
15 0,01315 0,0275 0, 1227 0,01507 0,1314 
4 7 0,01339 0,0271 0,1226 0,01534 0 '1312 
9 0,01326 0,0272 0, 1226 0,01519 0 '1313 
11 0,01320 0,0272 0, 1226 0,01513 0, 1313 
13 0,01317 0,0272 0,1226 0,01509 0, 1313 
15 0,01315 0,0273 0'1226 0,01507 0,1313 
Timoshenko [33] 0,01309 0,0271 0, 1225 0,01509 0, 1318 
Cheung [ 1] 0,01309 0,0271 0, 1224 0,01500 0,1314 
Multiplier qt4/D q.Q.2 qt4 /D . q.Q.2 
TABLE 7.1 Example 1. Square plate. Results for unit uniform loading 
* Due to symmetry, only half the structure was analysed 
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Midspan at centre Midspan on edge 
No of No of 
strips* X-sects w3 M1 M2 W3 M2 -
l 7 0,01403 0,0144 0,1244 0,01496 0,1285 
9 0,01389 0,0145 0,1244 0,01482 0, 1286 
11 0,01383 0,0146 0, 1244 0,01476 0, 1286 
13 0,01379 0,0146 0,1244 0,01473 0,1286 
15 0,01377 0,0146 0, 1244 0,01470 0,1286 
2 7 0,01403 0,0125 0, 1238 0,01496 0,1280 
9 0,01389 0,0126 0,1238 0,01482 0, 1280 
11 0,01383 0,0127 0,1238 0,01476" 0, 1280 
13 0,01379 0,0127 0' 1238 0,0147Z 0,1280 
15 0 ,01377 0,0127 0,1238 0,01470 0'1280 
3 7 0,01403 0,0122 0, 1237 0,01496 0,1278 
9 0,01389 0,0123 0,1237 0,01482 0'1279 
11 0,01383 0,0123 0,1237 0,01476 0,1279 . 
13 0,01379 0,0124 0, 1237 0,01472 O,l27Q 
15 0,01377 0,0124 a, 1237 0,01470 0,1279 
4 7 0,01403 0,0121 0, 1237 0,01496 0,1278 
9 0,01389 0,0122 0, 1237 0,01482 0'1278 
11 0 ,01383 0,0122 0,1237 0,01476 0, 1279 
13 0,01379 0,0122 0, 1237 0,01472 0,1278 
15 0,01377 0,0123 0,1237 0,01470 0,1278 
Timoshenko [33] 0,01377 0,0102 0, 1235 0,01443 0, 1259 
Cheung [2] 0,01368 0,01236 0,1233 0,01461 0,1274 
Multiplier q.!l'+/D q.!l 
2 q.!l1t ID q.!l2 
TABLE 7.2 Example 2. Rectangular plate. Results for unit uniform loading 
* Due to symmetry, only half the structure was analysed 
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The results showing the rate of convergence of the method are given 
in Table 7.2, and are compared with those of Cheung [2] and Timoshenko [33]. 
A typical data element for the case of 1 strip/half structure and 
8 finite difference sub-divisions together with the corresponding 
results is given in Appendix G for the above example. 
The simply supported isotropic curved plate shown in Figure 7.2, with 
an aspect ratio A = 2 was analysed for the following loading conditions 
i) Load Case 1: Unit uniform loading throughout 
ii) Load Case 2: Central unit point load 
The plate was sub-divided transversely into 6 finite strip elements, con-
sisting of 4 interior strips of 2,0 m width and 2 edge strips of 1,0 m 
width. The material properties and dimensions were as follows 
Elastic Modulus Er = Ee = 10,92 
Poissons' ratio µr = µe = 0,30 
Plate thickness h = 1,0 m 
Torsional rigidity Dr= De= 1,0 
Total width b = 10,0 m 
Centre line span 2 = 20,0 m 
Centre line radius R = 50,0 m 
Subtended angle e = 0,4 rad. 
The results showing the rate of convergence of the method are given in 
Table 7.3 and 7.4 for load case 1 and 2 respectively. The distributions 
of longitudinal and transverse bending moments and displacements are 
compared with those obtained using the PAFEC finite element program and 
are given in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 for load case 1 and 2 respectively. 
For these comparisons, the finite strip and finite element sub-divisions 
in the transverse direction were both as described above. In the finite 
strip analysis the finite difference spacing in the longitudinal direction 
FIGURE 7. 1 Example 3. 




LOAD CASE 1 
Uniform loading 
+=1 
1,0 += .... I _____ ___, 
E: 10. 92 
,LL= 0. 30 
D: 1. 0 
LOAD CASE 2 
Centro.I point load 
STRIP SUBDIVISION 
4 x 2m. Interior strips 
2 x 1.0m edge strips 






LOAD CASE 1 
Point load on 
inside edge 
·=~ 
LOAD CASE 2 
Point load on 
outside edge 
STRIP SUBDIVISION 
4 x 1.2Sm strips 
Simply supported curved plate 
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Midspan at centre Transverse w
3 
at midspan 
No of No of Inner Centre Outer strips X-sect M1 M2 edge 1 ine edge 
4 9 4,709 52,08 2092 2426 3087 
11 4,723 52,07 2082 2414 3073 
13 4 '731 52,06 2076 2407 3065 
15 4,736 52,06 2073 2403 3061 
6 9 4,640 52,04 2091 2424 3085 
11 4,653 52,03 2081 2412 3072 
13 4,663 52,01 2075 2406 3063 
15 4,670 52,00 2071 2401 3058 
8 9 4,567 52,00 2090 2423 3084 
11 4,578 51,95 2078 2410 3067 
13 4,588 51,95 2073 2404 3060 
15 4,591 51,95 2070 2400 3056 
Finite element 4,97 50,90 2011 2328 2961 
Multiplier -q/D q/d -q/D 
TABLE 7.3 Example 3. Curved plate. Unit uniform loading throughout 
Midspan at centre Transverse w
3 
at midspan 
No of No of Inner Centre Outer strips X-sect M1 M2 edge line edge 
4 9 26,47 61,06 1635 1953 2367 
11 27,57 62,62 1616 1932 2341 
13 28,25 63,86 1607 1920 2327 
15 28,71 64,87 1601 1913 2319 
6 9 27,52 61,40 1634 1952 2366 
11 28,86 63,09 1615 1931 2341 
13 29,75 64,45 1606 1919 2326 
15 30,37 65,56 1599 1911 2317 
8 9 28,98 61 ,86 1633 1951 2365 
11 30,77 63 '71 1614 1929 2337 
13 32,07 65,26 1604 1918 2324 
15 33,05 66,56 1599 1911 2316 
Finite element 39,0 73,20 1546 1845 2231 
Multiplier x 10-2 -P/D P/D -P/D 
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consisted of 10 equally spaced angular sub-divisions along each nodal 
line, giving a total of 198 degrees of freedom. Due to the superior 
accuracy obtained in using the thin facet shell type 8 noded iso-parametric 
finite element, 6 longitudinal sub-divisions were used, giving a total of 
36 elements and 665 degrees of freedom. 
The time, cost and pages involved in the two analyses for 4 load cases 
were as follows 
CPU time 
Total cost 
Number of. pages 
Ei~H~-~iriE 
5,37 secs 
R 2, 14 
18 
Ei!!i~~-~l~ui~mi 
3 min 8,67 secs 
R 90,30 
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In the case of the PAFEC finite element analysis, the above figures 
included a three dimensional plot of the displaced shape of the structure 
for load case 1, which is shown in Figure 7.5. 
The simply supported isotropic curved plate shown in Figure 7.2, with 
an aspect ratio A = 4 was analysed for the following loading conditions 
i) Load Case 1: Unit point load at midspan on inner edge 
ii) Load Case 2: Unit point load at midspan on outer edge 
The plate was sub~divided transversely into 4 equally spaced finite 
strips of 1,25 m width. The material properties and dimensions of 
the plate were as follows 






Centre line span 
Total width 
Subtended angle 
Centre line radius 
µr = µ8 = 0,15 
h = 1,0 m 
Dr = D8 = 1 ,o 
t = 20,0 m 
b = 5,0 m 
e = 30° 




" LOAD CASE 1 
• • • • • • • • 
·-·-·-· ·-·-·-· 
FINITE STRIP 
· o Bending Moments 
-·-<>-·- Displacements 
M1 [kNm/mJ 
LOAD CASE 2 
• 
• ·-·- . ·-...... . ....... 
FINITE ELEMENT ·- ...... 
• Displacements 
'EXACT' [131 
• Finite Strip 
( Scordelis 112)) 




M 2 (lt'Nm/mJ '" LOAD CASE 1 W3(mmJ ~~- ~ "~ 
"' ' 0,5 
'\ ,, ,, 
'\ '\ ,, 
'\ ', 
1,0 ' ' ' '' '' inner ' ' ,, ' edge 
' ' 
1,5 30 
FINITE STRIP ' ' ,, ........ 






~ LOAD CASE 2 ,, W3 [mmJ ,, 


















' ' FINITE ELEMENT ' 
Edge displacements 50 ' 
• Inner edge moment 
..... __ 
IC Outer edge moment 
FIGURE 7.7 Example 4. Longitudinal moments and displacements 
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The transverse bending moment and displacement distributions at midspan 
are given in Figure 7.6 for the two load cases. The bending moment 
distributions are compared with those obtained using the hannonic 
finite strip analysis Scordelis [12] and with the closed form solution 
of the plate equation [13]. The transverse displacements are compared 
with those of the finite element analysis. The distribution of longi-
tudinal bending moments and displacements are given in Figure 7.7 
for each load case and are also compared with the results obtained using 
the finite element analysis. 
The transverse subdivision of the plate for the harmonic finite strip 
analysis and the finite element analysis were both as described 
above. In the longitudinal direction the finite difference and finite 
element sub-divisions were the same as those in the previous example. 
Details of the three span continuous isotropic curved bridge deck are 






Load Case l : 
Load Case 2: 
Load Case 3: 
load Case 4: 
Dead load only 
Patch load on inside carriageway, Area A 
Patch load on central 3 m width, Area B 
Patch load on outside carriageway, Area C 
The plate was sub-divided transversely into 8 finite strip elements, 
consisting of 6 interior strips of 1,5 m width and two ege strips of 
0,5 m width. The material properties and dimensions were as follows 
Elastic Modulus Er = E0 = 25 GPa 
Poissons' ratio µr = µ8 = 0,30 
Material density p = 25 kN/m 
Plate thickness h = 1,0 m 
End spans Q, = 20,0 m 
Central span Q, = 32,0 m 
Total width b = 10,0 m 



















































































































































































































































































































The longitudinal bending moment and displacement distribtuions along the 
deck centre line for load case 1 are given in Figure 7.9. The results 
for a constant nodal spac;ing are compared with those where the spacing 
has been concentrated at the boundaries and over the interior supports. 
These distributions are further compared with the results obtained 
using the finite element analysis. Th~ transverse distribution of 
bending moments and displacements across the middle of the central span 
are given in Figure 7.~0 for the remaining 3 load cases. 
For comparison purpose~, the sub-division of the structure in the trans-
verse direction is the same in both analyses. In the finite strip 
analysis, the finite difference spacing in the longitudinal direction 
consisted of 10 angular sub-divisions for each of the two.end spans and 
16 sub-divisions for the central span, givi'ng a total of 666 degrees of 
freedom for the whole structure. Values of the variable angular nodal 
spacing used may be found in Appendix G, where the data element and 
typical results are given for this problem. In the finite element 
analysis, 5 longitudinal sub-divisions were used for the end spans and 
8 sub-divisions for the central span. However, due to the longitudinal 
synDTietry of the loading and geometry, it was only necessary to specify 
half the structure, giving a total number of 72 elements and 1255 degrees 
of freedom. 









7 min 7,77 secs 
Rl 44 ,77 
In the finite strip analysis the figures given above are for the analysis . . , - . 
of the WHOLE structure (ref. Appendix G - Coding of input). In the 
case of the finite element analysis, the above figures also included 
various three dimensional plots of the displaced shape of the structure. 
A plot of the displacements for load case l is shown in Figure 7.11. 
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7.2 Discussion of Resuits 
From the convergence studies it can be seen that in all cases of uniform 
. loading the number of strips used had little effect on the results 
obtained for a given number of nodal cross-sections. In the point load 
case however, improved results were obtained by concentrating the spacing 
of the finite strip elements in the vicinity of the point load. This 
also had the effect of reducing the lack of curvature compatibility 
between adjacent strips, particularly at the point of application of 
the load. 
In all cases of loading the number of nodal cross-sections used in the 
finite difference sub-division had a greater effect on improving the 
results than did the number of finite strip elements used. This trend 
was particularly marked in the values of the displacements 9btained, which 
were typically in excess of the correct values. 
For a given number of strips and nodal cross-sections, it can be seen 
that greater accuracy was obtained in all cases of uniform loading 
compared to the point load cases. This is due to the discontinuity 
in the derivatives associated with a concentrated loading compared to 
the continuous nature of the derivatives for a uniform loading. The 
set of governing differential equations are therefore to some extent 
misrepresented in the case of a point load and well represented for a 
uniform loading. 
It was found of interest that for the simply supported square and 
rectangular plates subject to a uniform loading, the maximum displacement 
did not occur at midspan on the centreline but on the outer edges. This 
is considered to be due to the increased transverse flexibility of the 
plate along the free edges and the effect of anti-elastic curvature. 
From the results of simply supported and continuous plate structures 
analysed it can be seen how the outside edge of the curved plate becomes 
more flexible and the interior edge becomes stiffer as the horizontal 
curvature increases. This effect occurs due to the increased span at 
the outer edge and the correspondingly decreased span at the interior 
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edge for a given central arc length. For the simply supported curved 
plate the effect is well illustrated by the transverse displacement 
distributions at midspan particularly in the point load cases. It was 
found interesting that for the point load at midspan on the interior edge, 
the minimum transverse displacement occurred at the point of application 
of the load. The effect is also seen in the longitudinal bending 
moments at midspan on the edges, where the moment at the outer edge for 
the point load applied on this edge is greater than the moment at the 
interior edge for the load on this edge. 
From the results of the 3 span continuous plate example it was found 
that by concentrating the spacing at the boundaries and over the interior 
supports, improved results were obtained in the areas of discontinuous 
curvature for the same total number of nodal points used. The example 
also served to illustrate the advantage of using a finite difference sub-
division in the longitudinal direction, where continuity over the set 
of interior supports was included without any difficulty. 
Although it is not reasonable to make a direct comparison between the 
CPU time and total costs for the finite element and finite strip analyses, 
the relative amounts indicate that considerable advantage may be gained 
in using the finite strip method presented. By referring the Coding of 
input and the data elements as given in Appendix G, it can be seen that the 
specification of the structure and loading require a minimum of data 
preparation. In addition, it is shown in example 3 that the volume of 





By applying variational methods to the principle of minimum potential 
energy, the governing differential equation for a finite strip was 
found and the resulting system of simultaneous differential equations 
was solved using finite difference techniques. By adopting a formula-
tion in terms of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, the finite strip 
method· was successfully applied to the analysis of plate structures of 
an arbitrary curved geometry. 
The method of solution chosen was that of replacing the partial deriva-
tives of the displacement variables in the governing differential 
equation by their finite difference.equivalent and solving the resulting 
set of simultaneous linear equations. It was found that by using global 
coordinate variables, the method of finite differences could be readily 
applied in the present finite strip analysis formulated in terms of 
orthogonal coordinate systems. 
One of the limitations of the harmonic finite strip method is that the 
cross-section of the structure is required to be prismatic. By formu-
lating the finite strip method in terms of curvilinear coordinates, it 
is evident that structures of a variable cross-section in the longitudinal 
and the transverse directions may now be analysed. 
By applying the finite difference form of the governing differential 
equation at all node points throughout the structure, a set of ficticious 
displacements was generated at the ends of the strips. The application 
of the finite difference form of the boundary differential equations at the 
end and pen-ultimate nodes enabled these displacements to be uniquely 
eliminated. By following this procedure it was possible to formulate 
the r~sulting finite difference stiffness matrix for the structure for 
all the boundary conditions described. 
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A further restriction in the harmonic finite strip method is the 
limited type of boundary condition that may be considered at the ends 
of the strip and the severe limitation on the number of intennediate 
supports that can be handled. In the present formulation of the finite 
strip method, in addition to the four different types of boundary con-
ditions that may be considered, the use of finite differences has made 
possible the incorporation of any number of interior node supports, 
thereby enabling structures of a continuous nature to be solved. 
Since the free edge boundary condition may now be considered at the 
ends of the strips, the analysis of arbitrary curved continuous plate 
structur~s constructed in a stage sequence has also become possible. 
From the results of the curved plate structures analysed, it was found 
that excellent agreement was obtained between the finite strip method 
presented and the finite element and other alternative analyses. Since 
the choice of the method of analysis used for a structural oroblem 
normally depends on the size of the structure and the total cost involved, 
the finite strip method of analysis is considered to offer clear 
advantages for the range of structures that may be analysed. 
8.2 Further Work 
The formulation of the finite strip method for orthogonal curvilinear 
systems has enabled a variety of arbitrary shaped curved plate structures 
to be analysed. Structures such as skew plates and those having a 
combined curved and skew form are by definition excluded. The possibility 
of extending the method to general non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinate 
systems should therefore be considered, since this formulation would 
place no restriction on the geometry of the structure that may be analysed. 
In the finite strip method presented, only the strain energy due to 
bending forces was considered, thereby limiting the analysis to curved 
plate structures. By including the strain energy contributions due 
to in-plane forces, the analysis may therefore be extended to include 
curved folded plate and shell structures. 
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The application of the finite difference method required the structure 
to be subdivided longitudinally into a number of equally or variably 
spaced nodal cross-sections. By concentrating the spacing of the 
nodes in the boundary regions and in areas where the derivatives were 
discontinuous, it was shown that improved results were obtained. An 
investigation into the optimisation of the finite difference spacing 
chosen should therefore prove worthwhile. 
The solution of the system of differential equations has been based on 
the finite difference method. Although it would appear that this method· 
holds definite advantages, consideration should nevertheless be given 
to alternative methods of solution. 
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* See overleaf for derivation of formula for typical case of n = 3 
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Subtracting the eqns of B5.l and those of B5.2, Appendix B 
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C5.l Load vector for linear distributed loading (q + ke) . 0 
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APPENDIX C5 [E] matrix in polar coordin~tes 
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CS.3 Load vector for point loading P
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APPENDIX C5 [E] matrix in polar coordinates 
b > x > 0 
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APPENDIX D 
Formulation of Stiffness Matrix 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Formulation of Stiffnes~ Matrix 





A matrix a matrix 
F matrix · S matrix 
• 




refe~ to Appendix F2 and F3 for appropriate values of a and S 
APPENDIX El Formulation of finite difference stiffness matrix for 





l [B-C] l [C) x aT x-a2 --
[BT-C] x _l ! [F] x .:£ a2 a2 








a1 1 a12 I a13 a matrix 
a21 a22 a23 a24 
F matrix 
[FJ xl a2 














[ E, J 
[ E, J 
L:] __ • [E, J 
1 unit matrix 
1 
I r l 
I ,I E 11 
where [J] = [DJ - [B]T[AJ-1(B] and [F] = [B] + [B)T - [CJ 4 
refer to Appendix F3 for values of a(for constant spacing of nodes = a) 
APPENDIX E2 Formulat1Qn of finite difference stiffness matrix 
for free edge boundary condition 
APPENDIX F 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 0 0 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Coding of Input for Program STRIP 
Typical Results for Examples 2 and 5 
152 
CODING OF INPUT FOR PROGRAM STRIP 
The coding of input data required to d~fine the curved plate struct4re 
to be analysed and to specify the different boundary conditions and 
loading types will be as follows: 
1. TITLE (2 cards) 
Column Format Description 
1-80 40A2 ITLE: Title cards for structure 
(Cormnent: A total of two cards must be used) 
2. PARAMETERS (1 card) 
Column Format Description 
1- 5 I5 NST: Total number of strips in structure 
6-10 I5 NXS: Total number of nodal x-sections used 
in finite difference approximations 
11-15 I5 NLC: Total number of load cases 
16-27 Fl2.2 RD(l): Radius of first nodal line 
(Comment: Integer values must be rightly adjusted) 














Modulus of elasticity in longitudinal 
direction 
Modulus of elasticity in transverse direction 
Shear modulus 
Poissons' ratio in longitudinal direction 
Poissons' ratio in transverse direction 
(Note: Only two Moduli and one Poissons ratio need be given - the 
remaining section properties are calculated by default) 








W(I): Width of strip I 
DT(I): Depth of strip I 
(Note: One card is used for each strip) 
5. NODAL SPACING (NXS-1 cards} 
Column Format Description 
153 
i...ao 8Fl0.6 DA(I}: Angular nodal finite difference spacing 
in radians. May be constant or variable 
(Comment: One card required for each set of eight consecutive values) 








IB: Boundary condition at start of structure 
IE: Boundary condition at end of str~cture 
where: IB, IE may be either SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
or CLAMPED EDGE 
or GUIDED EDGE 
or FREE EDGE 
(Comment: The pnesent version of the program does not include the 
guided and free edge boundary conditions) 








LCN: Load case number 
154 
LABL: Heading for description of loading type 
(Comment: LCN should start with l and increase consecutively for 
each additional lo~d case) 
8. LOADING TYPE {Repeated for as many similar or different loading 
types required to specify the above load case) 
Column Format Description 
1- 8 4A2 IL: ·Identity of loading type 
9-13 IS NLB: Nodal line number at start of loading 
14-18 I5 NLE: Nodal line number at end of loading 
19-2~ I5 NXB: x-section number at start of loading 
24-28 I5 NXE: x-section number at end of loading 
28-40 Fl2.4 WMAG: Magnitud~ of load or lo~d intensity 
where: IL may be either POINT 
or UNIFORM 
or LINE 
and: WMAG should have a negative value if acting downwards 
(Comment: In the case of a point load NLB and NLE will have the same 
integer value. Similarly NXB and NXE will be equal. 
In the case of a line load only NXB and NXE will be equal) 
9. CONTINUATION (1 card) 
Column Format Description 
1- 8 4A2 IL: Continuation control card 
where: IL may be either NEXT ... ( i ) 
or LAST ... (ii) 
For (i) Steps 7, 8, 9 are repeated (ii) End of last loading case 
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10. INTERIOR BOUNDARY CONTROL {l card) 
Column Format 
1- 5 I5 
Description 
NOR: Number of interior displacements or 
rotations to be initialised 
{Comment: If there are no interior boundary conditions, then NOR 
must be set equal to zero) 
11. INTERIOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS {Repeated for as many displacements 






where: IZ may be either 
or 
PROGRAM RESTRICTIONS 
Maximum number of strips 
Maximum number of x-sections 
Maximum number of load cases 
Description 
IZ: Identity of displacement type 
DMAG: Initial value to be assigned to 
the displacement type 
NLN: Nodal line number at which the interior 
displacement occurs 




NST = 8 
NXS = 40 
NLC = 14 
Dimensipning will therefore be as follows: 
Strip Matrices 
Compiled for one nodal x-section MSM = 2*NST+2 = 18 
156 
Stiffness Matrix 
Half band width NBW = 2*MSM+4 = 40 
Augmented band width NBL = NBW + NLC = 54 
Matrix size NSM = NXS*MSM = 720 
The program is fully operational on the U~IVAC 1106 at the University 
of Cape Town at the present time. Either card input may be used or 
data may be contained in a datafile or in an element of a program file. 





data for problem 1 
@XQT STRIP.ABS 
data for problem 2 
@FIN 
Data elements for examples 2 and 5, together with typical results may 
be found overleaf. 
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FJNITf*STRTP(l).nATAlq 
l F'X ?. fSl"IJPOPJC RfrfANGIJl.AI? Pl.ATF 1 srntP q NUOAL x-sur~. H l?.'il)OO.OH 
2 ************************************************************************ 
3 q I t2qqqq.5n 
II 10.Q? 10.<>2 .3 
5 • ?'i 1. 0 
b .noooo1 .oonoo1 .oonon1 .000001 .000001 .oonont .oon.ont ,noooo~ 
7 SJMPLY SUPPOPTfD SJMPLY SllPPORTE'O 
8 t llNT T Utlll="OQM LOAOJ"IG T.H1rnur.Hf1UT 
9 UNTFORH t 2 1 Q -1.oono 
10 lAS J 
' 1 ' 1 
12 QOTATION .oonooo ? 2 
13 RQT~TION 0 000000 ? 3 
14 QOTAfION .nooono ? q 
!5 QOTATJON .000000 ? 5 
lb ROT AT JON 0 000000 ? 6 
17 QOTATION .nooooo ?. 1 





r:x ?.. TSfllP()c:>f('. Rf.(fANf.IJl.AI~ Pt.Alf t STIHP Q NOl'IAL lt-SEr:TS. r~ pc;noo.oM 
*******************************************•**************************** 
-~-----·--------------~-·------------------------------------
fLASTJC MOOULIJS ES : .1oq;>o+o? ER : .10??0+02 
SHfAR "IOl'IULUS f:RS : 
POJS~ONS RATTO vs = .3000 VR : .3000 
Sfqf P l.lNE ~ADTUS WIOTH Of PT~ R[NDTNG AND TORSIONAL R IGIOITY 
NO NO 
os OR ORS 
pqq9q.c;o 
• 2c; t.oo .1000+01 .lOOOtOl .3500+00 
2 ti?QQqq.15 
ANr.ULAR MODAL SI' ACING (RAD) llSFD IN FINITE DTFFFRENCF APPROX I MAT JONS 
.ooooor .000001 .000001 .000001 .1'.100001 .000001 
.001)001 0 1lOOOOt 
LO~IGJJllOTNAL NOl)Al SPACING (M} ALONG CFNTRAL ARC , IHDTUS 1?4Q9<1.b2 
.1 ?.'iOOO .12'i000 .1. 2c;ooo .12c;ooo .12c;ooo .12c;ono 
.125000 .12c;ooo 
LOAOTNG CASE NO t UNIT llNTFORM LOAOING THROUGHOUT 
LOAOING NOnAL LINf. NO r.ROSSfCTTON NO MAGNI TUOE 
TYPE FROM AT TO FROM AT TO OF L0All 
UNIFORM 2 q -1.0000 
TNTTTAL CONDTT IONS OF l'\!SPLACEMfNT QR ROTATION ALONG srnucTURE 
NO TVPF NODAL LINF'. X-SFCTION MAr;NTJUOE 
l POT AT ION 2 2 .000000 
2 ROTA T·ION 2 3 .000000 
3 ROTA TI ON 2 " .000000 q ROTATION 2 5 .1)00000 
5 ROTATION 2 b .000000 
b IHJT AT JON 2 7 .000000 
7 ROfATlON 2 8 .000000 
f\(lllNOAfH' CONA TT I ON AT Sf.\IH nF STRllCTURf ~lMPLY SUPPORTED 
ROUNOA~Y CONDITION AT ENO OF STRllCTURF SI ~Pt Y SUPPO''Hi:D 
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l.Q.\i)CASfNO I. R~SULTS OF G~NFRALTSED DTSPLACFMFNTS 
--------------------------------------------------------
NODAL LTNI'. OISPLACFMFNT ROTATION 
t .000000 .000000 
i' .OOOflOO .000000 
I -.5761\5,-02 - • 3?7 /J 01,-02 
2 -.5397A0-0?. .000000 
l -.1057?.A-OI -.5~7?37-n2 
2 -.9~9Q97-02 .000000 
I -. nna1-n1 - • 7'H ?.~ l -02 
2 ,-.1?861'-nt .000000 
1 - • t IJl:\?5?-0 I -.80710<>-02 
2 -.l31MlQ-01 .000000 
I -.BJ.'81-llt -.751?5?.-02 
2 -.l?Bnt3-l)t • 0(\0001) 
7 I -.1057?.A-Ot -.5APJA-02 
A 
q 
2 -.91'999A-0? .000000 
l -.576~5,-0? -.V71l07-02 
2 -.539781-0(> .onoooo 
l .000000 .000000 
2 .OOOl)OO .000000 
I 
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lOAO CASF NO 1 • RfSlJl.JS OF lffNl)J~G A"ID TWJSTTNG MQMENrs 
-------------------------------------~---------------------
x-~F.CTTON NODAL LINf Mt M2 1141? 
1 .000000 .000000 .1a·nc;1-01 
?. .000000 .000000 .?41823-06 
1 -.111q1s-o? .'lM1c;1-ot • 1bllll/>9-01 
2 -. 77C1f\AO•O? • r;4c:;o t t1-o t .221760-01> 
t -.?.2Q2?0-o? • Qo 7238-o 1 .1111679-0' 
?. -.119736-01 .q333t8-01 .167183-0b 
1 -.?S:?~ll0-0? .120b?o+OO .6tCibt;2-02 
?. •.1395R5-0t .116634+00 0 A91ll69•07 
1 -.;>5q5Ao-o.:> .1?A576+00 .t5l\937-o7 
2 - • I 4540t\•O t .124405+00 • at o 1 '58-13 
' • • ?.5 ::'AIJ 0-0?. 0 1200.:>b+OO -.6156ll9-02 ;> ·.13Q5A5•01 ~1lbo~4+oo • 0 A91ltA8•07 
7 1 -.?.2Q;>17-0?. .Qti7239-01 -.tlAb79•0l 
? -.tt<lnb-Ot .933319-01 ... tb71A3-06 
l -.t71Q14-0? .56~756-01 •.1611tH0-01 
2 •.77C18At•02 .Cill5015·01 -·.221760-06 
Q I .oooono .000000 -.11r:nc;1 .. 01 





J Fx,~ lHMFE SPAN TsnrRIPIC CURyFo HQ}OGE OECK. A STRIP~ 37 Y-~ErJ ~(CL):lOOH 
2 *************************************************************************** 
l >" '' 11 Q~.on 
~ ,5000000. 25000000. 
5 .5 1.0 
" t.5 1.0 
7 1.5 1.0 
B t.5 t.o 
9 1.c; 1.0 
10 1.5 1.0 
II t.5 t.n 
12 .c; '.I) 
11 .otll .01c; 
•~ .01~ .010 
l5 .n2?s .02?5 
lb .01~ .011) 










t8 SIMPLY SIJPPORTED SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
19 1 nfAO LOAD ONLY 
i>O UNJFOijH 1 9 
?.I ~EXT 
~2 2 PATCH LOAO CENTRAL 
21 llNTFORH ? 14 t 1 
?4 t.:fXT 
2~ 3 PATCH LOAO CENTRAL 
i>o I.IN Tf ORt-4 41 f> 1 t 
n ~EXT 
?8 4 PATCH LOAD CENTRAL 



















~7 .. 2c;.oooo 
SPAN TNSIOF CARRIAGEWAY 
n -25.0000 
SPAN CfNTRAL -,,M WTDTH 
27 -25.0000 





















FX.5 THRFf SPAN TsnrRIPJr ClJPVEO R~IDGF OErK. A STRIPS 37 ·-~Err R(CL):tOOH 
*************************************************************************** 
MATERIAL A~D SFCTION PROPfRTTES *** UNTJS ARF TN N , ~ , S 
---·--------------------------------------------·-----------~ 
FLAS TIC MOf\ULUS ES : .2c;ooo+oR ER = .25000+08 
~HFAR ~Ol)UllJ~ GR~ : 





R~DJUS WI!HH OEPTH BENDING ANO TOPSJONAL RIG!OITY 
95.00 
2 qr;.c;o 





















































































































LOADING C~SE NO 1 DFAO 1.0AD ONLY 
LOAllJNG 
TYPE 
"'00AL I. INF. NO 
fQO"f AT TO 
l 
C ROSSEC TT ON NO 








"'O'>Al ll"IE NO 
FRO"I AT IO 
2 11 
CROSSfC TlO"I NO 





LOAOtNG CASE NO 3 PATCH LOAD CENTRAL SPAN CFNTRAL 3M WIOTH 
NOOAL LllllE NO 
fROt.1 AT ro 
6 
CROSSfClTON NO 





lOAOJNG CA~E NO Q PAfCH LOAO CENTRAL SPAN OUTSIOE CARRIAGEWAY 
NOOAI U~E NO 
FROM AT TO 
UNIFORM 8 
Cl-lOSSECT TO~I NO 















NODAL L JNf 
3 














RQllNl)ARY CONDITION AT START OF STRLlcTUl?E 














I. OAO CA SF: ~IO t • RF.~UlT~ nf GF'NF'RAtTSED DTSPLACFMFNTS 
---~---------"·----------~~-----------------------------
)(-~fr.T TON NOl>AL LTNI=' OTSPLACFMfNT ROTATION 
1 .000000 .000000 
2 .000000 .000001) 
3 .000000 .000000 
4 .OOOllOO .000000 
r; .000000 .Ol)OOOO 
b .000000 .000000 
7 .000000 .000000 
8 .000000 .000001) 
9 .000000 .000000 
;> 1 - • fHt27 4A-O 3 -.270'l21-04 
2 ... intM0 .. 03 -.174Q47-04 
3 -.8?11\95-03 .277tt.$?.•05 
4 - .W~b'lc:;tt-03 • 11;9q70.04 
5 -.Rb8ll?.?-03 .;>l,259A·04 
6 -.91533?.-03 .31.>5?311-04 
7 -.979ll96-03 .4q8~26-04 
8 -.106All,,•0? .705343-04 
9 -.110610-02 .803775-04 
I -.1Q8~25-02 -.009054 .. 04 
2 -.1%31Q-0? ... 3qao10-011 
3 -.1QIJ119-02 .i>93b35 .. 1)5 
4 -.101n2Q-f'l2 • 3A0"76-04 
5 -.205?05-02 .6i>.3A~3-1)4 
b -.216344-0? .866005-04 
7 -.23lc;b3-0;> .1 tt3057-03 
8 -.252563-02 .tt,55911-03 
9 •.2t.l~bA-O? .JA72lh·03 
1 ·.3?.0A5i>.-O;> ... t_iOJlJOl:\-04 
2 -.31P05-o;> -.57B24•04 
3 -.314''3~-02 .1 c;404c; .. 04 
4 -.3?.068/J-02 .b5lf)52-04 
5 - • 3331161-02 .t0434t-03 
b •.35tC)A7-02 • t'H5~7-03 
7 -. 377067-0? .t931>3t-0.3 
8 -.lit l?li0-02 .21:i1no-n3 
q -.4?<;tJOli-02 .209710-03 
c; 1 -.31li017-0?. -.7li5'l9.?-04 
2 •.31109A•02 -.4~004~-04 
3 -.310,6~·02 .2A1?20•04 
" - •. HIB7A-02 .7c;qoo3-04 5 -.3'321>27-02 .113121-03 
b .... 3s2~ n-02 .t50?4t:;-03 
7 •.318?Ll7-02 • t qs·n11-()3 
8 -.4130?.3-0? .270561•03 
9 .... ll?7'HIJ .. 1)2 .3021>85•03 
l - .179%0-02 -.158li37-04 
2 -.11qc;71, ... 02 .31\911b1•05 
3 -. tA-Sc;47 ... 02 ·'153127-04 
4 -.1~2362-0?. .704017-04 
5 •.204,tA-02 .AA4'7i?.-Oll 
6 •.218A8,•02 .101>?80-03 
7 -.2,bc;s~-02 .t'l'St-03 
8 -.2'l9tn7-o;> .l74t7t-03 
q -.2n8"H7-02 .1t)4A7?.•03 
7 1 .355093-03 .tt15A73-04 
2 .:s1soo1-03 .7A3013•04 
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3 .?Ol.l6?C\-n3 .hllH21-04 
4 • t?t?ll~h-03 .~oq1,3q .. 04 
5 • ')11690' -04 • J?5120 .. 01, 
b • 1,;> or.s;>-05 0 ;?7LJRtll-04 
1 - • 2h&;>o1'1-011 • J HhSll-04 
8 -.3h6lliJ~-Oli .100071·05 . 
9 ... 3h6/J,qr;.04 -. 735A00·06 
l .2111 ~2'7,-02 .202~4;>-03 
2 • 2"52MI 3-0? .t653bb-03 
3 .214'>50-02 .764qA5-04 
4 .207%5-<)? .?141'157-04 
s .207C\6?-02 •• t'H02~-04 
6 .2121132-02 ... 5tqt::;b6-04 
7 .2?lJ13lJ-0?. ... 108720-03 
8 0 (!116"2 T, .. O 2 -.tQb261-03 
9 .l5no1-02 -.2"5tt1qq .. 03 
1 • 30/JC\5?-0? .3t2CJ01-03 
2 .200<>30-0;> .2'B51CJ-03 
3 .2701011.02 .t>?ntt1-04 
4 .2h72?2-02 •• 1 on2,.04 
s .211113r; .. 02 -.4lJb08?-04 
b 0 2A06C)6-02 -.1qs?sq-01.1 
7 .2<>1200-02 -.1'5367?-03 
8 • B t heR-0? - • 3?3 77r; .. 03 
q • 311qAO 3-02 -.402li311-03 .,, 1 .1 Qi;>.36-02 .35102?-03 
z .t70T,4CJ-02 .?.lloi?3CJ-03 
l .1 c;773q.02 .321371-04 
4 .J57A?4-02 -.81\71113-05 
5 • l '-;962?-02 ... 303aq"J-04 
6 • 166'>55-0.? -.5?!>?96-04 
7 • t 75<>M-02 -.8<)9693-04 
8 .202AQ3•02 -.2CJq1•111-03 
9 .2?03Q"S-02 -.405A9~-03 
11 l .~35h?h-03 .3bCJ12?-03 
2 .17%82-03 .2r;&t0?.-03 
3 .000000 .2A7Clo5-04 
4 .onooon • t A2t M-04 
5 -.56151Jt-04 • t QIJl12q•Ob 
b .ooonon -.1 Q6Ci5t-Otl 
1 .000000 •.208?iM-04 
8 .t58?4A-03 ••2ql5R?·03 
9 .30773'1-03 -.358063-03 
·~ 1 
-.t<>3'>Q4-02 .JA9A05•03 
2 ... 210')3?-02 .2A9506•03 
3 -.2371l3Q-Oi>. .AABIJlA-04 
4 -.2,..M71-0? .1'113003-04 
5 -.25619<)-02 .5'.'1142-04 
b ... r.1,237a.02 • 4110 ?50-04 
7 •.2hM37-02 .lq852A•04 
6 - • 259115q.02 -.111010-03 
9 -.2'181 t?-02 •.276AQ<J-03 
ll l 00 .b«;33Ail-02 .1109057-03 
;? -.h720M-n? • JllOA.B•03 
3 -. 711 "?.7-0? .20301A-03 
4 •• nson-02 • th3Q0?-03 
5 -.7h2547-02 .1~305?.-'l3 
b •.7Ab<>2k-02 .1,,0022-0.s 
1 •.AOM33-02 •It qi' t ?.·O:S 
8 -.x11qoo-02 -.t79ROIJ•04 
9 -.615341-0?. -.sr;q73c; .. 04 
t" l •.15257'i-Ot .3Q31o.03·03 
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?. -.1 c;141Jq?.-O I .373A47-03 
3 -.1c;q7q1-01 .319716-03 ,, -. I MR77-0 l .3'13ll21-03 
5 ~.1101qq ... 01 .3h7h2?-03 
b -.175Aq7-01 .3Cl0?3Q-(13 
7 -.1817Qll-Ot • 3<>073~-03 
A -.1A71116-0t • 3c;51.113c;-03 
q -.ll\916A-Ot .3,61J9ll-03 
1 c; t -.?.1!6167-01 • 3r:;9on-03 
2 - • 2'~ 7<>qA .. O l • 3 70<)74-03 
3 -.25413?-0l • 4111 ;>3<>-03 
" -.2hl257-01 .':)0%67-03 5 -.2n91Hll-Ot .c;.q11,90 .. 03 
6 -.2rn101-01 .b"i2197-03 
7 -.2MQfH>-01 .111q68-03 
8 -.300223-!lt • 7AOl128-03 
q -.31\4180-01 .A02llt3·03 
1 h l -.:n2~1q-01 .3t'jQ60-03 
2 -.3,4537-01 .370n03-03 
3 -.3tJP27-0t .518030-03 
4 -.350003-0t .65047t1-03 
5 -.3fi070.q .. 01 • 716?0q-03 
6 - • :H32BIJ-O 1 .900R60•03 
1 -.3A775Q•OI .103065-02 
8 -.'104?77-0t .111r:;11-02 
q -.410?86-01 .P2Qtll-02 
17 1 -.L10212c;-01 .?A558A•03 
2 -.llo:Hst-01 .3h3Q1fi-03 
3 - • 41082'1-0 I .573f.i87-03 
4 -.420~3/J-Ot .7"17A47-03 
5 -.433il9~-0t .929"152-03 
b -.tl/Jt:17tn-Ol .tt00?.5-02 
7 -.466558-01 .t?81b1-02 
8 -.4RPA5-0t • 1llf\119-02 
9 -.49/JQl0-01 .1563q7 .. 02 
lA 1 -.4116652-01 .?67126-03 
2 -.4tl8?22-0l .359700-1)3 
3 -.1Jssc;21-01 .f.07812-03 
LI -.466,02-01 .8?51l25-03 
5 -.4A0201-0t .1026B9-02 
6 - .4<)7103-0 l • 1 ;nno-02 
7 -.5170q9-IJ1 0 11Jllt7A-02 
8 - • 5l10500-01 • t"8llb?-02 
9 -.5l19147-01 .111r:;o1-02 
lQ t -.461948-01 .260fi"/f\-03 
2 - • t.O..:Stl<H-01 • 3c;BO 16-03 
3 -.470A76-01 .019027-03 
4 -.llAlQ05-01 • A ii 7 ii H q -0 3 
5 -.IJQ6;>?0-0t .1os•n1-02 
b -.513691-01 • t?.7087-02 
7 -. S~llll t 7 .. 01 • tf196 l fi-1)2 
8 -.5Ci8727-0t .l7516t-02 
9 -.567720-01 .1R465c;-02 
167 
I.DAI> CASF NO 1 • Pf.Slit TS Of BfNl')JNG AND T.1'1JSTING MOMf;.NJS 
------------------------·--------·-------------------------
'<-SHTTO>-t NODAL L INF Mt M2 "112 
' 0 001)000 .000000 .f>0«:;99lt0?. ? 0 00'lOOO ,000000 .ll3Q715+02 
') .000000 .000000 .'13'Hl5t0? 
3 .000000 .000000 0 <>tH519+0t 
~ .000000 .000000 .<)lll519+0t ,, .• 000000 .000000 -.12?.0~8+02 
II .000000 .000000 -.-12?0A8+02 
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II -. ?.biiObO+O;:> .1394'i6+03 •.t1A8'>4t02 
5 -.2M21tl+O? .1403?.8+0' •.27?.79b+O') 
c; ... ;>81l'V4+0~ .140331+03 - • ?7?.7%+0? 
6 -.27llo«;n+o? .u;>11>3+o3 -.ll20039+02 
h -.?.75275+0? .t4:>t99t03 -.l120039+02 
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? -.tVS60+0?. • '.H 11112+03 .3148?7+0?. 
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5 - • '5979'Ht0? • 30''2011+03 -.;>3;>21 ltO?. 
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2 - • t qc;t;;>7+ O? .1165177+03 -.?53851.1+02 
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5 • ~9551!7 + 0' - .1 no,s+oll , ,5q81Jb+Ol 
ti .?8lf37b+03 -.1 J;>onJ+o11 -.c;JP.7?.5+01 
,, • ?8773?+03 - .11? 704+011 ... c;3A7'5+0t 
7 • t 8ll J 'lt.+03 -.11'2b0+01.1 •.?4A328+02 
7 .17ht'33+0' -.1no1a+o11 •.;>4AJ?8+0:? 
6 .34A4C\f1+02 -.114817+04 • '9Q85 7+02 
A .3b67ll8+0~ -. I ttJR72+04 .t9<>8t;7+0?. 
q -.'5s?ns+oo -.115654+0'1 .47151.13+02 
JI) 1 -.1712?.b+OI -.t5?3A9+0ll -.t3?73b+O?. 
~ • q 0115 IQ+ 02 -.t515A9+on .hllll4?5+01 
? • 30'~730+0? -.15t21J9+0ll • bllil 1125+01 
3 .?.9«;ollJ+o:< •• l 5Cl659+011 • 3774'HHO? 
' ·'0Q63Q+03 •• 156079-tOtl • 3774Q4+02 4 e52Q7AA+OJ -. tot 704+011 -.h7Ql8b+Ot 
ll • c:; t 77'8+03 -.tb131l2+0/J -.6791Ab+Ot 
5 .'3955?0+03 -. 1 b?.962+011 ... ,ll1q1,0+02 
'5 .19h3h6+0' •.1o:>9A7+0/J -.1ll79h0+02 ,, • 5 l l'.15IJ1+0 J -. t t>;>qtJS+Oll - • .:>2?0'31+0?. 
b .C\307A?.+03 ·.1t)~2A3-t0il ... ;>2?b31+0?. 
7 • 33'HI 7+03 ... 1 ~Q3?4+0/J ... 701468+0? 
7 • 31A93n+O' - • 1 c;A893-t011 -.701468-tO?. 
A • '39t1<n 3+0.:> -. l 5'Hi?0+04 -.tl1A3,,7+0?. 
8 .481lf\Q4+0? -.15'l0<>0+04 •.lltA3h7+0?. 
Q •.1664';f:\+O I -.1sr;J10+01J -.~OA3Ao-t0?. 
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' .LU%'31 +O' '"'. • 1 P,A83b+Oll -.13?2?.0+0?. 
3 • ''17bll1H03 -.tAli075+0ll -.LP2?0+0~ 
ti • P.lh7t, l +OJ •.?.l'i\Aq+Oll •.?.369hZ+O:> 
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,., •A 1q5Ll7+0 J -.?17502+011 -.n2'H to+o?. 
7 .111·~R7lH03 -.19117?1+0'! -.c;1n3qo+o?. 
7 • IJ9Qll'-2+03 -.1972R9+011 -.c;tl\3QO+O?. 
A -.tf3<;295+0?. -.1b742A+Oll -.601911+02 
A .1.13AbQ?.+O;> -.1bQ300+01l •• ,.,OtCJ1 t+Oi> 
q •• ,00758 .. 01 -. tn7879+011 • 0 t,2Ab22+02 
12 t -.17?919+01 -.1llhlll3+0'1 .1 hllOi?'H02 
2 . ''° r1 v>o + o? - • l l.IC\367+011 -.tOP.5'>1+02 
;> • J0114,4+0i.» -.t450b7+0ll •.10ASQ7+0i> 
3 .?958qlH03 -.14951 J+Oll - • 1,401.1')2+0?. 
J • 30Qqt&:HO' .... t Llq9:VJ+Oll -.btl04Q2+02 
ll .'i30?'-0+03 -.1sc;oJ'i+o11 • 0 tJOll9?.tH02 
4 • 151At6.?+03 -.155272+04 •• n 0119;>4 + O?. 
c; .3<)57~0+03 ·r15&CJ'55+011 .... c;21330+0? 
c; .3%6?9+03 •. t51>9RO+Oll -.521330+02 
ft .51<?960+03 -. t So%5+04 • • 6 J?.963+ O:? 
b • 53 t 2119+03 -. t57301HOll -.h3?%3+0~ 
7 .3.Bblb+o' -. 153360+011 -.33~250+0?. 
7 ."ttQ1A5+03 -.t5?933+0lt -.~33250+0?. 
A • 3<MlnCJ+02 • 0 l illl800+0IJ -.783571+02 
A 0 l1At17tlq+oi' -.1tHltli1+0tt -.78'\571+0~ 
a •.t()Aq32+0t -.t4'>460+0fl •01011706+03 
tJ 1 - • n11os' c;+oo -.1ott6s+oll .51R117+0~ 
2 .351718+0? ·.<>qAS5l+OJ .1S"5774+0?. 
'2 .~30030+0;t •. '>9HOO+o' .15'774+0? 
3 • t "/%~'H03 •.'>7'At4+0' -.5bfl3h9+0il 
" • t AtlS6?.+03 -.'176475+0'\ -.c:;bfl369+0i> ,, .?91610+03 •• q7?.951+03 •• c;q117110+02 
4 ,?8761\f +O'\ -.Q7t 772+0'\ •• c;q111ao+o;> 
c; .;:>9«;n'59+0'\ •• c,aosn7+o3 -.~9c:;3t9+0;> 
i; .?9%98+0'\ •• Q80c;7A+03 ··"9c:;319+02 
b 0 ?f't;SQ7+03 •• <l7b797+0'3 !'"o 781.tl:H+O;> 
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7 • 185tlllUO°' - • Cl6 ~t)~b .. 03 •.77lllA3+02 
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t /1 t •• ,5?bA9+00 •.?9A3,5+o' .q1c;4;>q+oc-
?. • 1308116+0!? -.?9?875+0' .571 lb7+0C' 
i? .12,l.IA8+02 -.;:>q;>&c;l.l+O' .571167+0?. 
J .631'006+02 -.?755'15+03 -.18?037+02 
l 0 fo5AOA7+0? • 0 ?7A2n+03 -.18?037+02 
" .1067')0+0' - .?M5"8+0 3 -.c;b?.065+0?. 
ll .10701?+03 -.;>1)111)67+01' -.c;o:>Oi>~+02 
'5 .117938+03 •.?610A8+03 -.A0?8QO+O?. 
5 .1171110+01' -.261050+0' •.A0.:?8'l0+0? ,, .102023+03 -.?6?303+03 -.103302+0' 
b .101515+0' -.?62151+03 ... I03302+0J 
7 • 59lll.lllb+02 ·.?&Q76l+03 -.t3696l+03 
7 .57041Q+OC' •.?n()Oll0+03 -. t 36% 1+03 
A • Qqtq 59+o I -.?."TP994+01 -.;>00855+03 
8 .1055h5+0? -.?7<')3?9+0l -.?008'15+01 
q -.112i?t5o+on · -.?819"4+03 •.?2<>3'H+03 
l i; I -.1iOOt7'itOO ·'013778+03 .t00230+0J 
?. -.~037?.A+Ot .1'07059+0~ • 7151'2+0?. 
;> -.IJ10A'5<)+01 ·'073A0+03 • 11 c; n2+o:>. 
3 •.t9AQ95+0t • ,079" 7+03 .320555+01 
' -.Q2?97o+OO ·'07650+0l ·'20555+01 4 .5262?6+01 • 3 t 1 l177+0l •.1.1301.:>LH+OC' 
IJ • '56Q357+0 t • 31t3118+0' -.(J30b47+02 
5 .b7'~9~5+0 t .31'101J9+03 -.776f.>31+0i> 
s ."h6~n5b+Ot • 3 l LIOA.H03 -.776&31+0?. 
~ ~11l!A19+01 • 'l'Jb71+03 -.t11'1925+03 
,, • c;soaQHoo .3Jl!AS0+03 -.t1oq?.St03 
7 •.71187ll+Ot .31111A3+03 -.1s~1t4+01 
7 -.A15t1Q6+0I • 3 l'Hlq3+0" •. 1 c;;? t ttH01 
A •.74?.57t+Ot • '31'H77+03 -.:>OAo?.o+OJ 
A -.c;qc;Al!h+Ot • '3153'7+03 •.:>OAl.:>?.b+01 
q •.42?.1?.o+OO • °'16b33+0"S -.?.31332+03 
t6 I -.J&Ei3n3+00 • 7tttlOQl+O' .A7637i>+O? 
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ti - • r; I ;>1,c; 1 +o;:> .7blllq9+03 -.,115'H+Oi' 
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h •.5ll5qQt+O?. • 76?8<15+03 -.Q6~blll+02 
b -.c;qQlJQO+O?. .763000+03 -.<183bllt+02 
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8 -.1710';7+0? • 77«7~7+03 -.t7<1855+0J 
A -.t'>3fl?3+o;> • 77'~.?70+03 -.17QR5'5+01 
q -.1.l()QQOO+OO • 777560+03 -.t%M7+03 
17 1 -.31'197R+OO .11 ?37?.+0'1 .1>3?.2ll1+0? 
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5 •• qO'lb~O+O?. .10R.1?7+0IJ •.ll671A7+02 
5 -.<10501'8+0?. .lOA1?.8+0lJ -.flb71A7+0i! 
I, -.~L163c;a+o2 .IOA30b+04 •• 71A7~19+0~ 
,, • • AlH\1132+0? .t0.1\312+04 -. 71 AH9+0L' 
1 ... 630Sto+02 .10~915+01.1 -.C>87307+02 
7 •.1>33-SAR+O?. • I OA9?1.1+0ll -.<187307+0?. 
8 -.?.2?.9<>8+02 • t O<l97ll+Otl -.t.?<>1<>2+03 
A - • i'Oll7117+0i' .I0<)9?.0+04 -.12qttl2+.o'J 
q •.IJ31\51<HOO .110337+0/I -.flfll2A7.;.0J 
\8 1 •• ,t;?f\OA+OO .132716+011 • ~2<Hl/10+0? 
~ -.?.10q8f\+02 .131SAl.l+Oll • 2sc;2q7 +Oi> 
;> ... ;>31l0?.3+02 .13tblft+Oll • '5'i2t>'l+O;> 
' -.70.:>81>5+0?. .12QlM+Oll .hOl\337+01 
' -.700475+02 .121)\At+Oll .Mi:13·n+ot I.I -.c:n1,q12+0? .1278''7+0/J •.Q9()3i>ll+Ot 
4 -.<>1c; 1n1 +02 .12785ll+Oll -.l)qQ360+01 
5 -.107305+03 .1273%+011 -.;>4011.12+02 
5 -.tOH19+0'3 • ';>73%+04 ... ;>4() 1 lf2+0i> ,, - • q9110 'lb+ 02 • t27tlf\J+OIJ .... ~74032+0?. 
,, • • t>Q5'.H2+0i> • t 27ll<> I +Oil .... ,740~2+0? 
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A •.?.tt'>7C'l9+0?. .12C)2'.H+Oll •.1'6Al?.&+O~ 
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~ - • ?21752+ Oi? • 12q 11~0+0/J •.hbAPiJ+O?. 
q -.3b70,.,,+00 .12%10+oll -.72,2?2+02 
lQ , -.32"3<>~+01'.1 .13Qll<lb+Oll .13MtAtOO 
;> ... ;:>t<>JOHO? • 13A301 +Oll • H><>Ob9+00 
? -.?3A<>?R+O? .13A:Sf-O +OIJ .tiJ<)Oh9tOO 
' • • 73'AhOtO? .1357'13+01.1 .;:>7QOIJ3+00 
' •. 7317<ltUO? .1357'7+01.1 .?1<>063+00 IJ -.102311+03 • 131t2Q8+0ll ·'11llb92+00 
II -.10;>2?0+0' • I 3ll2Qb+OIJ .ll lllb<l2+01) 
r; •• t 1?3A7+03 .13 ~ Bb+On .<;':)7976+00 
c; -.1 P40li+01 .13,736+04 .c;5797b+OO 
" -. \03807 ... 03 .13,854+04 .6<>1106+00 
" -.to~qon ... 03 .t33B57+04 .h9ttOo+oo 7 -.7545<;1+02 • 13tll)32+0/J • 7955AIH00 
7 -.751:\<113+02 ~13ll5,b+Oll .7955Allt00 
A •.?5561 IH02 .'35711+04 .R6Q0<;6+00 
A •.?35QOl+O? .135652+04 .AbQ056+00 
q •.51 ?ll?lUOO .13h11l+OIJ .A955ll9+00 
APPENDIX G 
Sequence of Subroutines 
Listing of Program STRIP 
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A FINITE DTFFfRfMCE RASfn FINITE STRIP MFTHOD Of ANALYSIS HAS REEN 
ntVHOPt:n FOP TttF SOLUTION OF r.uRVEo PLATE ST1WcTURt::<; SURJE'CT ro 
N01h1AL LOAnJNG. SIMPLY 5llµP(IRTFL> A'-'D cONTINUOUS STRUr.lllRES MAY BE 
ANALYSED. A FINITE Ell~FNT SUADIVISJON IS USEO ACROSS THE PLATE , 
WHFHE A THTHO OHnER PULYNUMJAL OTSPLACFMFNT FUNCTION DFFJNFS THE 
VARIATION TN OISPLACfMFNT ACROSS EACH STRIP F.LFMFNT. USING llfE 
PHTNCIPLE OF MfNTMllM pnyFNTTAL ENfRGY THF GOVFQING DTFFERF.NTTAL 
f:QU.ATJON IS FUl~MFD. THF <IOUJTJON INVOLVES SUASTJTlJTING FTNTTE 
OIFFFRFNCE APPROXIMATIONS TO THE OTFFERENIIAL FQtlATJON ALONG THE 
LENGTH OF THF STRIPS, WHFRF TN THE PRESENT FOR~ULATlO~, THE NOOAL 
S~ACTNG MAY Al VARTEO T~ ANY RFGTON. THE RFSULTING SEr OF 
SPIULTANFOllS LTNFAI~ F.:QUATJnNS rs THtN SOLVED. Ttff DlSPLACE"tENJS 
ANn ROTATIONS OATATNFD AT FACH NOUAL CROSS SECTJnN ARE THEN USED 
TO SOLVE FOR IHE INlFRNAL FORCES.· THF IJNTTS ARE JN N , M , s. 
ccccccrcccccccccr.cr.cr.cr.ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
OIMENSJONJNG is FOR A "1AX OF 8 STRIPS qo X•SFCTIONS 14 LOAD CASES 
- COMMON JTLF(AOl,RO(q),W(R),OT(A),OS(R),DR(A),OQS(8),nt(8) 
COMMnN DL(,q),~A(]q),AX(q,4),BX(4,a),CX(4,4),DX(4,4),FX(4,4) 
CO~MON FOSM(720,54),AA(t~,t8),0U(tA,18),FF(1A,t8l,Th(8),JE(8) 
COMMON NST,NXS,NNL,NOA,MSM,NSM,NRL,NRW,NLC,ES,F~,GRS,VS 1 VR,G(3) 
CO~MnN w11,~12,wr1,111,rr2,1r3,wJ1,wJ2,wJ3,rJt,TJ2,1.r3 
r:U"1MON UBLOOJ,JL(IO,JZ(b) . 
JNTEr.fR ~C(b)/ 1 CL','SJ','FR', 1 GU','DJ','R0 1 / 
t rH EGER WL < 5 > 1 1 Po • , ' LI • , • UN • , •Ni:: ' , •LA • / 
~EAD ANO PRINT TITLE CARDS FOR PLATE 
REA0(8,l00) JTLE 
FORM A J ( ll0A2) 
W~tiE(~,?,OO)TTLE 
FORMATC1H1,7X,40A2,/,8X,40A2) 
PRO~RAM JNF'OR - READ MATrnTAL CONSfAMTS AN!) PUTF r.EnHF.TRY 
CALCULATE STRIP PkOPFHTIFS , NODAL SPACING 
CALL INFOR 
WRTTF(~,~01) E~ , FR , r.Rs , VS , VR 
FORMAT(///,HX,'MATFRTAI. ANn SECTJO~ P~OPERTIES *** UNITS A~E tN 
l N , H, s•,1,~x,&tj'•'),//,AX,'ELASTIC MODULUS E~ = '1Et2.s, 
24X,'ER = 1 ,Ft~.s,11,s~,·sHFAR MODULUS GRS = 1 ,Fl?.s,11,ax, 
31 P01$SONS RATIO VS :•,fq.4,BXr'VR :•,Fq.q,/) 
w1HTF'<s,;rn2> 
FORMAl(/,AX,'STnTP LTNF RADlllS WTDTH DFPTH BENIHNG ANO T 
JORSIONA.L RTGTOY.TY 1 ,1,1ox, 1 NO',SX,'NO',l,c;1x,•os•,9x,•0R 1 ,~x,•0RS') 
no oOO 1=l1NST . 
WIHTF(r;,?ol)' I , RD(J) 
~RITF.(5,?04) I , wCI) , nrc11 , OS(!) , nRCl) , ORS(I) 
FORHATClH ,8X,Tc,2ox,F6.2,F7.2,3E1t.4) 
FORMATttH 1 t~X,I?.,F12.?.) 
WKJTF(r;,2ol) NNL , RD(NNL) 
WtHTECS,?05) 
FORMATC// 1 AX, 1 ANGULAR NODAL SPACING (RAD) USED I~ FINITE l>JFFERENC 




b2 RAVE : (RO(l) + RO(NNL))/2. 
bl WNTTF(~ 1 ?07) NAVF 
64 ?07 FURMATC/,8X,'LON~lTUOINAL NODAL SPAClN~ CM) ALONG CENTRAL AkC', 
bS I' , RAIHllS' ,Ft I .?.,I) 
hb WHITF(~,206) COL(f)1l=t1NOA) 
67 
b8 C SUAROUTINE ASIGN - INITJALlZF FINITE DIFFERENCE STIFFNFSS MATRIX 
69 
70 CALL ASIGN 
71 
72 C SURROUTINE FORMA - COMPILE 'A' HATRJX FOR COMPLETE CROSS•SfCTION 
73 
74 CALL FORMA 
75 
7b C SURNOUTINE FORMD • COMPILE 1 0 1 MATRIX FUR COMPLETE CROSS-SECTION 
71 
78 CALL FORMD 
7q 
80 c sunROUTlNE FOR~F - COMPILE 'f' MATRIX FOR COMPLETE CROSS-SECTION 
81 
82 CALL FOttMF 
A3 
~4 C SUANOUTINE FREED - COMPILE ELIS OF fOSM FREE OF ADY CONOtTJONS 
RS 
A& CALL FREFD 
87 
1\8 C $URROUTINE SOUND - COMPILE ELTS. OF FOSM SUBJECT TO BOY CONDITIONS 
Aq 
qo CALL BOUNo 
Ql 
Q2 C SURROUTINE VECTA • COMPILE ELTS OF LOAO VECTO~ FOR NLC LOAO CASES 
q3 
q4 CALL VECTA 
q5 
Qb C SU~ROUTINE ZEROW • SET BOY CON~S AT ENnS ANO ALONG NODAL LINES 
q7 
Q8 CALL ZEROW 
qq 
lno c SURROUTINE RAAND - INVERT ~UG~~NTEO STIFFNF.SS MATRIX AS COMPILEO 
10 1 
102 CALL RRANO 
103 
10~ 00 400 LCN: 1,NLC 
tns WRTTf(~,t5) lCN 
tOb 15 FOQHAT(lHt,1,ux, 1 LOAO CASE N0 1 ,11,•. RESULTS OF GEN~RALlSFO DIS 
107 tPLACFMfNTS 1 ,/,AX,5h('• 1 ),//,RX,'X-SECTT0N',£1X,'NOOAL LINE 1 ,4X, 
106 2 1 DTSPLACFMFNT 1 ,7X, 1 ROTATTON 1 ,/) 
109 JC : NAW t LCN 
tlO no ~no I ~ 1,NXS 
ttt Tl ; 2•CNNL*Cl-1)) + 1 
112 12=11+1 
113 WNTTE(5,tb) J , FOSHflt,JC) , FDSM(J2,JC) 
114 lb FO~HATCIH ,1ox,12,12x,•1•,ex,Et2.61bX,El2.b) 
115 00 500 J: 2,NNL 
ttb It = 2*(NNL*Cl•l) + J) • 1 
117 T2:Jt+1 
118 500 WNJTE(5,f7) J , FOSM(ll,JCl , FOSMC12,JC) 
119 17 FOQMATCIH ,2,x,12,ex,E12.brbX,F12.b) 
120 WRylF(~,18) LCN 
1~1 lA FORMATCtHJ,/,8X,•LOAD CASE N0•,11,'. RESULTS Of BF.NnING AND TWI 
12~ lSlTNG MOMENTS',/18X,59( 1 • 1 l,//,aX,'X-SECTION',~X. 1 NOnAL LlNE•,qx, 
123 2'MI I, 14X, 'M2', 1 £IX, 'M12' ,/) 
l ?.ta 
t25 C SUBROUTINE STRES • CALCULATE STRESS RESULTANTS FROM ntSPLACEMENTS 
12& 
127 400 CALL STRESCJCJ 




l c;uP.Rnq T PJ£ I NF fl I? 
2 r.o~~nN ITLF(AO),RO(q},W(A),nTCAJ,OS(A),DR(A),DQS(8l,nlC8) 
3 COMMON 01.(19),l'lA(Jq),AY(n,n),~Y(n,n),CX(n,n),OX(n,n),FX(q,n) 
q CO~MnN FnSM(720,54),AA<t~.1H1,0D(tA,t~1,Ff(l~.1u1,rsral,TEC8) 
5 r.OMMON N~l,NXS,N~L,NnA,M~M,N~M,NRL,N~w,NlC,ES,FR,GQS,VS,VH,G(3) 
,, r.u"4rMlN WT1,wT2,wn,TTl,TTe1TT3,W.Jt,wJ2,103,r.11,r.r2,T.J3 
7 rOMMON LAAL(10),Tl(ql,TZ(h) 
o TNTf.r.E.R flC(t,)/ 'Ct.', 'SI', 'Fl?', •Gu', •ot •, 1 Rn 1 1 
Q 


























READ IN ALL TNFORMATTON REl'JUTRFD TO DEFINE CllRVEI') PUTF STPUCTURE: 
r.crcccr.cr.cr.crcr.crcr.cr.cccrcccccr.cccccr.cccccr.cr.cccccccccccr.ccccccccc 
READ P.I NO OF ~TRIPS, NO or X-!;fCT, QAl)JIJS OF 1ST ~IOl'lAL l.tNE 
REAO(~,tntl NST , NXS , NLC , Ro£tl 
~O~MArC3T5,Fl2.2l 
NNL : NO OF NODAL LINES 
M5M : Sl?E OF AA,FF MATRIX 
NBI. :: AUGMFNTEn Wil'lTH OF FnSM 
NLC : NO OF LOAD CAS~S 
~IML : NST + 
MO" = ..ixs -
MSM : ?•NST + ? 
~S"' : r-tS..,.tNX~ 
~8W : 2•MS"4 + II 
~Ill = ~*"'S~ 
JF(MSM•4•NLC)l,2,2 
NBL :: NBW + ~ILC 
Nl'lA : NO OF ().\'S (ANGIJL.\R 
FTNTTF DIFFFRENCE SPACJN~) 
NSM : SJZ~ Of MATRIX FOSM 
N~W : BANO WIDrH OF FOSM 
READ IN MATERIAL PROPERTTF.S F.S , FR , GRS , VR , VS 
2 READ<R,102l FS , ER , GRS , VS , VR 
'ORM~lf3Fl~.2,?F~.4) 
CALC RF.MA[NING SECTION PROPERTIES IF UNSPECIFIED 
TFfES)10,t1,10 
FS = ER•VS/VR 
lFCER>12,n,1z 
FR = ES1rVR/VS 
JF(Vg)14,1'5,11t 
VS : VR•F.S/ER 
TF(VR)tb,\7,16 
V~ : VS•F.R/E~ 
IF(bQSltA,tq,1A 
G~S : o.~•CES1rFRl•~.~/(l + CVS*VR)**•S) 
READ IN STRTP WTDTHS AND ~TPJP THICKNESS 
REAOt~,103) IWCil,DTCl),1:1,NST) 
FORMAT(2Fl2.ti) 
READ IN ANGULAR FINITE OTFFfRFNCE SPACfNG OA(T) 




Al C CALC NODAL RADII AND RTGTDTTY CONSTANTS 09 1 DR , Dt , nRS 
64 
h5 no 500 l:l,NST 
~6 QQ(Jtll = PD(ll + W(l) 
~7 nstil = FS•DT(J)••~/(1~.•CI VS•VR)) 
68 OR(I) : ER•DT(T)•*1/(12.*(1 • VS*VR)) 
69 DJ(I) : ~R<I)•VS 
70 ~00 ~RS(J) = GRS•nf (1)•*3/t2. 
71 
72 C CAl.C FTNJTf nJFFEl<FNCE. SPACING ALONG CFNHlAL ARC 
73 
7tt no 501 t=t,NliA 
75 ~01 DL(l) =· nA(l)•(Rn(t) + Rn(NNL)l/2. 
76 
17 c READ IN REGJN ANO ENn ROUNnA~Y cnNOJTIONS IR , TE 
78 
79 PEAD(!~, 105) TB , IE 





I sunHnUTINE ASl~N 
l f".0"'4"1nN ITl.F<AO),PD(Q),W(A),OT(A),DSC'q,oRCA),lll?SfA),rqUH 
l ~O~MnN Ol.(19l,nA(JQ),AY(Q,a),~Y<Q,q),CX(q,~1.DY(q,n),FV(~,~> 
Q ru~~nN FnSM(720,~q),AA(tA,l~l.~D(l~.1Al,Ff(tA,tHl,TB<R),Jf(8) 









c TNTTIALl~t:. F O STJFFNERS MAlRJX EQllAL TO ZERO 
no 1 T = t, NSM 
IW I .T : t , NBL. 





1 ~U~ROUTINE FORMA 
2 ruMMON ITLF(AQ),Q0(9),W(R),nT(~),DS(~),OR(R),DRS(8),nt(8) 
3 ro~MON 0L(39),nA(39),AY(U,N),HX(~,O),(X(Q,n),0X(O,Q),FX(q,o) 
4 COMMnN FnsMc12n,s41,AA<tA,tHJ,nor1~.1Rl,FF<1~.1sJ,THrR\,TFC8) 
5 COMMON NST,NXS,N~L,NDA,MSH,NS~,NAL,NR~,NLC,ES,fH,GRS,VS,VR,G(J) 
" co '-'MON ~' r 1 , w r ~, w n, TT 1 , TT?., TT 3, w .r 1 , w .12, w ,r 3, r.n , u 2, 1.r3 
7 COMMON LAHL(~OJ,TL(4),IZ(hl 
8 
9 c r.cr.cccccccr.cr.crcccrcccr.crcrcr.cccccr.cccccccccccccr.cr.cccr.cccccr.ccc 
to 
II C Sf:.T llP 'A' MATRIX FOR fACtl STRTP AND COMPILE FOR COMPLfTF X-SECT 
I?. 












00 1 I = 1 , "'S'~ np l J = ',USM 
AA(l,J) :; o.o 
no 50 TI = t ,NST 
q = w (Tl) 
Pf = IH>C II) 
RJ ;: Rl)(IJ+ll 
PM = (QI + RJ)/2. 
i'S no 2. I = t , " 
?.b 00 2 J = 1, l1 
~1 ~ AX(J,Jl : O.O 
?8 
?q C SET UP ELEMENTS OF MATRJX AX FOR STRIP TI 
10 
ll AX(l,tl : t3.•A/(35.•RM••3l + 3.•A••2/(10.•RH••l1) 
32 AX(2,ll : •11.AAA•?/(2t0.•QM*•3) • q**l/(35.•qM**ll) 
33 AXf3 1 1l : 9.•R/(70.•RM**3) 
34 IX(4 1 l) : 13.•R*~?/(q?O.•RM••3) + A••3/(?80.•R~*•4) 
JS AX(2,2l : B**'/C105.•QM*•3) t ~**ll/(?AO.•RM••4) 
16 AX(],2) : •13.*R*•?/(Q?O.•RM••3) + ~**3/(~80.•R'-'••4) 
37 AXf4,2) : ·0••3/(JIJO.•QM*•3) 
38 AX(3,3l : t3.•~/f35.•RM•*3) • 3.•~**2/CtO.•QH*•n) 
39 AX(IJ,3) ~ 1l.*B*•2/(2tO.•QM••3) • R••J/(35.•QH••ll) 
llO AX(ll,11) : B••3/(105.•~M*•1) • ~••4/(~80.•RM••4) 
ll t 
42 C MULTTPLY AX MATRJX BY RENDING QIGJDITY OS FOR STRIP II 
113 
IHI no 3 J : 1 , II 
as no 3 J = t,T 
116 3 AX(J,J) : AX(J,J) * nS(IT) 
,, 7 











A "I;( t , II) 
AX(2,3) 
AX ( 2, 11) 
AX(J,4) 






57 C ADO AX MATRIX FOR ST~IP TI TO MATRTX AA 
58 
c;q no 4 I = 1,4 
hB ~ = ?•Tl•2+1 
bl 00 " ·' :: 1 , 4 
h2 l : ?•TI-2+J 
63 IJ AA(K,L) = AA(K,L) • Axrt,J> 





1 ~lJl1Rnur PJE fnHMD 
2 CO"'M'll\4 I TLF (A 0 l, RD ( q) 'w (SI)' IH (A)' DS (A), J)R (A), OPS un, n l c 8) 
3 roM~ON OLC191,nAr1qJ,AYC1J,q),RYCQ,1J),CXCQ,n),oxc4,q),FXC~,Q) 
4 ~O"'MPN fl)~M(7?~.~IJ),AA(JA,tA),noc1A,1Bl,FF<lA,1A),JB(8),TE(ij) 
s co~MnN N~T,NXS,NNL,NnA,MSM,NSM,NRL,NR.W,NlC,ES,F.R,GRS,VS,V~,GC3) 
b C:0"4Mf'N WTl,WT?.,WT3,TTl,TT?,TT3,WJt,W.,2,WJ3, f.ll,TJ2,1.H 
7 CO~MnN UIUl.OOl,JUlll,TZ(b) 
8 
q r. ccrcccr.cr.cccrcr.cccccccccccr.cr.cr.cccr.cccccr.cccccccccccrcccccr.ccccc 
10 
It C SET IJP •n• HATPTX FOR F.'ACH STfHP AND COMPILE fOR COMPLETF. X·SECT 
t2 
tJ r. ccccr.cr.cr.cccr.cccccccccccccr.cr.cr.crcr.cccccccccr.cccccccr.cr.cccr.ccccc 
14 
no l . I = 1 1 MSM 
l)O I J :: 1, MSM 
noc1,Jl = o.n 
00 sn TT :; 1,NST 
~ = W(TI) 
'11 = QI) CIT) 
RJ = QDCIT+t) 



















































= •Ox C?., t ) 
= OX(t,t) 
= •DX (11 1 1) 
"1 00 q T c 1 , ii 
011 no q J:: 1,1 
+ --
+ 





( 1 • 
4.7 c ASSIGN VALUES TO SYMMETRICAL 
IJ6 
49 nx<tt2l = nxr2,n 
-;o nxor3> = r:'IX'31l) 
c; l l)l((t,4) = l)X(.il,tl 
c;2 nxc2r3l = nx n, 21 
53 l)X(2,ll) = l))((IJ,?.) 
511 
c;s 
'>X(3,4) ~ nxc 4 , 3> 
+ 
+ 
'i& c ADO nx MATRl'lt FOR STRIP TI JO 
57 
58 no 5 1 = t,4 
59 K : ?•Tl•2+1 
bo no s J = l , " 
bl L : '*II•2+J 
~2 5 nocK,L) = OOCK1L) + OX(J,J) 
bl 
~q 5n CONTTNUE 
b5 RETURN 
bb E'NO 
FOR STRIP II 
VS) 
VS> 




l ~URNOUT!Nf FOR~F 
2 r 1.P1 Mn N 1 TL F < A o J , 11 tH 9 l , '" <''> , o T c n > , 1> s c A > , o R c n > , D 11 s c a l , n 1 rn l 
3 rOMMON ot.(19),nA(3QJ,AY(n,a),HY(q,q>,cXcq,~J,DYCq,~),FX(~,11) 
4 rOMMnN F~SM(72~.~4),AA(IA,IBl,f"IO(tA,1Rl1FFCl~,1Hl,THftt),Jf(R) 
5 rO"IMON N~T,NXS,NNL,Nf"IA,MSM,NS~,NAL,Nqw,NIC,ES,F~,GRS,VS,VU,G(J) 
b CO"'MON WT 1, i'IJ2,WT3, TT t, T J;>, T 13, wJt ,l't.f.?, pj,J:S, T.Jl, T J2, T J3 





























































SET !IP 1 F 1 MA JR IX FOR fACH STRTP ANO COMPILE FOR COMPLFTF X-SfCT 
rcccccccrcccrcccccrcrcccccccccrcccrcccccccccccrcccrccccccccccccc 
no 1 ' = t,MSM 
no t J = 1,MS"I 
FF(J,J) : O.('I 
no 50 TI = 11NST 
A = W(T J) PI = RO (IT) 
RJ = l)OflT+1) 
QM = (IH + RJ)/2. 
~ET·tlP 'JNTTTAL' COMPOt.lfNTS OF MATRIX RX FOR STRIP IT 
no 2 I = 1 , •1 
Ol) 2 J = 1,4 
AX(J,J) :: o.o 
AX(t1ll = •b.*Dt(IJ)/(5.*B*RM) 
RX(2,1) = nt ( l T) IC t 0. *RM) 
llX(J 1 2l = tl.*Ol(lI)/(10.*RM) nxr2,2> = •2.*R*01(1J)/(1~.*RM) 
RX(4 1 2l = A*Ol<ITJ/(30.*RM) 
llX (3 1 1) = -RX(t,t) R)((it,t) = R)((?,t) 
llX (3, 2) = -SXC2,t) 
~XCt,3) = •RY(1,t) 
~xr2,31 = -HX(i.?,1) 
RX(3,3) = -axn,t> 
RX(Q,3) = •BX(ll,t) 
RJC(t 1 t0 = 8X(ll;1) 
RX(2 1 4) = Olt(ll,?) llX(3,4) = .. oxc1,21 
R)((ll 1 4) = AX(;>,2) 
~~T I.IP I RAOIAI:- I r.OMPONFNTS OF MATRTX ax JN MATRIX AX 
no 3 t = I I II 
l')Q 3 J = 1 , LI 
AX(J,J) :: o.o 
AX(t,t) = -nt(IT)/(2.*RM••2l nsc1t>1c~.*R~••2> 
AX(2,t) = R*Ol(IJ)/(?O.*RM•*2) + ~*nSCIJJ/(10.*qM••?) AX(\,?.) = 7.•R•Ot(IT)/(?O.•RM••?) - R•~S(1T)/(10.*RM•*2) 4XC2,2) = -ij•~?*OlC!T)/(30.*RM••?) 
AX(3,2) = 3.*~*Dl(IJJ/C?O.•RM*•2) t R•OS(lT)/(tO~*RM••?) 
184 
62 AX(4,2) = B**?*n1cJT)/(hO.*RM*•?.) + H•A?•OS(IJ)/(60.•PM*•?.) 
b~ AXf3,tl: 0(1,1) 
blJ AX{4,t) : •AX(?,1) ,,., 
bb AXCt,3) : -AX(l,t) 
67 AX(2,Jl : -AX(?,!) 
68 AX(3,3) : -AX('\, 1) 
69 AX(4,3l : -AX(n,t) 
70 
71 AX(1 1 4l : AX(~,?) 
72 AX(2,4) : -AX(~,?) 
73 AX(3,4) : AX(t,?) 
74 AX(4 1 4) : -AX(?,?) 
75 
7b C SUM 'INITIAL' ANO 1 RADTAL' COMPONENTS TNTO MATRIX qX 
71 
78 no 4 T = t, « 
79 no 4 .r = 1, n 
~0 1J AX(l,Jl : AX(J,J) + AX(J 1 J) 
At 
. A2 c SET UP 'JNtTJAL' COMPONENTS Of MAlRJX ex FOR STRIP II 
A] 
84 00 S I : 1, II 
~5 nos J = 1,n 
Ab 5 CX~J,J) = n.o 
87 
88 r.xct,ll = ,4.IC5o*~*RM} 
A9 CXC2,t) : •2./(5.•qH) 
qO CX(2,2) : 8.•R/(15.•RM) 
ql CX(4 1 2) ~ -2.*~/(15.*R~) 
92 
q3 CX(5,t) : •CX(l,1) 
q4 CX(4,t): CX(?.,1) 
q5 CX(3,2l : -CXC?,t) 
9& CXCJ,J) : CX(t,I) 
q7 CX(IJ,3) : •CX(?,t) 
98 CXCIJ,4) = CXC2,?.) 
qq 
1no r. SET I.IP 'RAIHAL' r.o~PONF.NTS OF MATRTX ex IN HAHIX AX 
• 01 
102 no 6 I = t,IJ 
103 ~o b J = t,a 
tOIJ 6 AX({,J} = n.o 
1()5 
tO& AX<t,tl : 4./PH••? 
107 AX(2 1 l) : R/(5.*R~**?.) 
108 AX(2,2) : 2.*B**2/(l~.*RM•*2) 
1 (IQ 
ttO AX(IJ,tl : -AXC?.,t) 
Ill AX(3,2) : •AXC2,t) 
tt2 AX(J,Jl : -AX(t,t) 
113 AXC4,3l : AX{?,l) 
lt4 AX(4,4) ~ •AX(~ 1 2) 
115 
lib SUM 'INITIAL' ANn 'RADTAL' cn~PONENTS INTO MATRIX ex 
tt7 
ltA no 1 r = 1,4 
1 t «> no 1 ·' = 1 , r 
t?O 7 CXCliJl : CXCI,Jl + AX(J,Jl 
1?1 
























l ll 1 
l IJA 
1 IJ9 
1 'l () 






no a T = 1 , 11 
"0 8 ,J = t I T 
A CX(J,J) ~ rX(J,J) * OHS(lll 
ASSir.N V~LllfS TO SYMMf.TRTCAL FLEMfNTS OF MHRI'.< ex 
r.xn,2> = r.x<2.t> 
CX(t,3) = CX(3,1) 
Ci<<l,tl) = CX(IJ,t) 
Cl((2,3) = r.xo,2> 
~X(2,tl) = CX(tl,2} 
i:xO,tl) ::: r:x (ii, 3) 
CALCllLATI'. FX MATRIX FHOt-t HEMPITS OF BX ANn ex MATRICES 
no q T = 1, 11 
no q J = J,11 
Q ~X(J,J) = AX(J,J) t BX(J,Il • CX(J,J) 
ADO FX HATRij FOR STRIP TI TO MATRIX FF 
no 1 o T :: t , 11 
I< : ,i:'•II•2+l 
no to ,r = l , " 
L :: :>•TI-2tJ 







1 ~un~OUTINE FPFFD 
2 COMMON ITLf(AOl,~D(9),W(A),nTcA),OS(A),IJR(~),Dqsrsl,otrtt) 
3 COMMON nt.(~9),nA(3Q},AX(n,n),RY(q,q),[Y(n,n),OX(~,IJ),F~(ll,n) 
q CO~MON fnSM(7~0,5ql,AA(IA,181,0Dfl~,18l,FF(lA,18),J~f8),JEf8) 
5 rOMMON NST,NX~,N~L,NOA,M~~,hS~,NRL,NAW,NlC,ES,E~,GPS,VS,VR,GC3) 
b r. 0 '~"" n N w T 1 , w T ?. , w J 3 , r r l , TT ? , T l3 , w .J 1 , w J 2 , w J ~ , T.Jl , T. J ~ , T .T 3 





























































COMPTLf FLFMFNTS OF STTfFhfSS MATRTX fREF FROM BOUNDARY CONOTTTONS 
r.cccccr.cr.cccccccccccccrcccr.cccccccccr.cccccccccccr.cccr.cccr.ccccccccc 
NX?. : NXS - 2 
CQMPnNENTS OF A MAT~TCES cnMMON To ALL BOUNDA~Y CONDJTTONS 
oo I TA : 3,NX2 
A :: OA (J A•2) 
f\ : OACIA-1) 
C : OA(IA) 
I) : OACIAt1) 
,NOTE~ OPFRAJOR PATTERN HAS RffN MULTIPLIFD BY CA + B)/2. 
r.(1) = ?.•(PtC)/(~•0•C•C) + ?./(A*B*<A+R)) + ~.ICC•r•<C+D)) 
G(~) = -?.•cn+D)/(~•C•C•O) 
GC~) : ~./CC•D•<C+Dl) 
I( = 1 
LC = MSM 
TR : CTA-t)•MSM + 
LR : IR + MSM • t 
00 2 T : JR,LR 
l : MSM • LC t 1 
00 ' .J = t,LC 
FDSMCI,Jl : FOSM<l,J) 
3 L = L + 
I( = I( + 
?. LC : LC .. 
no ID = ?,3 
K : 1 
JC : (TD•l)•MSM t 1 . 
1..C =IC+ MSM -·t 
00 I : IR, LI~ 
L : l 
00 5 J : IC,LC 
FDSM(J,Jl : FOqM(J,J) 
5 L . : L + 
I( = I( + 
TC : IC • 
LC : t.:C • 
t llA(K,LhGCI) 
CO~PONENTS OF F AND 0 MATRJCFS COMMON TO ALL BOUNDARY COND. 
NXt : NXS - t 
no 11 TA = 2,NX1 
b2 
~3 A : nA(IA-1) 
64 R : nA(IA) 
65 
lt6 C _NOTE. OPERATO~ PATTFRN HAS BFfN MULTIPLIED BY (A t H)I?. 
67 
68 r,(t) : •(A+B)/(A*H) 
It<> G(?) = t.IH 
70 G(3) : (AtBl/2. 
7-72 K : 1 
73 l.C : MSM 
74 TR: CTA-ll*MSM + 
75 LR : IR + MSM - 1 
7b 
.77 no 1?. J:JR,LR 
78 L : MSM • LC + t 
79 no I~ J = 1,LC 
AO 
At C MULTIPLY ELEMENTS OF STRJP MATRIX OD OY (A + Bl/2. 
A2 
Al FOSM(J,J) : FOSMCt,Jl + Ff(K1Ll*G(t) + 0D(K,l)*G(3) 
R4 t 3 I. : L + 
1\5 I( = I( + 
R6 l~ LC : LC • 
R7 

















I( = l 
JC = MSH t 
LC = IC • MSM - l 
00 11 T :IR,LR 
L = t 
1)0 1 '1 " = IC,LC FO~M(J,Jl = FDSM(l,Jl t FF(K 1 LhGC2) 
l = L + I 
I( = I( + 1 
TC = IC - l 




~ l N fTE *$TR 1 P ( t ) • AOllNO 
t ~uqRnur I NF. onu~io 
2 CO~MON JTLF(AOl,QD(9l,~(A),DT(A),nScA),DR{A),ORS(8),nt(8) 
3 CO~MnN OLCl9l,nA(3q),A'(n,n),RV(n,«),CV(«,n),OW(n,4),FX(n,n) 
4 ro~~nN F~~M(7?n,5q),AAfJR,l"l,nor1A,1tt),FF(t~.t8},J~rel,fE(8) 
5 ruMMnN N~T,NVS,N~L,NnA,M~M,NSM,NRL,NRw,NLC,ES,FP,GQS,VS,VH,GCll 
& roMMnN wr1,wr2,w11,TTt,TT2,1t3,wJ1,wJ2,wJ3,rJt,TJ2,TJ3 
7 r.OMMnN LAHLCl01,Tl(41,TZf6) 
8 TNTEGl:R RC(f.-)/ 1 Cl. 1 , 1 SI','FIP,•r.u•,•0Jt,'RO'/ 
q 
10 r. rcr.crcr.cccr.cccccrcrcrcccrcr.cccccccccrcccccccccr.cccccccrcccccccc 
t t 
12 r. COMPILE FL TS OF STTFFNESS MATRIX SUfi.JE.rT TO ROIJNOARY cnNnITJON$ 
n 
14 r. r.cccccrcccccccccccccrcccrcrcccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
15 
1 b c PENlll.T x-si:cT. BOUNDARY co~roJTTONS AT REr.INNTNr. OF STRllCTURE 
17 
t6 A : 11A(l) 
Jq ij = 11A(2) 
20 C : OAC3l 
n 
22 no t r = 1 , l! 
23 lf(JR.FQ.BC(T)l GO TO (tO,ts,1s,10>,l 
;»4 COMTTNIJE 
25 
?b c ROllNl)ARY CONnITION HF.RE rs A CLAMPED EDGE 
n 
28 tn r.ct> = ~.•(AtR)/(A•A•A•A) + 2./(B•B*(~+C)) t ?./(A•*3) 
29 r,(?.) : -?.*(At~)/(4*R*~*C) 
30 f.(3) = ?.ICA•C•<B+C)) 
'l GO 1 n <>9 
32 
'H ~ ROllNnARY CONOITION HFRF TS ST"4PLY SUPPORTfO 
311 
JS 1~ G(t) : 2.•(At~)/(A*A*q*R) + 2./(B*B*(~tC)) 
~o G(?) : -?.*(AtC)/(A*~*~*C) 
l7 G(]) : 2.l(~~C•(B+C)) 
~8 

























TR = MSM + 1 LR = JR + MSM - ' I( = ' t.c = MSM 
00 (> T = JR,LR 
L = MSM - LC t l 
l)Q 3 ,J = 1 , LC 
F'DSMCI,Jl = FDSM(l,J) 
l = '- + 1 
I( • = I( + 1 
LC = LC -· t 
no ,. ·JD = 2, 3 
I( = t 
TC: fl0-1)•MSM + 1 
LC : IC + MSM • 1 
l')Q IJ I : JR,LR 
I. = 1 
t AA(K,L)•GCI) 
l)Q c:; .Y : TC,LC 











L t t 
I( + t. 
IC - t 
LC - t 
1,7 c PPJULT X-SFcTJnN. ROIJNnARY cnNl)JT{ONS .\T END OF' STRUcTllRE . 
~A 
l,q A : l)A(NOAl 
70 R : QA(NDA•l) 
71 C : ~A(NDA-2) 
72 
73 00 b ·1 : 1, ii 
7ll TF{lf.FQ.HC(l)l GO TO (30,,~,35,30l,t 
75 h CONTINUE 
7b 
77 C ROllMl'ARY CONOJTtnN HJ'.lff TS A CLAMPED EDGE 
78 
79 3n r.ct) = ?.•(At~)/(A*A*A*B) + 2./(B*B*CA+C)) + 2.l(A~•3) 
AO GO TO 199 
81 












35 G Ct) = ?..*(AtB)/(A*A*~*A) 
c ASSir.N AA MA TR TX COMPONfNTS 
19~ NX? = NX~ - ;i 
TR = NX;>itMSM + I 
LR = rn + MSM - l 
I( = l 
LC : MSM 
Q4 00 7 T : TR,LR 
q5 l : MSM - LC + l 
Qb no A J = 1,Lc 
+ 2.l<B*B*Cl'tC)) 
TO STIFFNESS MATRIX 
q7 FDSM<J,J) : FOSMCI,J) + AA(K,Ll*G(t) 
98 A l = L + t 
Qq I( = I( + 1 





I SURROUTINE VFCTA 
2 f"Ol.lM(lN ITLFC~Ol,l?D(9),'1'(1\),nTC$\),f)S(l\),0P(A),t)RS(R),ntC8) 
3 COMMON Dl.(1Q),0A{3Q),Al(n,n),HY(n,n),CY(~,~),0Y(n,~),FX(~.4) 
4 ~O~MON F~SMC12n.~4),AAfJA,1Ml,nnc1~.1~l,FF<tA,1Hl,JRC~l,TEC8) 
5 rOMMON NST,NVS,N~L,N~A,M~H,NSM,NAL,NR~,NLC 1 ES,~R,G~S,VS,VR,G(J) 
6 rOMMON wTt,wT2,wT3,TJt,JT2,JJ3,WJt,wJ2,wJ3,JJl,TJ~,TJ3 
7 CO~MON LAULC10l,TL(4),IZlb) . 
8 TNTl::GEP llC(1:>)/'Cl.', 1 ~n·.·FP', 1 Gu','oT 1 , 1 RO'/ 
9 TNTF.r.fR WL(C:,)/ 1 P0 1 ,'ll','tJN 1 , 1 t.IE','LA 1 / 
to 
11 c r.cccccccccrcrcr.cr.cccccr.cccrcccr.crcr.cccr.cccccccccccr.crcccccr.ccccc 
12 
13 C COMPTLf l.OAO VECTOR FOR POTNT , LINE AND U~IFORMTLV DIST LOAOJ~G 
14 
ts r. rcccr.cccr.cccr.cr.cccccccrcccr.cccccr.cccccccccccr.cr.cr.cccr.cr.cr.cccr.cr.c 
16 
17 C READ JN LOAO CASF NUMBER LCN ANO OESCRIPTTON OF LOAO!NG 
18 
19 WRTTF(~,~0) 
?0 ~n ~Ol?MAT(lHt) 
?t 30 qf.AD(8,80) LCN , LABL 
22 ~n FOR~AT(J?,?X,3nA2) 
~1 TFILCN.GT.NLC) GO TO 3~ 
24 WRTT~(~,U5) LtN , LAAL 
~5 ll~ ~OR~AT(//,~X, 1 LOADJNG rASE N0 1 ,J?,?X,30A?,// 1 9X, 1 LOAOING 1 ,6X, 
?b . t'N0DAL LTNF N0',7X, 1 CROSS~CTJON NO'.~X,'MAGNTTUDF',1,1ox, 1 TYPf',7X 
?.7 2, •FROM' ,llx, • ar • ,4x, 'TO' ,/Jx, 'FROM' ,nx, • Al 1 ,11x, 'To 1 ,i;x, 'OF LOA0 1 ,1> 
28 ,re = N~ w + L c N . 
?.9 
10 C READ IN LOADING TYPE , NODAL LTNE LI~ITS , X•SF~T LIMITS , MAG 
31 
32 55 READCA,8t) lt , NLA , NLE , NXR , NXE , WHAG 
31 A1 FORMAT(4A2,qT5,Ft2.4) 
'4 00 1 J = 1 , 5 
'5 TF<IL.EQ.WL(J)) GO TO CJ5,?0,25,30,35},I 
lb CONTtNUE 
37 
~8 C POTNT LOAOTNG • A$$TGN NODAL LOAO TO LOAO VECTOH 
1q 
LIO 1~ JR : 2•(NNL•(NXA • ll + NLA) • t 
ill WRTTF(~ 1 ~0l TL , NLB , N~A , WMAG 
02 50 FORMAT(IH ,aX,4A2,11x,r2,1~x,J?,7X,Fl2.ll) 
ill FOSH(JR,JC) : FOSMClR,JCl + WMAG 
44 GO TO 55 
45 
IJh C LINE LOAl"lNG • CALC NOOtd. LOAD ANO ASStGN TO LOAI' VEC:TOH 
IJ 7 
ll8 an NS = NLE - NLO 
aq TR: 2•(NNl.tcCNXB • l) +·MLll) • 1 
50 WNTTEC5,5lll TL , NLA , NLE , NYB , WMAG 
51 511 FoRH4TC1H ,ttX,llA~.sx,12,10x,l2,1?x,1?,7X,f12.4) 
Ci2 no 21 K = 1,NS 
Cil TN : NLB + K • t 
54 A : ~(IN) 
SS FD~MCTR1JC) • FOSM(JR,Jcl + WHAG*Al2. 
Ci& FO~M(IQ+l,JC) = FDSM(IQ+t,JC) • WMAG•A••?/12. 
C:.7 l='OSM(IP+?.,,JC) : i:"l)SM(ll?+?,.IC) + WMAG•Bli?. 
58 FOSMC!R+J,JC) = ~OSM(IR+3,JC) + WMAG*B**2/12. 
c;q 2 t '~ = t ~ • ;> 
,,0 r.o TO t;S 
,, I 
191 
li2 r. llNTt=ORM LOi\OTNG • CALC NODAL LOAD AND ASSIGN TO LOAD VFCTOR 
61 
hq 2c; NS : NLE - NLB 
65 ~X : NXE •.NYB • 1 
lib WRTTf(&;,hOl TL , NLO , Nl.E , NXA , NX[ , Wl4AG 
h7 60 FORMAJ(lH ,AX,aA?,5X,I?,10Y,T2,bX,T2,10x,12,1x,F12.4l 
"8 
69 c x-SECT AT START - ASSI~N HALF NQnAL l.OAOTNG TO THESE NODES 
70 
71 TR : 2•C~Nl•(NX8 - ll + NLR) • l 
72 no 2h K = t,NS 
71 TS : NL~ + K - 1 
74 A : W(IS) 
75 PJ : RD(!Sl 
76 RJ : RD(JS+ll 
77 AO : DA(NXA)/2. 
76 FQSMCJR,JCl : FOSM(!R,Jcl + (H*RT/?. t 3.•A*•?/?0.)*AO*WMAG 
79 FOSM(lRt1,JC1 : FDSM<I~t1,JCl • (R••?•RI/12. + A••1/~0,)•AD•WHAG 
~o FOSM(IR+?,.JC) = FOSM({P+?,.J() + (R•R.Tn. - 1.•eu?/?O.)•AO•WMAG 
81 FOSM(IR+,,JC) : FOSM(IRt3,JC) t fB**2•RJ/t?. ~ B**1/,0.)*AO•WMAG 
P.2 ?fl TR = Ir? t ? 
~3 TFCNX.EQ.0) GO TO 75 
A4 
A'i C TNTERMF.DTATE X•SECT • ASSIGN FllLL NQOAL LOAOTNG TO THESE NODES 
A6 
87 no 27 L = t,NX 
A8 TX : NXB + L 
A9 TR: 2•(NNL•(IX • t) t NLBl • t 
90 no ?..7 K = 1, NS 
91 TS : NLH t K • l 
Q2 ~ : ~HIS) 
93 PI : R!)(JS) 
qQ RJ : R!)(TS+I) 
95 AO : CDA(IX-1) t OA(TX))/2 0 
96 FDSM(!R,JC) : FDSMfIR,JCl + (H•RT/2. + 1.*H**?/?0.)•AD•WMAG 
97 FDSM(!R+t,JC' : FDSM(IRt1,JC1 • (R••?•RI/1?. t B**'/'O.)•AO•WMAG 
qA FOS~fIP+?,JC) : FOSM<I~+2,.JC) + <B•RJ/?. • 3.•H••?/?O.)•AD*WMAG 
qq FDSMCIR+3,JC) : FDSMfJR+1,JC) t (B*•?•RJ/l?. • B**1/~0.)*AO•WMAG 
100 27 TR : zq + 2 
101 
102 C X-SECT AT FND • ASSir.N H~LF NOOAL LOAOTNG TO THESE NODES 
lll3 
1011 75 IR = 2•(MNl_•(NXE • 1) t NLA) • 1 
ins 00 2A K = 1,NS 
10& JS : NLB t K - 1 
107 ~ : W(IS) 
108 RJ : ROCJS) 
109 QJ : ROCTStl) 
ttO ~D: DA(NXF.-J)/2. 
111 FOSM<JR,.JC) : FDSMfIR,JC) + fA*RI/?. + ~.*B**2/?0.J•AO•WMAG 
112 FOSM(JQ+1,JCJ : FOSM(lR+t,JC) • <U*•?•Ql/1?. + A••1/10.)*AO•WMAG 
113 FOSH(IQ+?,JC)·: FOSM(JQ+?,JC) + (H•RJ/2. • 1.•B••?/~O.)•AO•WMAG 
114 FOSM(JP+1,JC) : FOSM(l~+1,JC) + CB••2•RJ/12. • B••1/,0.)•AO•WMAG 
115 ?.R IR: JR t 2 
t t 6 r,o TO '55 





l ~U~RnuTtNE ZFROW 
2 ro~MnN ITLF(AO),ROCQl,W(A),OT(q),OS(A),OQ(A),OPS(8),nt(8) 
3 COMMnN DL(191,nA(3Q),.X(O,Q),AX(0,4),CX(O,Q),0X(O,O),FX(4,n) 
q COMM~N F~SMC72n.~q},AArtA,tR1,"or1A,1H1,FFrtR,te1,rHrB1,rrcB> 
5 rOMMnN NST,NXS,NNL,NnA,M~M,NSM,NAL,NRW,NLC,ES,ER,GRS,VS,VH;GcJ) 
6 COMMnN w11,wr2,w1:s,TT1,rr2,r13,w.r1,1...r2,w.13,1.11,rJ2,r.n 
7 rOMMnN LAHL(301,TL(41,TZC&l 
8 HHEGEQ f'Cfb)/'CL','SI','FR','l;u•, 1 0T', 1 RO'/ 
q 
10 c ccr.cccccccccr.cccr.cr.cr.crr.r.cr.cccr.cr.cccccccccccccccccccr.cr.cccccccc 
It 
12 C SET AOllNOAl?Y CONnITJONS. JNJTJALTSE DISPLACEMENTS AN" ROTATIONS 
13 
14 c ccccccccrcr.cr.crcr.cr.cccccr.cr.cr.cr.cccr.cccrcr.cccccccccccr.cccccccccc 
15 
1 o no t J = t , 4 
17 TF<I~.EQ.HC(T)l GO TO r1s.1s,20,?ol,J 
18 CONTTNUE 
19 
20 C START ROllNOARY. SET DISPLACEl''ENTS AND POTATJONS TO ZF.RO 
~I 
?2 15 no too T = t,MSM 
?3 FDSM(l,l) : l.O 
'" 00 ·100 .1 : 2,NBL 
?5 ton FOSMfl,J) = o.o 
20 
27 20 no 2 T = t,4 
?8 TFfIF.EQ.ACCTJl GU TO (25,25,J0,30),J 
?9 ?. CONTINUE 
JO 
Jt C END BOUNDARY. SET OTS~LACEMENTS AND ROTATIONS TQ lERO 
~2 
n 2c; f'O ?.00 l = t, MSM 
'34 T = NSM -MSM + L 35 FDSM(J,t) = 1.0 
~b no ?.50 K = t, NLC 
'3 7 .T = NBW + I( 
38 250 FDSM(l,J) = o.n 
~? 00 ?.00 J = ?,NRW irn T = T - t 
111 2on FOSM(J,J) = o.o 
112 
113 C READ IN NUMBFR OF OISPLACEMENTS OR ROTATIONS TO RE ASSJGNEO 
n4 
115 30 READ(8,61) NOR 
Qb 61 FORMATCt'i) 
47 JF<NnR)o00,600,70 
48 .70 WRTTFC5,62l 
nq b? FORMAT(/l,RX,'TNTTTAL C0NDTTTONS OF OJSPLACEMENT OR ROTATION ALONG 
'50 J STRllCTURE'il/,9X, 1 N0 1 ,olC, 1 TYPE 1 ,eX, 1 NOOAL LTNE',6lC,iX-SFCTION', 
51 2 b )(', I MAG N TT I Jf) f ' • /) 
52 no 500 NBC = t,NnR 
53 PEAD(8,b'} IZ , OMAG , NLN , NXN 
54 b3 FQQMAT<oA21Ft0.612T5) 
55 WRTTF(c;,6Q) NBC , Tl , NLN , NXN , OMAG 
~h bO FORMAT(lH ,7X,J2,4X,6A?,hx,1?,t2x.r2,1ox,F10.6l 
57 
5A C OETERMTNF ROW NUM~ER OF OJSPLACfMFNT/ROTATION TO BE ASSIGNED 
5Q 
60 TC : t 






















c; 0 (\ 
l>O~ 
l :· C?*P..tNL*<NXN - tl + 
SET AU P/C = o.o our. 
oo 300 .J :: 1 I NBL 
F'l)~f-4 <I, J l :: o.o 
F"f)Sl"ll,t) = 1 • 0 
f)Q v;o I( = t I NLC 
J = "!Aloi • K 
FO~M(l,J) = OMAG 
I.IC = NRW 
JF(l.LT .... C) MC = I 
l'IQ ll 0 0 J :: ?,MC 
T = T - t 
FOSM([,J) = o.o 
rONTJNIJE 
CONTJNUE 
~o WRTTFc~.?oR> IR , IE 
193 
NLN) - IC 
= 1.0 ASSIGN 01$/ROT TN ROW I = Ot-IAG 
~· ?OA FOPMAT(/,8V,'BOUNOARY CONOTTTON AT START OF STRUCTUR~·.sx, 






I SUAROUT I "-IE Rf\ AND 
2 r.OMMnN ITLEC"ul,P0(9),W(A),DT(A),OS(A),DR(A),oRS(Al,nlf8) 
3 ru~MnN DI (~9),nACJQ),Avrn,o),~Vcn,n1,crco,a),ovca,~),fXC~,a) 
q co~MnN AC7?o,5n),AACIA,\A),pnc18,1A>,FFC1H,tA),lRCA),IFCA> 
5 COMMON NST,NXS,NNL,NnA,MqM,NSM,NRL,NR~,NLC,ES,FR,GPS,VS,Vij,G(3) 
b C0"4M'1N wr1,wr2,wn,rr1,rr2,TT3,WJJ,W.J2,WT3,T.11,TJ2,T.T3 
7 roµMnN LAHL(30l,JL(a),TZf6) 
8 rlOIJBLE PRffISION FACT 





























































THF SET '1F SJMllLTANEOUS ECHIATIONS CONTAINE.n JN M4fPIX A TS SOLVEO 
USTNG NO'H-IAL GAUSS RFOllCTJON TFCHNIQU[S. P~E NllMRER nF t:.CWATTONS 
TO Bf SOLVFD IS N , AND THE H4LF RANO WIDTH IS M • ~AJRIX A JS 
AUGM~NTEO WITli NLC CnLUMN VfCTORS, EACH A SEP£RATE LOAnING CASE. 
rcr.cr.cr.crcr.crcccr.cccr.cr.cr.cccr.crcr.crcrcccr.cccccccccr.cr.cr.cccccccr.ccc 
N : NSM 
M : NBW 
NN : N - 1 
~M : M - 1 
"'INllJ : lo! + t 
MM"!·: M + NLC 
MATRTX A HAS N ROWS 1 ANO TS AUGMENTFD FROM COLS NNN TO MMM 
p : M 
no 1 T = t,NN 
Tit = T t l 
Q : MM 
I( = ? 
TFCP.GT.N) P:N 
r>O 2 L : TJT,P 
~ACT: A<I,K)/A(T,1) 
lFCP.EQ.N) Q:N~L+l 
T : I( 
no 3 .J = 1 , a 
A(l,J) : ACL 1 J) - FACT*A(T~T) 
' T : T + no ~ R - NNN,MMM 
~ A(L,R) : A(L,R) - FACT•A(J,R) 
n = Q - t 
;>K:K+l 
I P : P + 1 
r)Q 5 Y : N,~,-1 
TI :T-t 
no b R = NNN,MMM 
~ A(J,R) : A(J,P)/A(l1ll 
5.: J - M + 1. 
TF<I.LT.t..t) S:l 
T : ? 
00 5 . .J = 
no 1 R = 
7 A ( .J, R) : 
'i T : T + 
TI,S,•l 
NNN,MMM 
A(J,R) - A(l,R)*A(J,T) 







I SURROUTINE STRFS(Jr.) 
2 r.o~MON ITLf(~01,PD(9),W(R),nT(A),OS(A),OP(A),OPS(8l,ntr8l 
3 CO~MnN OL(,9),0A(3Q),AY(q,q),~Y(",a),CX(~,n),DX(q,q),FX(4,~) 
4 rOMMON FDs~c120.~q),AA(tA,18l,nortA,tH),Ff(lA,t6l,JH(H),JE(A) 
5 ruMMON NST,NYS,NNL,NOA,MSM,NSM,N~L.NRw,Nl.C,ES,ER,GPS,VS,VH,G(J) 
,, rO"'MflN wJt,1><T~,1~T3,TTl,TT2,TT3,WJl,W.T2,WJ3,T.T1,J.J2,T.J3 
7 f:'OMMnN Ll\fH.C30l,TLC4),TZ(bl 
8 TNTEr.ER 1:1C(6l/'CL•, 1 S1', 1 FR•,•GU','Dl•, 1 R0 1 / 
9 
to r. ccccr.cccccccccccrcccccccccccccccccccr.cccccccccccccccrccccccc 
'1 
t 2 c CAI.Cl.JUT F STRESS Rf SULT .AllJTS F1rnM DTSPL ACFMfNTS ANO Rn TAT TOllJS 
13 
t4 c ccr.crcccccr.crcr.cr.cr.crcccr.crcr.crcccccr.cr.cr.cccccccr.cr.cccccrccc 
15 
tb r. FIRST X-SECTTON •SET IJp DTSPLACF.MFNTS AND ROTATIONS 
1 7 
18 A = OA(tl 
t9 R : nA(l) 
20 
21 no 100 I= 1,NST 
22 J 2 = ?*I • l 
?1 t3 : 2•(NNL+T) - ~. 
?ll r. ~ 1.0 
?.5 TFCI~.F.Q.BCC2)) G : -t.O 
?b 
?.7 Wit = FDSM(J,,JCl•G 
?8 WI? : FD~M(l?,JC) 
29 WI' : F'OSM(l~1JC) 
10 
11 TI1 : FDSM(l1+t,JC)•C 
32 TI?: FOSM(l2+t,JC) 
JJ TJ3: FOSM(l3+1,JC) 
34 
35 WJI : FDSM(l,+2,JCl*G 
3b WJ? : FOSMfl?+?.,JC) 
37 WJ1 : FOS~C13t?,JC) 
18 
19 TJt = FDSMCI3t3,JC)•G 
IJO TJ~ = FDSMCl~t3,JC) 
Ill TJ~ = FOSM(l~+J,JC) 
/J?. 
/JJ too CALL CllRVE(J,t.A.B) 
IJ4 

















!\IX I : NXS • I 
no 200 J = 2,NXt 
fl : OA(J•l) 
B : l'>A(J) 
~no 200 I = 1, NST 
T l = 2*(NNL*<J-2) 
T2 = 2*(NNL•(J-t) 
T3 = 2* ( NNL •.J + r > 
WJt = F'DSM CI 1 , .TC) 
wp = F·osM <I?, .Jc l wn = FOSM(!',JC) 
• 
+ 
Tl t = FDSM (J t + t , .JC) 
J) - t 
t) - 1 - l 
196 
62 TI?. = F()SM (Ji>+ 1, .JC l 
,, l rn = FOSM(lJ+t,JC) 
,, if 
115 WJ1 = FOSM(J1+;>,.JC) 
66 WJ;> = FOSM( I;>+;>,.JC) 
(, 7 WJ' = FDSM(l~+?,.JC) 
68 
1,9 TJ1 = FOSM(Jt+',JC) 
70 TJ;> = FOc;M( P+3,.JC) 
71 TJ~ :: FOSM ( 13fl, -IC) 
72 
73 ?00 CALL CIJRVE<I,J,A,B) 
7" 
75 r. 1, "s 1 X-SECTION - SET UP OJSPLACE~ENTS ANO ROTATIONS 
76 
17 A : f"IJ\(NXt} 
78 A = r>A(N'.l(t) 
79 
AO 00 300 T = I INST 
Al J l = 2* ( NNU.C NXS-2) + T) - 1 
A2 T2 = ?.•Ct-.'Nl•CNXS-1) + I) - 1 
A3 r. :: t • 0 
Al& TF(lf. .FQ.BCU')} G = -1.0 
AS 
Ab WI'.= FOSM<l1 ,JC) 
87 wp = FOSM(l?,JC) 
88 wn .. FOSt-1(11 ,JC>•G 
A9 
oo Tlt = FOSM(ll+t,JC) 
qt . TI? = FDSM<l?+t ,.JC) 
q2 TI' :: FQSM(l1+1, .. fc)*G 
q3 
q4 l.olJ' = FOSM (11 +2, ,JC) qs WJ?. = F'OSM(l?+;>,JC) 
qb WJ3 = FDSM (It +2, JC lftG 
q] 
Q8 TJI = FDSMClt+3,JC) 
q9 TJ;> = FD SM ( J;> + 3 , .JC ) 
100 TH = FQSMClt+~,JCl*G 
10\ 










































































r. OM MON WT 1 , WT 2, vi T 3, TT 1 , TT?., l T3, w .J l , w .J 2, ;.i • .J3, T.J l , T .J 2, T .13 
r.cr.cccccr.cr.cccccccccccccccr.cccccccr.cr.cr.cr.crcccr.cr.cr.cccr.cr.cccccc 
r.ALCllLATF r.URVATURFS ANO RFNnJNG ANO TWISTTNG MOMENT~ FOR STRJP 
rcr.cccccr.cr.cccr.cr.cccccccr.cr.cccccrcccr.cr.cr.cccr.cccccr.cr.cccr.crcccc 
CALCllLATF 1ST ANO ?.NO 0ERIVATIV£S OF W AMD THETA W R T Y? AXIS 
n1w1 = -C•Wit/IR•(RtC)) • <C•B)•WI?/(R*Cl • 
~tTl = -C•TI1/(B•(~+C)J • rc-u>•TI?/fB*Cl • 
ntwJ = -C•WJl/(U•(AtC)l • rc-BJ•WJ?/(R*C) + 





n2WI : 2.*Wff /(A*(A+C)) • 
.02WJ : 2.•WJl/{A*(R+C)) • 
?.•WI?/(B*Cl + ?.•WT3/(r•<B+C)) 
2.•WJ?/(B•C) + 2.•w.J~/(r•CB+C)) 
CALCULATE THf 1 [UQVATURES Kl K2 K12 AT NOOAL LINES 1 ANO J 
JS : IS + l 
~B : W(IS) 
RI : ROCJS) 
RJ : Rl)(,JSl 











-ro./P.A••?)AWJ? - <2./qB)•TJ? 
(\./Ql*•?)*O?WJ - <t./QI)•TI? 
-C2./PI*•?)•01Wt - (2./RI)•OlTI 
•Cb.l~B**?>•WT2 + <2./RBl•TI? 
+Co./~8**?.)*W.12 t (4 0 /~AhTJ;> 
<1 0 /qJ**?)•D?W.J • (l./qJhTJ;> 
•(2./RJ••?)•OtWJ • (2 0 /RJ)•OlTJ 
CALCULATF MO~Et-lT S AT NODAL LINES JS ANO 
RRT .. DR(TS)•(Cf?l - VS•CST) 
qsl .. DSCTShCCSI - VlhCRI) 
RRSI = DRSfJS)•CRSt 
f'RJ = IW(TS)•{CRJ - V~hCSJ) 
RSJ - DSCTSl•CCSJ - VR•CRJ) 
RRSJ = ORS<ISJ•CRSJ 
T~(JS.Gf.tlGn. TO 50 
.rs STRTP IS X•SECT 
WRTTf(5,?0l JX , ~RT , ASI , ARST , RRJ , ASJ , ARSJ 
20 ~ORHAT(lH ,12x,1?,t1x,•1 1 ,4X,3(4X,Et?.6),/,26X,'?',4X, 
l3C'IX,E12.6),/) 
P.ETUQN 
~O WRTT~C5,?5) TS , ARI , AST , RRST , JS , ORJ , USJ , 8RSJ 





List of Postgraduate Courses Taken 
198 
* LIST OF POSTGRADUATE COURSES TAKEN TO COMPLETE THE REQUIREMENTS 
OF THE DEGREE 
Year Course Credit Rating 
' 
1975 CE 508 Skeletal Structures 5 
1975 CE 516 Prestressed Concrete 5 
1975 CE 524 Structural Dynamics 3 
1975 CE 525 Coastal Engineering 5 
1976 CE 515 Surface Structures 5 
1976 CE 519 Steel Structures 3 
1976 CE 506 Properties of Concrete 4 
1977 CE 533 Bridge Engineering 4 
Thesis Finite Strip Analysis of Curved Plates 10 
Total 44 
Number of credits required for the degree 40 
* A brief summary of the content of each course is contained overleaf 
199 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF POSTGRADUATE COURSES TAKEN 
CE 508 Skeletal Structures 
Matrix formulation, solution of large sets of linear simultaneous 
equations, stiffness and flexibility matrices for elastic analysis, 
the force and displacement methods of linear analysis, elements of 
stability and vibration. 
CE 516 Prestressed Concrete 
Limit state design, partial prestressing, bending, shear, torsion, 
continuous structures, composite construction and recent development. 
CE.524 Structural Dynamics 
Principles of dynamics, natural modes of vibration. Energy methods. 
Forced vibrations, differential equations, normal mode and frequency 
response methods. Damping. Introduction to random excitation. 
CE 525 Coastal Engineering 
Establishment of design criteria for coastal structures. Prediction 
from meteorological data of swell characteristics approaching a coast 
line. The dynamics of water and sediment motion in the coastal zone. 
Estimates of water surface elevations and forces acting on coastal 
structures. Stability of armour units in marine construction. 
CE 515 Surface Structures 
Basic equations of elasticity of two and three dimensional stress 
problems, finite differences, finite element methods and experimental 
methods of analysing flat plates, deep beams, folded plates and shells. 
CE 519 Steel Structures 
Modern aspects of steel design and construction. Theorems of limit 
analysis for plane frames. Plastic analysis of steel frames. 
CE 506 Properties of Concrete 
The properties and behaviour of fresh concrete, of hardened concrete 
and of the constituent materials, testing and control. 
CE 533 Bridge Engineering 
Historical development, structural action and materials; bridge types 
and construction methods, aesthetics, economics, loading, analysis 
and design methods for superstructures and substructures including 
foundations, bearings and expansion points, failures, modifications and 
repairs. 






UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION: . JUNE. 1975 
COURSE CE 508 - SKELETAL STRUCTURES 
Time attowed: 4 hours Notes are attowed 
Part A: For each of the five structures shown betow determine the degree of 
static and of effective kinematic indeterminateness, setect the most 
suitabte method of anatysis, give the order of a11 the retevant matrices 
required for sotution by the chosen method. State ctearty what 
assumptions are made. 
[ 40 marks] 
Part B: Compite the matrices for any~ of these structures; one anal..ysed by 
the FORCE method and one anatysed by the DISPLACEMENT method. Do not 
attempt to comptete a11 the arithmetic processes, but give sufficient 
detai 1 to show ctearty the principtes and operations invol,ved. 
"> 
(60 marks] 
---~- ~- - -- - --·-------- ·-·-····-·--·~ --- --·- ----------- ------ ------- -·---·---
1. Jetty with vertical, and horizontat toads apptied to the top surface in 
the xy pl..ane. The pi 1,e rows are at 3 m spacing a tong the jetty. 
-p--1 
I G) I 
_.,._.-- 400 sl.a.¢ . 
{
EA = 18000 MN
2 EI = 240 MN m 






v I pi~ cap 
------·-
water 











CE '508 EXAM, JuNE _ 1975 2. 
2. Bridge, mono1ithic concrete beam-stab deck and inc1ined coiumns, with 
vertica1 and horizonta1 1oading app1ied to the deck. 
3. 
t 20 m j 30 m f 40 m { ' 30 rn t - 20 m t 
deck EA = 140 000 MN; 
coiumns: EA = 36 000 MN; 
2 
EI = 40 000 MN m 
EI = 3 000 MN m2 
20 m 
-----------------
Tower, consisting of a singte vertical., tubutar 
and. stayed at right ang1es on four tevets with 
are sufficient1y pretensioned not to go stack. 
top on-"'y. 
ELEVATION 
co1umn fixed at the base 
steel., wire guy ropes, which 
Loading is app1ied at the 
. 12 m 
31 m (]) 
l 
® 
I 12 m 
9 m 
- ·--~~~-4'--,__,. __ ·_:::--. ~,,~-:-_-1 - , ...... -:::. . ..... ~·::.:.::- ,,, I ,~,,, 
""'=· · .... • ;,.··'.,,• ' '· '·'' ~- ... ,. ..... ' 
i 12 m 
·-·~------i +--.. 12 m 
column EA = 1300 MN; EI = 7 MN m2 (200 ¢) -
wire rope: EA = 36 MN each: (15 mm~-) 
I 4. . ....•. 
CE 508 EXAM. JUNE 1975 3. 
4. Builiiing, tied stee"L portal frame with two side bays. Wind, dead and 
imposed roof "Loading. 
CD ® 





--"'-------·~---·~ ... ' ... . -- ' ~ 
12 m ----f 
EA = 1000 MN; 
. EA = 1200 MN; 
EA = 60 MN ( 20 <j). 
'· "~ .... ' 
12 m 
EI = 20 MN m2 
EI = 9 MN m2 
® (j) 5 m 
6 m 
·-----,--------···---·----· . 
5. .RQQ!, ba"Lt-jointed, doubte-1,ayer, three-way grid on four columns fixed at 
their bases, all of tubular steel construction, with vertical and. horizontat 
loading apptied to the top joints. 
® 













EA = 600 MN, 
EA = 900 MN, 
EA = 1200 MN, 





( 500 mm <j) ; EI = 2 100 NN m 
z 
UNIVERSITY OF.CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION: 16th AUGUST 1975 
COURSE CE 524 - STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS 
Time a 1,1.,owed: 3 hours 
1. A modeL frame is to be tested on 
a vibration tabLe which executes 
sinusoidal, vibrations of chosen 










·w rad/sec. Equipment is 
avaiLabLe for measuring the 
ampLitude um of the dispLace.;;.. 
ment of the frame reLative to 
the tabte, and the phase angLe 
¢ between the sinusoidal, 
motion of the frame and that 
of the tabLe. y0 sin wt 
(a) Trf!a-l;~.nJ tlie frarle as a o~e degref': of freedcn sys-f:el"l w.ith 1.:i..r'9ar 
viscous damping, derive the reLations for the steady state response 
1 
um = Yo 2 ::====:=:::::::::;:::::= 
p I w2 2 2 w2 
\ ( 1 - 2> + 4, 2 
p p 
2 2 
u (p - w ) m . 




p = J k/m is the natural, frequency and is the damping 
(b) If ' is sma11., and the forcing frequency w can be varied over a 
sufficient range, suggest a simpl,e way of determining p and C by 
IJua~1.J of two met~s...trE.monts. 
(c) If the energy dissipated per cycLe Wd is taken to be proportional, 
to the maximum eLastic strain energy in the cycl,e ("structural. 
damping") expLain the concept of "equivaLent viscous damping" and 
derive the reLation 
- L..E 
- 47t UJ 
/2. . ...... . 
CE 524 EXAM. AUG. 1975 2. 
2. 
3. 
A ~EI B 2EI c 
2p 2p T 
EI EI EI 1 pl 




Estimate the fundamentat naturat frequency (associated with side-sway) of 
the two-bay frame shown, using Rayteigh's method and accounting for the 
ftexibitity of the beam members AB, BC and for the distributed mass of 
the three coLumns. 
To simptify the catcu"Lation, you may assume the rotation at B to be the 
same as t:pl)~e at A t'.nd C. What r€ 1.a":~.O"l wi it thr1 :-esuU )btained u~ing 
this simptification have to the frequency obtained when the three rotations 
are n.Q.i att assumed equat? 
(Note that the deftection functions (cubic potynomiats) used to derive the 
standard stiffness and mass matrices may be combined to obtain reasonabte 










FI EI EI. 
L 
p p p 1 
:. I 
For the same two-bay frame considered in question 2, number the generatized 
disptacements and forces as shown. 
(a) Derive the (4 x 4) stiffness matrix }& and the consistent mass matrix 
~ for this frame. 
(b) Derive also a lumped mass matrix for this frame. If this matrix rather 
than the consistent mass matrix is used, derive the corresponding 
stiffness matrix that must be used with it. 
I 4. . ••••.. -
CE 524 EXAM, AUG, 1975 3. 
4. 
5. 
Suppose the toad on the same 
frame consists of a sinusoida1 
force at the beam 1evet, i.e. 
the toad vector is 
F = F sin u;t ( 1 0 0 0 } 
0 
F sin wt 
0 
.r 
(a) Find the steady state response of the frame, as a sum of contributions 
from the four normat modes of the frame. 
(The attached sheet shows the four mode vectors of the frame, 
normatized with respect to the mass matrix, with the corresponding 
naturat frequencies). 
(b) If the forcing frequency ill can be varied over a wide range, discuss 
briefty how the response of the frame would depend upon w. 
[Extra ere.di t; 
questions]. 
do this onty when you have finished the first four 
F sin wt 
Suppose the toad on the frame 
consists of a sinusoidat force 





(a) Find the appropriate toad vector to use with the stiffness matrix and 
consistent mass matrix. 
( b) n~.s~ass brief Ly tl:ie qualitative differenceft ~ it' any. that you wou 1.d. 
expect in the response of the frame to this toad as compared to the 
horizontat toad specified in ProbLem 4. (Assume again that the 








= - 0,136 
37,2 
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1 x 10-8 
4, 18 
4, 18 
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UNIVERSITY OF . CAPE .TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION: DECEMBER, 1975 
M.Sc. IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
COURSE CE 516: PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 
Time attowed: 3 hours Attempt ALL questions 
'· Any books and notes may be used 
-----------------~------------~ 
.1. (a) State as concisety as possibte the reason why it is essential, in 
prestressed concrete design to check both the serviceabiLity and 
and uttimate Limit states. 
(b) 
[3 marks] 
In a partiatty prestressed member a certain amount of Witensioned 
reinforcement is normatty required. Show, with the aid of 
upJ,').;.~opriate diug:.can:s, h:>w yoll w0ti.ld determine, in the design vf 
a particu'Lar member according to CP 110, the re1.ative costs of 
using prestressing steel.,, high yie1d reinforcing steeL or mild 
steel., to provide the additional, reinforcement required. Assume 
that unit rates for the three types of steel, are avail.,abl..e. 
[12 marks] 
2. Write brief notes (about hatf a page) on each of the fottowing:-
(a) The main factors affecting creep in prestressed concrete Listed 
in order of importance with respect to a typical., structure such 
as a highway bridge. 
(b) The reasons for avoiding either too smatt or too 1.arge a per-. 
centage of steel, in a prestressed concrete member. 
(c) .Compare and contrast ftexurat cracking and shear cracking. 
(d) Linear transformation of a cabte profil.,e. 
(e) The mechanism of faiture of a concrete beam in torsion, with 
comments on the effect of shear and bending moment in combination 
with torsion. 
[25 marks] 
/3. . ... ., .. 
CE 516 EXAM,. DEC . . 1975 2. 
3 •. 
75 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 75 kN 
i t ·l f { i 
. t i { J t Al c D F G H J LI· 
A 
. . . I 
' I + 4 ' 12 8 12 4 __ 1'- metres -·---+- r 
The rectangut~r, post-tensioned concrete beam shown above is 
simply supported at B, E, G and K. The beam carries eteven equatty 
spaced columns supporting an upper ftoor. The sustained toads 
transmitted by these cotumns to the beam are as shown (viz. 75 kN at 
A and L; 150 kN at att the other points). In addition to its setf-
weight, the beam has to carry a sustained toad of 20 k:N/m throughout 
its tength. 
Use the toad batancing method, batancing att sustained toads, to 
give a sui tab te pre timinary design (i.e. beam size, cab te profi te and 
pr~stress force). 
The design should compt.r wit~1 the fottowing const:cai'nts:-
(a) Minimum width of beam . 250 mm . 
( b) Maximum depth of beam 1200 mm 
(c) Minimum covar distance to centroid of tendons: 100 mm 
(d) Maximum average concrete stress 6 MPa. 
Assume furthermore that prestressing tosses are negtigibte so 
that the prestressing force is constant throughout. 
Assume Weight of Concrete = 25 kN/m3 
. . 
_J _______ . ·---· __ 1..?i9QQ_ ___ --·-· ------- - -------~---4,0QQ ______ ~ 
i ! t 









/It is proposed 
CE 516 .. EXAM, DEC. 1975 3. 
4. (Continued) 
It is proposed to bui 'Ld a prestressed concrete fLoor spanning 
12 metres with an additional, 4 metre cantiLever. Pretensioned 
doub1e-T units of the uniform cross-section shown above are to be used. 
These are to be designed according to CP 110 as C1ass 3 members, 
using the minimum p~estressing force and providing additional, 
untensioned reinforcement where necessary. 
The fLoor is required to carry an imposed Loading of 10 kN/m2 
over any part. 
Prestressing is to be accomp1ished using straight horizontal, 
tendons onty. 
Determine the fol-Lowing:-
(a:) The minimum prestressing force required and its eccentricity. 
(Consider onl..y the support points and midspan, neg1ecting the 
s1ight1y higher moments just to the teft of midspan). 
(b)· The area of additional, untensioned reinforcement required at 
midAprui nsing ei 'thet' prestressj_ng wit'e or high yiA ld. reinf o:rcj ng 
steet. 
Comment on the merits and demerits of the resutting design. 
Necessary data: 
Use Concrete Grade 50 (i.e. f = 50 MPa) . . cu 
Perm.issibLe compressive stress for serviceabi 1..i ty timi t state: 16, 7 MPa 
Permissib1e hypothetical, tensite stress for serviceability· 
Limit state (inctuding depth factor): 5,8 MPa. 
Weight of concrete = 25 kN/m3 
· Minimum cover distance to centroid of prestressing tendons: 80 
Factors of Safety for Ul..timate Limit State:· Dead Load: 1,4 
Imposed Load: 1,6 
Characteristic strength of prestressing wire: f = 1550 MPa 
Residua 1, pre stress (after tos.ses): 0, 6 f pu 
Characteristic strength of high yietd steel.: fy 
Cost of untensioned prestressing wire: R700/ton 
Cost of high yie'Ld reinforcing steel,: R350/ton 
Modutus of ELasticity for steel,: 200 GPa 
pu 
= 460 MPa 
mm 
Design curves for prestressing wire and high yie1.d steet are attached. 
[40 marks] 
--·---------·-t""···--· --~- ·- ······· .. 
~-::.J~OO .:..:.:._·--_--_· -__ -_::: __ . 
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- ,,----------+-rv---~--4.: 460Nt/.A. 
__ .- I I %;, .. -2 = 400 ff/:b - . 
I 
LXz,s1gn Cu/i.ie. I For M9h ~e/o' .e~n/'o,..c.ing Sleet 
I I 
I I ~= 460 MPa I I 
I I ¥,,.., =- I, 15 · 
I I 
I / 
,.., I~ I E~ =- .oo I I 
0 
0 2 4- <a 8 /0 12 'loo 
ST/:2.AIN €.s 
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UNIVERSITY OF CAPE.TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
M.Sc IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION : FEBRUARY 1976 
CE 522 : .. Coastal. Engineer£!& 
Att S.Uestions ma7 be attempted Time : 3 hours 
Constants-
s.,a wat<&r· d anai ty 
Sea water weight 
= 1025 kg/m3 
= 10 kN/mJ 
1. A swett of 10 second period with a deep water waye height of 3 m 
approaches a beach with the wave crests parattet to the shore. 
Trace the progress of this wave in shoating water through to the 
breaker point including the fol.1.owing calcutations :-
d stope 
in 50 
(a) the wave length and wave celerity in deep water 
(b) the water depth at which the waye begins to be affected b7 the pre-senet: 
of the sea bed. 
(c) the wave tength and wave ceterity for water depths at 10 m intervats 
between d=80 m and d=10 m, and at 1 m interval.a between d=10 m 
and (&:.'i m. · 
(d) the depth or water in which the wave breaks, the type ot breaker 
and the waTe height at breaking. Ignore the effect of wa•e set up 
or down. 
(e) sketch the effect o! wave set up and dowa inctuding u. estinsate or 
depths. 
(t) estimate the wave heights in the surf zone. 
(g). cal.cul.ate the energy ftov in W/m in water depths ot 10 m, 5 m, and 
. 2 m. 
2. A c1tindrical. pipe is 1.aid on· the sea bed across a harbour entrance 
in 10 m ot water, the pipe diameter being 1 11 and the axis of the 
pipe is para t te t to the toe at wave crests. Ir the 1.oca 1, waTe tength is 
50 m, estimate the waTe period, and find the peak magnitudes ot the 
yetocit7 and acceleration force components per metre tength of pipe. 
Estimate the peak resuttant force in the inshor~ cM.reetion, and the 
timing of this in relation to the passage ot a wave crest 
H=2m CD =1t2 CM =2,5 
M.Sc. examination. CE 525 
Feb.1976 
. 3.(a). A storm at sea generates waves with a period range or 6 to ·12 
seconds. The resulting swett travels towards a harbour ~00 km 
away. Estimate the time required for the tongest waves to cover 
the intervening distance, aasumi~g deep water throughout. Atao 
estimate hov lll'Uch tater the shortest wave• wit 1. begin to arriYe .• 
(b). A retraction diagram ia conatruct.ed tor a: bay and the spacing .· .. · 
between, a particu tax- pair of adjacerlt orthogonats doubt.ea in 
travell.ing from deep..water to the 10 m dep·th• the waY• period 
being 7 seconda. Estimate the percentage change in waT• height 
ocurriag between these zones on the assumption that no breaking 
waves are present between the zones. 
(c).Suggeet some ot the requiremeats 1ou would incorporate into 
a specification for armour b\ocke. 
4. The oTer\.eat page ehowa the ptan rlewa of three separate coaata\ 
etructuree on which oblique waTea impinge. In each case indicate 
areas where you consider deposition or erosion wit.\ occul", and 
a tao estimate the shape of the breakex- .1.ine oncft sta'b 1.e coJidi ti.one 
are established· · · · 
There is a continuous dissipation ot energy due to tidal. movement• 
or water over the earths surface, and in some instancee usefu 1. 
power is abstracted from the sea in tidal. power schemes. 
Suggest what ef tect this may have on the dynamics of the earth-mooa 
system oYer very tong periods of time. 
2 
M.Sc · ·examination CE 525· · 
Feb 1976 
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A 20 mm thick plate is wel.ded to a rigid framework on three sides and 
. the plate and beams are buitt into a substantial, concrete wa11 on the 
o.ther side as shown. 
The properties of the steet beams ahd the pl.ate are given betow. · 
The plate is subjected to a. uniformty distributed toad of 10 kN/m2• 
Show all the steps necessary ~o anatyse this structure for displacements 
and bending moments. 
(Hint: Demonstrate the method with a coarse grid as shown). 
Section Properties: 
Beams: E = 200 GPa 
G = 80 GPa 
·. -3 4 
I = 1,7 x 10 m 
. 3 4 
J = 0,05 x 10- m 
A = 22 x 10-3 m2 
Ptate: E = 200 GPa 
v = 0,3 
h == 20 mm 
CE 515 EX.AM •. AUGUST I· 1976 2. 
2. 
4m 
--. -~ r-------~ 
# ., / 12 /, 
// \ / 5 kN m #// 
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Longitudinal, Section A-A 
Show what steps are required to.determine the displacements, stresses 
and bending moments in the V-shaped portion onty of the roof structure 
shown. 
The horizontal, stabs are subjected -to a uniforml.y distributed toad of· 
5 kN/m2 . 
Note: (1) There is no moment connection between the horizontal, stabs 
and the V-shaped sections. 
(2) AU. slabs are 100 mm thick. 
[HJ 
CE 515 - SURFACE STRUCTURES 
' 
r--
i -b -va 0 I 
i 
I 





0 -va -b I 
I 
0 -a -vb 
E 
! 
= 2 I (-ca+db)(-cb-da)(ca-db) 
ab(1-v )! 
I -b 0 0 . 
I 
I -vb 0 0 I 
i 
r I (-ca•db)(-cb+tla)(ca+db) 
I 0 0 -b 
'. 
0 0 -vb 
~ea+db)(~cb+da)(ca-db) 
tJhere c 
1 ~ v 
4 and 
v 
d = -2 
-, 
va b 0 0 0 
I vb. 0 0 0 a 
I 
(-cb+da)(-ca+db)(cb+da) (ca-db) ( cb-da) I 
va. .· 0 0 b 0 
a 0 0 vb 0 
(~cb+da)(-ca-db)(cb+da) (ca+db) ( cb-do.) 
0 b -va 0 Va 
I 0 vb -a 0 a I 
(-cb-da)(-ea+db)(cb-da) (en-db) (cb+da) I I 
I 
0 0 ,...va b va i. 
' 
0 0 . --;:l vb a I 
I 
' (-cb-da.) (-ca-db} (cb-da)· (ca.4 ·db) ( cb+da~_J 
Stress/Displacement Matrix for Ptane Stress Rectangular El.ements 




















































































































































































































































































































































































UNIVERSITY OF CAPE. TOWN 
DEP.ARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION: JUNE 1976 
COURSE CE 506 - PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE 
Time al.towed: 3 hours 5th June, 1976 
Part A consists of fifteen mul.tipl.e-choice questions. Each 
question is fol.towed by five suggested answers; setect the 
one which is best in each case and circl.e one of (a) f (b), 
(c), (d) or (e) for each question. This portion of the 
examination paper must NOT be removed from the Examination 
Room and must be handed in for marking. 
Part B consists of five questions. Answer al.t questions. 
-----------~-------------------------------~-------------
PART A - Muttipte-Choice Section (AL1.. questions of equal. val.ue) 
Question A 1.: 
Question A2: 
Question A3: 
In contra 1..1..ing the qua 1.i ty of concrete produced for a project, 
a test is needed which: 
(a) gives the true strength of the materia 1; 
(b) gives, for variations in testing procedures, the 1..east 
variation in resutts; 
(c) gives the true strength of the specimen; 
(d) gives a cl.earl.y defined stress pattern; 
(e) is easy to carry out. 
In design of concrete mixes according to CP 110 Concrete 







the design strength f ; 
cu 
the design strength f pl.us 1,65 times the standard 
deviation 1 0 1 • cu 
the design strength f pl.us the standard deviation 'a'; 
cu 
the design strength f plus the coefficient of variation 
cu 'v'; 
the design strength f pl.us 1,65 times the coefficient of 
variation 'v'. 01 
The most important aspect of sampling from a pre-mixed concrete 
truck is to: 
(a) protect the sampl.e from wind and sun; 
(b) obtain a representative sampl.e in order to carry out 
further tests; 
(c) ensure that the concrete is property mixed; 
(d) check the workabil.ity and stump; 
(e) obtain a sufficient quantity of concrete to carry out. 
further tests. 
/Question A4: •••• 





For a water/cement ratio of 0,6 by weight the use of rounded 
river gravet in pLace of crushed aggregate of cubic shape and 
rough texture witt: 
(a) show Httte difference in compressive strength but 
increase ftexuraL strength; 
(b) increase compressive strength by about 10% and al.so 
increase fLexuraL strength; 
(c) decrease compressive strength by about 10% but increase 
ftexura t strength; 
(d) increase compressive strength sUghtty but tower ftexurat 
strength; 
(e) ·decrease stightty, both compressive and fLexurat strengths. 
The Unit Water Method of Mix Design, described in Lectures, 
suggests that the grading of the combined aggregate be made 
finer than the recommended grading when: 
(a) the maximum aggregate size is Larger; 
(o) the maxlmum aggr·egate size is smaL"Ler; 
(c) the coarse aggregate is crushed material; 
(d) the cement content is higher; 
(e) the cement content is Lower. 
An increase in the proportion of aggregate materiaL in the 
sieve range 2 ,oo mm to 9 ,5 mm (No. 8 to 3/8") wi tt tend to: 
(a) make the concrete harsh and tiabte to honeycomb; 
(b) make the finishabiLity of the concrete better; 
(c) improve the economy of the mix; 
(d) increase the amount of water required; 
(e) reduce the amount of water required. 
The. addition of an air entraining agent to a concrete mix 
usuatLy Leads to: 
(a) a more economicat mix; 
(b) a stronger concrete; 
(c) a decrease in the required sand percentage; 
(d) a decrease in cement content; 
(e) a denser concrete because of improYed workabitity. 
/Question A8: 






In the Unit Water Method of Mix Design, described in Lectures, 
the estimated water content for a particular sl.,ump is f:i,xed by: 
(a) the maximum size of the aggregate; ' 
(b) the grading of the aggregate; 
( c) the shape of the aggregate; 
(d) (a) and (b) above; 
( e) (a) and (c) above. 
Capil.,lary water in hydrated cement paste is: 
(a) water hel.,d in areas of restricted adsorption of the get 
structure; 
(b) water occupying space beyond the range of surface forces 
of the sol.,id phase of the gel., structure. 
(c) water existing in cavities and channets up to 100 times 
greater than the size of get pores; 
(d) both (b) and (c) above; 
.(e) uater chemi~atl,y com"'.)ined sU.Jh that i~ is !Jart of t:ie 
sol.,id matter in the hardened paste. 
Piastic shrinkage of concrete is caused by: 
(a) removal, of capi tlary and get pore water; 
(b) the absorbtion of mixing water by porous or dry aggregates; 
(c) sedimentation and settting of sotids in the concrete mix; 
(d) bl,eeding of free water to the top surface of the conc:rete 
where it is often 1.ost by evaporation or drainage; 
( e) al.,t of (b), ( c) and (d) above. 
'.r:ne secant etastic modul.,us of concrete is increased by: 
(a) increased wa.ter:cement ratio and increased paste content; 
(b) constant water:cement ratio and increased paste content; 
(c) increased water:cement ratio and decreased water content; 
(d) constant water:cement ratio and air entrainment; 
(e) decreased water:cement ratio and decreased paste content; 
Decreasing the water/cement ratio infl..uences the ul..trasonic 
pu1se vel..ocity because: 
(a) 
( b) 
( c) . 
(d) 
poor compaction Leads to voids; 
a decrease in the density causes the pul.,se vel..ocity to 
increase; 
an increase in strength (due to a towering of the water 
cement ratio) causes the pul..se ve1.ocity to increase; 
an increase in the density causes the pul.,se ve1.ocity to 
increase; 
(e) an excess of paste causes the putse vetocity to decrease. 
/Question A14: •••• 
CE 506 - EXAM, 1976 4. 
Question A14: 
. Question·A15: 
Rapid Hardening Portland cement can be manufactured by: 
(a) more finely grinding the Port land cement; 





(c) intergrinding some high alumina cement with the Portland 
cement; 
(d) both (a) and (b) above; 
(e) · alt of (a),- (b) and (c) above • 
Excessive.bleeding of concrete can be corrected by: 
(a) adding more cement; 
(b) adding crusher dust or other fine material.; 
(c) by air entrainment; 
(d) both -of (a) and (b) above; 
(e) al.l of (a), (b) and (c) above· 
[Total. 20 marks] 





(a) A laboratory triat mix of concrete with 30 kg of water, 
(b) 
50 kg of cement, 130 kg of sand and 180 kg of stone gave 
a 28-day strength which was too tow, a stump of 110 mm and 
reat mortar excess of 8~. It is decided that a reduction in· 
water/cement ratio to 0,56 witt probabty correct the strength 
requirement. What mix wou"Ld you suggest for a second triat 
to give a stump of 60 mm and a real mortar excess of 2% 
given that the densities of the water, cement, sand· and 
stone are 1000, 3150, 2600 and 2750 kg/m3 respectivety. 
The compressive strength of the second triat mix after 
0 28 days• storage at 18 C is 33 MPa. Using Ptowman's method, 
determine how tong it woutd take to reach the same .strength· . 0 
at 25 C. What witt be the compressive strength after 
3 days at 25°c? 
[20 marks) 
Consider an average structurat grade concrete made with 20 mm 
river grave t aggregate ( irregu tar grave t), nor.mat Port 'Land cement, 
water/cement ratio (by weight) 0,60 aggregate/cement ratio 6,0, 
and s !,ump of 75 mm. 
(i) Catculate the effect on strength of adding water so as to 
increase the stump to 150 mm. 
(ii) How does this strength change compare with that expected 
to result from changing from gravet to crushed coarse 
aggregate but maintaining the aggregate/cement ratio at 
6,0 and stump at 75 mm? 
(iii) If a graded river gravet with maximum size 80 mm was ~sed 
in ptace of the 20 mm gravel, comment on the expected 
water demand, water/cement ratio and resulting compressive 
strength of the concr~te. 
Ctearly state the assumptions made in each case. 




Explain briefly how the progressive hydration of cement 
may tead to setf-desiccation of concrete. 
Catculate the get/space ratio for.a concrete with a 
water/cement ratio of 0,60 at an age of 14 days at which 
time 60 per cent of the cement had hydrated. Comment on 
the expected compressive strength corresponding to this 
get/space ratio. 
100 g of cement and 20 g of water are placed in one seated 
container and 100 g of cement and 60 g of water are placed 
in another seated container. Calculate in both instances 
the maximum degree of hydration possibte, the volume of 
get formed, the weight of chemically combined water and 
the weight of free water in the capillary pores. 
[20 marks] 
/Question B4: 
CE 506 - EX.AM, 1976 6. 
Q:.wstion B4: 
Question B5: 
"When concrete specimens are "Loaded axiat"Ly in compression they 
a tways fail in tension". Briefly discuss this statement and go 
on to discuss the effect of specimen size and shape, and atso 
the effectiveness of capping materials on the apparent u"Ltimate 
compressive strength of concrete test specimens. 
[ 10 marks] 
A considerable number of different types of test procedures 
have been devised to measure "workability" of concrete. Discuss 
the reasons for the multiplicity of methods used. List ways in 
which the workability of concrete can be increased without 
increasing the water content. 
[20 marks] 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
~RSITY EXAMINATION: 13th NOVEMBER, 1976 
CE 519 - STEEL STRUCTURES 
Time a Uowed: 3 hours 
1. 151<N 15tN 







The rectangutar frame shown above is to be designed by plastic methods. 
The toads shown are working toads: the vertica 1., toads represent dead 
pl.us superimposed loads and the horizonta 1. loads represent wind toads. 
The wind. toads may act from 1.eft to right (at B and C as shown) or from 
right to left (at Hand I). 
'i. Use limit anal..ysis to determine the 1..east vatue of Mp for which the 
frame can equilibrate al..1.. factored toad combinations using the fottowing 
assumptions: 
(a) the frame is designed with a uniform se~tion, 
(b) the toad factor for dead plus superimposed 1..oad atone is 1,75, and 
for dead plus superimposed toad plus wind toad 1,4. 
Draw the bending moment and shear force diagrams, and determine the axiaL 
'Loads in the members, for the collapse conditions. 
[40 marks] 
2. Using the Abridged Version of the Handbook on Hot Rotted Structural 
Steel. Sections, and the Design Recommendations issued, seLect an 
appropriate para1.Le1. fl.ange I-section for this design. The yietd stress 
is to be taken as 250 MPa. 
Choose your section/sections with respect to the col.1.apse bending moments, 
shear forces and axial. toads. Consider 
(a) whether the section or sections chosen is/are compact, 
(b) whether shear stiffeners are required, 
(c) lateral. stability and the points at which 'Lateral. bracing is required,·. 
( d) in-plane buckl.ing. 
[35 marks] 
CE 519 EXAM. NOV. 1976 
3. The moments computed from an elastic anatysis with uniform E.I. over 
the entire frame are given be tow. Tension on the inside of the frame 
is takenas positive. 
Section Moment due to Moment due to wind onty 
vertica 1, toads ont;z:: acting from teft to right 
(kNm) (kNm) i 
A + 27,00 - 70,91 
B - 13,50 + 1,93 
c - 54,00 + 34,77 
D + 18,00' + 20,36 
E + 54,00 + 5,95 
F + 54,00 - 8,45 
G + 18,00 - 22,86 
H - 54,00 - 37,27 
I - 13, 50 + 9,95 
J + 27,00 + 57,16 
Assume for simptici.ty that the dead and superimposed toad together 
. may or may not act. The wind may act from 1.eft to right or from right 
to 'Left. 
For the Mp val,ue catcutated ·in pa::t (a), determine the toad factor 
against faiture. by a'Lternating plastic deformation at any section. 
Do you conside.r this resu tt ·to be significant in determining member 
· sizes? 
[ "'0 m'!rka] 
fl<Nm 1kNm 
·-
Using th.e three independent·seLf-stress systems associated with the 
force systems shown above, write down the compatibitity equations for 
the structure anatysed in 1. above at the point of cottapse. Assume 
pLa.stic hinge rotations at each of the hingesin the mechanism. 
You may take the fottowing val,ues for the integra'Ls betow: 
r M M d 
' 1 EI s 
•. 
= - 0,0076 kNm 
2. 
CE 519 EXAM. NOV. 1976 
4. (Continued) 
r M2 :I ds = - 0,0491 k:Nm ., . 
J :rvr3 ~I ds = + 0 ,0240 kNm 
M is the col..1.ap1se bending moment diagram, and moments causing tension 
on the inside are positive. The integrats extend over the whol..e 
structure. 
Hence determine which is the l..ast hinge to form. 
[ 15 marks] 
3. 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION JULY 1977 
COURSE CE 533 - BRIDGE ENGINEERING 
Time allowed: THREE HOURS' . Notes are allowed 
1. Write a brief critical review of the main ideas contained in the 
road traffic bridge loading specifications covered in this course and 
discuss in particular the effects of using simplified or equivalent 
loading systems. ' 
[20 marks] 
2. Give a critical evaluation of the methods of analysis for hollow 
concrete slab bridges, considering different deck plan shapes 
and different void configUrations. 
[20 marks] 
3. ·For each of the four bridge sites on the attached sheets, select the 
most suitable type of bridge structure and construction method. 
Draw adequate sketches of the superstructure, substructure and 
foundations directly on these sheets and hand them in. State all 
assumptions clearly and describe the construction method adequately. 
I.ist brief reasons for all the major decisions. 
[15 marks each] 
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